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SYN0PSIS 

The purpose of this work was to investigate the 

behaviour of the interfacial, region between two immiscible-, 

fluid phases.,, undergoing, displacenent through a poroUS 

ma . terial. In order to escape problems'. arising from the 

geometric complexities of naturally occurring aystemst the 

studies have been confined to the interaction of -capillary 

and hydrodynamic effects within the limited context of 

immiscible displacement in the simplest of all porous media: 

a single, 
'uniform, 

cylindrical capillary. 

In a preliminary investigation, benzene-water displace- 

mcnts were-carried out in horizontal, Pyrax capillaries of 

'predicted 
linear small-diamcter (lessthan 1 mm). The 

relationship betweeninterfacial. velocity and applied hydro- 

static pressure, was verified for rates-of displacement in 

excess ofl, 0.3 = sec , -but 
at lower speeds. interfacial 

motion. becameunsteady. This was interpreted as the result 

of haphazard_contamination., of the capillary wall, and experi- 

ments weretherefore ber -treated unin alkyl, c4lorosilane 

capillaries, whose surfaces were, thought to be'relatively 

inert. Thisapproach wan successful, and it was eventually 

possible to maintain, steady displacement rates below 1V sec 

In these experiments, a micro-cind. apparatus was emplOYed which 

ene: 191ea, the. first, direct and simultaneous observations of 

interfacial velocityg applied hydrostatic pressure and the_ 



contact angle. Results indicated that at sufficiently low 

displacement rates the moving interface is governed by the 

same two boundary conditions that rovcrn the'equilibrium 

state: namely the Laplace equation and a three-phase boundary 

condition represented by the contact angle. It was found 

that the dynamic behaviour of the contact angle is a major 

influence upon the character of the displacement, making it 

necessary to distinguish two types of two-phase flowl 

designated respectively consecutive and concentric flow., 

Transitions from one flow regime to'the'other 'Were observed 

in systems having a high vis6osity ratio and a-low interfacial 

tension. 

Data were also obtained on the'velocity--dependence of 

the contact angle over a greater range of velocities and 

under conditions of greater sensitivity than hitherto. 'This 

has prompted a theoretical treatment of contact angle velocity 

dependence in terms of a molecular displacement process in the 

three phase zone. 

The value of the contact angle in the system benzene/ 

water/trimethylchlorosilane-coated glass was dependent upon 

the duration of contact between water (or benzene saturated with 

water) and the treated glass surface. In general, the contact 

angle and its velocity dependence fell whilst contact angle 

hysteresis increased with increasing time of contact. In order 

to investigate this behaviour further, a period of research was 

devoted to the measurement of adsorption/desorption isotherms 



of water on treated and untreated Vycor porous glans. This 

revealed that trimethylchlorosilanc reacts with slightly less 

than half -"theý available surface hydroxyl. groups, in fully 

hydrated porous glass, that the consequent reduction in B. E. T. 

monolayer capacity to water is largely due to the restriction 

of water adsorption at low relative pressures to unreacted 

hydroxyl groups, and that subsequent exposure of the treated 

surface to water vapour causes a reduction in its hydrophobic 

character. 

Finally, techniques have been developed for the manu- 

facture, calibration and utilisation of capillaries having 

diameters of less than 20p. Benzene-water displacements have 

been carried out in two tubes of respectively 2 and 10p radius. 

Determination'of liquid'viscosities and interfacial tensions 

have revealed no significant deviations from the accepted 

values. 
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INTR0DUCT10N 

Two-phase flow in porous modia has been tho object of 

increasing activity in recent years. This is largely as a 

result of its technological importance in the fiold of 

petroleum recovery., but soil science., groundwator hydroloEy 

and chemical engineering have provided additional 
98)167,168,169,170 impetus 

Much of this increased activity has centred on systems 

of such geometric complexity that they can be described only 

statistically and, as a result, rather imperfectly. Howevor, 

the problems encountered in a detailed phenomenological 
I 

description of two-phase flow orivinate only partly in the 

complicated geometric structure of the pore system, which 

is involved in both the capillary and hydrodynamic aspects 

of the problem: a more basic obstacle is the complexity of 

each of these aspects considered independently of the 

geometric intricacies. The present purpose is, the refore, 

to consider the interaction of capillary and hydrodynamic 

effects within the limited context of immiscible displacement 

"or= in the simplest of all porous media: a single , uniý 

cylindrical capillary. 

This approach is by no means original, the earliest 

work 
124 located by the author was done in ig1l; nevertheless, 

one asPect, has received less attention than it merits) 



xi. 

and in the ýresent work particular emphasis will be laid 

upon the importance of the contact an7le- 

The firzt two chapters will be concerned with the 

historical background and present status of týe contact 

angle in relation to heterogeneous systems at equilibrium, 

althoup, h the early sections will be devoted to the more 

basic concept of surface tension. 

In Chapter 3 the relevance of the contact angle to 

dynamic systems will be considered, and it will be sho-. rn 

that the particular problem of the contact angle makes it 

necessary to distinguish two types of two-phase flow. 

Some detailed experimental studies of two-phase florl 

will be reported in ýhapter 4. and in Chapter 5 space 17jil 

be given to the develoýTaent of 4 simple theory to account 

for the observed behavioýr of the. contact angle under 

dynamic conditions. 

T'ne, coneluding chapter Will conaprise a report of sorao 

preliminary studies of two-phase flow in mioros, 30PIO 

capillaries. 

During the course of study, a side issue has 

developed regarding, the behaviour of certain alkyl ohloro- 

silanes as surface modifying agents. A period of re-searoh 

has therefore been devoted to water adsorption on treated 

and untreated Vycor porous glass. A brief experimental 

description and a discussion of the results of this Work 

appear in Appendix 11. 
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CHAPTER0N IS, 

Ca_pillaEZ Systems at Equilibrium 

Introduction 

Whenever two immiscible phases exist in mutual contact 

they will in general be separated by an interface, inter- 

facial zone or interphase in which there will be a more or 

less discontinuous transition from the properties of one 

phase to those of the other. In a capillary system the 

configuration Of the interface playo a significant part in 

determining the thermodynamic state of the whole system. 

Any complete description of such a system muSt, therefore., 

account adequately for the experimental properties of the 

interfacial region as well as for those of the bulk phases. 

In descriptions of this kind it is convenient to dis- 

tinguish factors which govern mechanical equilibrium from 

those responsible for physic o-chemical equilibrium and it 

is the contribution of the former toUes morc generals 

thermodMamic equilibrium that will be the primary concern 

of this chapter. However, the treatment of individual 

equilibrium conditions iaisolation has resulted in some 

confusion in the work of some authors - especially in 

relation to the mechanical stability of systemz containing 

both fluidz and solidso In this chapter, therefore: it is 

intended to give due consideration to all factors which 



influence the particular stability conditions discussed. 

1.1 Systems ContaininR only Pluias 

Surface Tension 

In the absence of external macroscopic fields, such 

as gravity, the equilibrium stress tensor in a'bulk fluid 

is isotropic and identical in magnitude (though opposite 

in sign) to the hydrostatic pressure. At the interface 

between two immiscible fluids, however, there exists, in 

addition., an anisotropic component normal to the interface. 

Furthermore, an bxaot-formulation of this component is very 

difficult since it can only follow an exact knowledge of 

the change in mol6cular properties in going from one bu2k 

phase to the'other. "'* Without this detailed knowledges it 

is necessary, to devise a bodel in order to explain the 

experimental propertie of the interface. 

It so happeas that the hystem behaves, from a mechani- 

cal standpoint, ' as if it 6onsisted of, two homogeneous fluids 

separated. by a 'Surface of tiniform tension and zero thick- 

2 
ness This "surface of tension" is, of course, PurelY 

fictitious; 'it is simpýy an artifact which fits the 

experimental facts and stands in'place of the real mole- 

cular dynamio system. 

Dividing Surfaces 

Problems similar to those notecl aýove'are also 

2 



.3 
inherent in an exact physic o-chemical specification of the 

interphase and they have been'met in an analogous way. 

Gibbs3 has propose& a model in which both bulk phases 

remain homogeneous up to a geometrical dividing surface, 

parallel to the surface of tension and also of zero thick- 

ness. The differences, in energy, entropy and mass between 

the model and the real system are made up by ascribing to 

the formerexcess quantities of these propertios. 

Whilst, in principle, the position of the dividing 

surface is quite, arbitrary, in practice it is found that 

the surface ekeess quantities are very sensit ive to_the 

position chosen. 
4. 

Gibbs, therefore., makes the choice in 

such a way that the surface excess of one component becomes 

zero: relative excess quantities can then be defined which 

are invariant with respect to the position of the dividing 

surface. If., however, it is desired to make the model both 

physieochemically and mechanicalýy equivalent to the real 

system, then the dividing surface must be placed coincident 

with the surface of tension. Fortunately, this condition 

only applies to curvecl surfaces and may often be relaxed. 

providing the curvature is not great (i. e. not greater than; 

say, 104cm-1). To some extent surface tension may - also be 

5 
regarded as an excess quantity . but it is important to, 

remember that, whilst, experimentally, the surface of 

tension may be ill defined, its location properties 
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are., in principle, completely define& by the real microsoopie 

state of the interfacial zone and are in no way arbitrary. 

In general,, the use of a dividing surface' iz quite 

fundamental to the treatment of curved surfacos si=0 only 

-1 - then is precise meaning given to the concepts of area and 

curvature. In the case of a plane interface the concept 

of a dividing surfaoe is still useful,, but not nocessax7, 

and valid alternatives exist 
6.. 7s8. 

. 
L_ostatic PropeFýZ. Surface Tension: a Ey 

The derivations of equationz governing hydrostatics 
9 

are all to be found in the standard texts * However,, a 

brief survey of those equations specific to the mechanical 

equilibrium of fluid/fluid interfaces will be useful fcr 

the present purposes. The two-dimensional principle of 

hy#ostatics, which governs the mechanical equilibrium of 

a single surface, is given by the Laplace formulavlo 

(Pll ý pt 

where p" and pi are the bulk hydrostatio pressures on 

opposite sides of the interface of surface tenzion 0) and 

rI and r. are the two principal radii of curvature of the 

surface at the point considered. Before proceeding,, if 

the mean curvature is aefined by 

III (I ,1)1.1-2 17 `2 'Y r, r. 
m 
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Then Eq. 1.1-1 beeomes 

(pit -pl) =2a r m 
1-1-3 

By convention a is taken to be positive so that the 
%F 0 

pressure on the concave side of Ie interface, p", "h is 

greater than that on the convex sides pl. Thus Bqs. IA-I 

and 1.1-3 give an experimental defifflion of surface 

tension. (Note,, however,, that a is left, experimentalýy 

undefined when the interface is planar). - Laplace 10 (1806) 

in fact used potential theory and not the concept of surface 

tensionto derive Eqs. 1.1-1 and 1.1-3; however, Young's 

macroscopic concept of surface tension can also be used to 

obtain them and it seems likely that Young (1805) indepand- 

entýy arrived at similar conclusions, though they lacked 

Laplace's mathematical rigour. 

Laplace i Is equation is valid at every point on the 

surface, regardless of gravitationallforces, provided only 

that the weight of the surface phase itself can be 

neglectpd. 
X- 

GibbS3 (pp. 276-281) has shown that if the weight Of 

material adsorbe& at the interface is taken into account 

then Laplace's equation gains another term: thus 

Eq. I. I. -I becomes 

P11 - ps Cr 
I++gr 

cos a 
I r2 

-2 where r is the total adsorption in gm cm at the surface 
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In the absence of gravitational effects, the pressures 

pl and p" are uniform throughout their respective phases; 

0 also remains constant. At equilibrium, therefore., the 

mean radiusr M? will be the same fcr all points in the 

surface. The surface is then said to have constant mean 

curvature. The sphere is the simplest of such surfaces. 

The one-dimensional ýy4rostatia 
_princi)Rle 

for three 

fluid phases which meet along a line of contact is given 

bIy an equation often callea ''The Law of Neumannts 

12 Tri6ngle In vectorial notation, the equation is 

footnote continued 

of tension, g is the acceleration unier gravity and a 

denotes the angle which the no=al to the surfaoe (at the 

point considere&) makes with the vertical. Furthc=orey 

the interfaoial tension will vary with the height of tho 

interface according to the equation 
da 

gr dZ 

Howeverp since. r it unlikely ever to exceed 10 -8 gm cm -2 

both effeots are usually quite negligible - but this Will 

not always be the case. For example., in a centrifugal 

field or in a near-critical system gravitational terms 

could play a dominant role in determining interfacial 

stability ancl the variation of a with the spatial coordin- 

ates wouI& then require explicit consideration. 
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712 '1* 723 + 31 "0 

where -j.. is the surface tension vector acting normal to 
ij 

the line of contact within the ij interface. in 

connection with this equation,, Defay and co-authors4(p j()) 

have stated "It may be remarkecl that this condition is not 

a necessary and sufficient condition (for equilibrium)., 

since the line of contact might itself be subjected to a 

tension. A curved line of contact in tension could be 

in equilibrium with the resultant of three surface 

tensions (a. There is, however, no convincing li 

evidence for the existence of a tension of this kincl. 11 

Gibbs, on the other hand., has suggested that such a line 

tension does exist and ýas outlined a thermodynamics for 

a line phase. (Gibbs3 p. 288 (footnote) et ýOa-) 

Surface Tension:. bý Thermodynamic Property,. 

The thermodynaLca of capillary systems has been 
4., 8,, 131 14s 15 fully aealt with in s'everal recent texts 

the present purpose is merely to illustrate the thermo- 

dynamic nature of surface tension. 

The superscriptcr will be use& to signify the 

surface excess of a quantity: thus, the terms 

ua, PaISa and nIa will denote respectively the excess 

internal energy, Helmholtz free energy, entropy, an(I 

number of moles of component i associated with the inter- 

faoe of area A. Then,, for all. isothermal. * reversible 
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mVtions of a system. initially at equilibrium at temperature 

Ts 

dUa = TdScr + adA + Z" i dn 
I 

and 
dF dU cr TdS cr 

adA ,+ dn 

where Pi is the chemical potential o,,. ' component i. 

It is convenient to use lower case symbols to denote 

quantities referrecl to unit area of surface, so that 

ua =Ua 

S SK 

?F 

and the integrated form of Fq. 1.1 -6 describing the 

isothermal, reversible production of unit surface is 

Uý = TSO +a+r1. i-q 

where r is the adsorption of component i; 
n 

rA 

The specific, Helmholtz free energy of the surface is given 

by fo aUa- TS Cr 

=a+ Zip 
Ir 

It'is. sometimes possible to choose the dividing 

surface so that : ývjrj = 0. If this is done then 

fa IA-i2 

However, this choice is not always, convenient and in 
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general the surface tension is not equal to the specific 

HelmhcIz free energy as is sometimes assumed4l. Other., 

similar misconceptions occur in the literature. As 

Melrose has pointeýd out 
16 

s the specific internal onergy u 

is often referred to as a surfaco enthalpy: "This usage 

appears to rest on the frequently adopted view that in the 

case of interfaces involving but 0, single component the 

surface tensions can. be regarded as Gibbs free energies. " 

More generally, it would seem appropriate to defino 

specific surface enthalpies by 

U 

Ts a 
+ZIIJi I -1 -13 

and specific Gibbs free energies by 

gha, - Ts a 

r 

"Unfortunatelys the practice of referring to the 

surface excess internal energy as the enthalpy ana the 

interfacial tension as the Gibbs free energy is almost 

universal in the literature. " Some examples of tho 

confusion resulting from this failure to exploit to the 

full the analogy between surface ancl bulk funclaMental 

equations have been citecl by johmon17o 

Nevertheless, a can still be regarded. as the total 

change in free energy of a closed system containing a 

plane surface 40companying the isothermal, reversible 
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creation of fresh surfaco of unit area: that is 

a, 
0) 

-15 Cr TV., n, 

This can be demonstrated by separating the various con- 

tributions, to the free energy using primes to distinguish 
, 

the two bulk phases: thus 
0 

p=F, + F" 1.1-16 

and the total differential free enerar is then given by 

cr dF = d1v + dF + dP 

I 
-S'dT - PI&VI + an. 

-sl, aT p"dV' 4 11 an. 11 

-S 
a dT + dA + an. 

If the interface is planar, pl p" and since V is hold 

constant dVl = -dVII and the Vol=e work tOrms canclsl- 

Purther. the system is'at, equilibrium, therefore 

IA-18 

and the system is closed so that 

dn + dn + dn Cr 0 1.1-19 

Hence dF OdA and Eq. 1-1-15 follows. This 

explains why a and not fc' appears in formulae such as 

Laplace's equation ancl Neumann's lavr (and, as we shall 

see in section 1-3. young's equation). 

It can be shown that the hydrostatic principles 

noted above and Pascal's lavis for bulIt fluids are 

necessary oonditions f or the more general thermodYnamiO 
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equilibrium of. fluid systems. They are as much part of 

Thermodynamics as., for example, Eq. 1.1-18. To illustrate 
I 

this complementary role, Eq. 1-1-17 may be written, for all 

isothermal,, reversible changes in a closed system of constant 

vol=e containing a close& spherical interface of raaius r. 

The pressure insiae the sphere is p" and that outsido plo 

Conditionz 1,1-18 an; i 1.1-ig apply here also, but in this 

case 

avs = -011 =4 it r2 ar 

and 
dA =8 Yrrdr 

Substitution of these values for dV'., dVII and dA in 

Ecl- IA-17 and utilization of the cmaition for thormo- 

dynamio equilibrium (*ýt; T; ni etd 0 yields 

47r r2 dr(p" - pt )+ 87rradr 0 

which simplifies to 

p" - pi 2cr .1 -20 
r 

Eq. 1.1-20 can at once be reoognised as a particular 

case of the more general Laplace equation. 

Pimlly in this section it is emphasised that the 

only condition both necossary and sufficient for thermo- 

dynamic equilibrium is that tho total free energy of the 

whole system is a minimum. This condition can be 

expressed mathematical2y in n=erous ways: four are 
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listecl below: 

( 3U ýr, 
S, ni etc 00 '1.1 -21 

ali )j, 
ps'n! etc 

0 1.1-22 

3G)p 
jT, ni etc 

0 1-1-23 

32)V, T, n i otd 0 1.1-24 

1.2 The Surface Tension of a solia 
For an amorphous solid in a uniform state of stress, 

in equilibrium with its surroundings and possessing a 

mechanism for remaining so, the problem of thermodynamic 

description reduces to that for a fluid at rest. The 

mechanical equilibrium of such a "solid" body will there- 

fore be governed by the various principles cfhydrostaties. 

The solids co=only encountered are not generally 

of this typep since they lack the mechanism enabling them 

to adjust to the conformation required for thermodynamic 

equilibrium; furthermore., their rigidity allows them to 

remain in mechanical equilibrium whilst accommodating 

non-unifo= states of stress both within the solid and at 

the surface. The woex of formation of the surface of a 

solid is therefore not the same as the work of stretching 

it, and, for all normal solids, the surface tension is 
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not equal to the surface stress"O (See Gibbs3 p P-315)- 

Nevertheless, there exist good experimental reasons for 

ascribing to a solid surface a tension analogous to that 

of fluids: 131019 in particular, studies of the rate of 

- homogeneous nucleation in supercoolecl liquids as a funotion 

of the a-mount of undercoolinr,,, 
20221 

are especially signifi- 

cant. 

The clefinitions of surface tension given up to now, 

namely, Eqs. 1-1-1,1-1-3 and 1-1-15, apply only to systems 

in thermodynamic equilibrium3L'. For the case of the non- 

equilibri= solid, Gibbs3 (P-315) has proposecl the 
It 

definition 

f 

This expression (rhich is the same as Eq,, 1.1-ii) 

involves only integral quantities which are indifferent 

as to whether or not the path taken in achieving them was 

isothermal and reversible. -As Gibbs recognised, however, 

3ýThis is not generally true of fluids either unless the 

stretching process is done isothermally and reversib2y. 

The point is that : eluids can be stretched in this way) 

but normal solids cannot. 

3EN-- 
For systems not in plýysico-chemioal equilibrium see 

Defay and co-auth. =4 PP- 55-70. 
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the quantities V. ia and fa are only defined when the material 

and energy densities are uniform in the bulk of the solid. 

Such is clearly not the case when the state of internal 

strain varies from point to point ancl % , 
is as unclefinecl as 

before. 

A necessary and sufficient condition for thermodynamic 

equilibrium is that the total Helmholtz free energy of the 

systep is a minimum*, Eq. 1.1-24. This is the same for 

solids as for any other system, yet it is co=only assumed 

that minirnisation of surface free ener8y only is sufficient. 

Once again the state of internal strain is ignored. In 

defence of this procedure it is argue& th3-t the elastic 

and configurational energy associated with the state of 

-stress is only a very small part of the total internal 

ener, gy (thermal, electrostatic, eto, ) and may,, thereforov 

safely be ignored. 

Gibbs has recognised these problems and eleganýly 

avoided them by choosing the dividing surface so that 

the adsorption of component 11 the solid, is reduced to 

zero. Eq. i. 2-1., =itten in terms of relative excess 

quantities., then becomes 
n 

as 
2 

ri, , u-i 1.2-2 

where r and P., are the relative adsorptions and 

chemical potentials of the n-I components comprising 
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the surrounclings. r' Provided only that the various energy 

and material densities of the solid, its state of strain 

etc., all remain constant and unaffected by changes in the 

surroundings,, then the terms in Eq. 1.2-2 are complete: ýy 

defined. 

If the solid, is, for. example, soluble in its 

surroundings., then this is the only rigorous definition 

of as possible without detaile& Imoivleclge of the state of 

strain of the solia. Jfp on the other hand, it is wished 

to consider only the equilibrium of fluids at the surface 

of, as Gibbs put it, "an unchangeable solid. " that is one 

whose total energy, mass, state of strain etc. all remain 
I 

constant, then the following method of treating the sub- 

Ject is "more simple ancl at the same time more general" 

(Gibb33 P-328). Gibbs, did not give 
-a. 

a name; he did2 

however, define & "the superficial tension of the fluid 

in contact with the solid". AccorUng to his definition 

&=aR-a 
S- ,0 1 . 2-3 

where a,. 
o 

is the value of a. if the solid vere bounded 

bY a vacuum, -, t may be either positive or negative and., 

for an i=utable solid, will depend only upon temperature., 

m The surroundings are assumecl here to be fluids in ecjuili- 

brium. For the situation, in which the surrounding$ 

comprise solids see EleY15 P-76, -et seq_. 
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By this means, the solid becomes merely a boundary con- 

dition upon the equilibrium of the contacting fluids. 

1-, 3 Younes Equation and The Contact Angle 

The Pystem. 

The system to be considered is illustrated below. - 

/- 

S 

Fig. 1.1 

Two immiscible fluid phases,, I and 2,, are simultaneously 

in contact with each other and a solid surface, S, at a 

line of three phase contact (the three phase line 0, "* TPL)- 

In general, one of the fluid phases will be liquid whilst 

the other, can be -either liquid or gas. The various 

interfaces will be denoted ty the subscripts Sip S2 and 
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12. The angle betweep the planes tangential to the solid 

surface aAd to the fluiVfluid (i. 
-e. 

12) interfaco at the 

TM is calle& the contact ans-le 0 Unless othermise stated, 

the convention adopted. here is that 0 be measured through 

phase 2. 

If the 12 interface is considered to possess a tension 

a 12P then it will exert a force a2 cos a upon the TFL in 

a direction parallel to the solid surface. For the system 

to remain in mechanical equilibrium there must also 9xist 

forces of the same nature as sur. 'kace tensions acting upon 

the TM and associated with the Si and S2 interfaces. Let 

them be denote& by a is and cr 23 respective3, yi; then, with- 

out making any assumptions about the mechanism byuhioh 

they act,, for equilibrium at the TFL 

Cr 13 023 = Cr 12 Cos 

The Historical Background. 

The'earliest statement of Eq. 1-3-1 is to be found 

in "An Essay on the Cohesion of Fluids" by Thomas Young 
2 

(P-84) - albeit in words rather than in algebraic form. 

Eq. 1-3-1 will therefore be designated Young's equation. 

, 
Bver since its appearance this relationship has 

aroused considerable., and at times quite heated, diz- 

22,23 PIL 
cussion . Even the name is controversial. Adam 

has suggested that Eq. 1-3-1 is too obvious to be worthy 
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of Young's nameland of late the appellation "The Young 

Dupr'e equationt' has enjoyed a certain vocruo14,25. However, 

as 1,11elrose 
26 

points out, "... no support for this latter 

description may be obtained from any adequate review of the 

classical work in this fieldý such as that of Bakker 
(27)0t, 

If any modification is justified it would seem far more 

suitable to refer to the relation as the v. oung-Gauss 

equation since Gauss was apparentIly the first to present 

it mathematically'"j. 

The concept of liquid surface tension was generally 

acc 
. 
epted in Young's time, for example by Segner 

290751) 
and 

by Nflonge3O; further, according to Bashforth and Adams 11 
) 

Clairault (1743) had appreciated that the height to vhich 

liquid will rise in a capillary is determined by the 

relative attraction of the liquid particles for themselves 

and for the walls of the tube. He concluded that even if 

the former attractions were of greater magnitude than the 

latter, provided they were not twice as great, the liquid 

would still rise, 

131 In 1669, Dupre proposed the definition of the work 

of adhesion yl SL aS+aL-a SL 1-3-2 

where a a. and a are supposed to be respectivelY thO 
S' L SL 

tensions of the solid surface. % the'liquid surface and the 

-solia/liquid interface. Combined with a less general 

form of Youngy's equation, 
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cy aa Cos 1.3-3 s SL L 
the Dupr'c equation yields an expression relating W SL to 

the contact angle: 

0+ Cos 1-3-4 
SL L'. -. 

This expression (or rather its modern counterpart) is in 

some ways more useful than Eq. 1-3-3 since it involves 

only terms which are usually considered to be readily 

measurable, *unlike Younts equation for which aS and aSL 

are difficult even to define. Whilst Eq. 1.3-4 is clearly 

foreshadowed by Clairault's conclusions (above) the idea 

expressed, that-competition between the I cohesion of a 

liquid to itself and its adhesion to a solid gives rise, 

to an angle of contact both constant and s-cecific to a. 

given system at equilibriuni, ras expounded for the first 

time in Young's original essay. 

The extra utility and subtlety of Eq. 1.3-4 has 

prompted Adam to suggest that "vie should do more 

honour to Thomas Young by giving his name to equation 

11 itchener33 than to 0-Y-3) 41 as y (I Y-I+) rather However,, 

notes, "Unfortunately, this plea seems unlikely to be 

heeded as the name is firmly attached to (Eq. 1.1-3) in 

innumerable text books. A practical compromise would be 

to call (Eq. 1.1-4+) the "Young Dupre equation" as it is 

normally arrived at by' combining Dupr . b's equation with the 

so-called. Young's equation". 
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Objections to Young's Eauation 

Adam's view 
24 that Young's equation is obvious to 

anyone who regards surfaces as being in tension" is not 

universally accepted. 

Bikerma-n34 has repeatedly opposed the equation on the 

grounds that the equilibrium conditions are discussed only 

with respect to forces parallel to the surface and that 

no accopnt is taken of the component of the stress tensor 

normal to the surface. Bikerman has published a booklet35 

containing two papers on Young's equation. In these he 

repeats all his objections and includes some experimental 

work in support of his views. 

All analysis of the stresses in the region of threa 

phase contact (the three phase zone or TPZ) performed by 
36 Lester predicts that the normal component, 0 12 sin 

will cause distortion of the solid surface. if the solia 

is ea-sily deformable, then the distortion may be sufficient. 

to destroy the validity of Young's equation. 

That distortion does occur haz been elegantly 

demonstrated by Tabor and BaiY37. They placed a few drops 

of mercury on a smooth mica sheet of I or 2p thickness 

and observed that the mica was pulled up all round the 

edges of the drops. With mercury and this thickness of 

mica the deflection was of the order of I mm. 
'38 Michaels and Dean have found similar effects when 
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paraffin oil is placea on unharaenea silica-aquagel. The 

angle fo=ed between the liqui(? zin this case is close to 

t %., he appropriate Neu=a-nn angle. However. % on acid hardening, 

as the gel becomes more rigid, the deformation bocomes 

smaller, and. the angle eventually increases to the Young 

angle predicted by assuming the surface tension oz a dilute 

gel to be close to th-at of the solution before gelation. 

Melrose 26 has concluded tho-t "The evidence provided 

by these experiments suggests that in most cases the defcot 

in Young's equation arising from solid phaso deformability 

is not important'. 11. It would seem, therefore, that Bikerman 

has overstated the case and that., in general, his objections 

are unrealistic. 

The validity of Young's equation in a gravitational 

field has also been questioned39,40. Kitchener33 has 

published a critical review on the subject in which he 

concludes that "the treatment of surfaces given by Gibbs 

in 1878 is still the most comprehensive and rigorous that 

has ever been presented". The treatment referred to 

includes a derivation of Young's equation, which, whilst 

apparently rather sketchy and spread over a number of. 

pages., is, in fact, complete and explicitly allows for 

the effects of gravity as viell as for those of-adso. -%P'W:! On 

and curvature. As Melrose observes, 1,1jis (i. e. Gibbs'), 

discussion, although sufficiently extensive as to sucrgest 
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tho subject is of some importance, has) apparently, not 

appealcd to later vrriters. Thus the treatments given in 

presently available texts(14)41,42) and in recent revicr; S(43-45) 

do not, explicitly at least, refer to the existence of such 

conclusions". 

Derivations of Young's nLuation.. 

Yuch of the confusion concerning the function and 

vali ty of Young's eq . Cli , uatioza, whiCh has ensued. since Gibbs' 

=ust be at-boributecl to the many careless "clerivat ions" 

present in more recent and othemise respectable texts. 

GraY46 has rezaxOked on some notable examples. Misrepres- 

entation of surface tension as variously surface Helmholtz 

I 
or Gibbs free energy (the terras sometimes. being interchanged 

indiscriminately4l) or surfaoe enthalpy has added 

i=ensely to the misunderstandingg. The chaos in the 

24,47 literature is vast, and apparently self-regenerative 

In vierr of thisJohnson's recent and lucid restatement of 

Gibbs' proof, in modern terms, is all the more welcome. 

Johnson17 considers the equilibrium of a liquid drop 

resting on a-"homogeneous, continuous and isotropic 

surface" in the presence of an equilibrium vapour phaso 

and in a gravitational field. Gibbs makes his analysis- 

using the equilibriu= condition given by Eq. 1.1-2ip, 
_ 

whilst Johnson uses the equivalent condition Eq. 1.1-24. 

He shows that the necessar7 and sufficient condition for 
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thermodynamic equilibri= can be split up into tvio separate, 

though not independent, necessary conditions. One of these 

is necessary and sufficient for physico-chemical equilibriump 

the other for mechanical equi3. ibri=. Both take explicit 

account of gravity. The mechanical conclition is then 

resolved into three, separate, hydrostatic principles 

relating to volume surface and line. each of which is 

necessary-for the thermodynamic equilibrium of the whole 

system. Thus appear Pascal's laws for bulk fluids., 

Laplace's equation for surfaces and Young's equation for 

the equilibrium of the TPL. If the system had corýtainecl 

three fluids, instead of two fluids an& a solid, then 

Neumann's law would have resulted instead of Young's 

equation. 

Derived in this way., the Laplace equation contains 

terms due to the weight of adsorbed materialý, but Young's 

equation does not, simply because, in the Gibbs treatment, 

no adsorbed material is associated with the three phase 
I 

line. Hovaever, had Gibbs chosen to adopt his own 
MX 

suggestion 11 ......... that a nearer approximation in the 

- theory of equilibrium and stability might be attained by 

I taking gpecial aocount, in our general equationsp of the 

x See footnote pp. 5-6, this work 
xx Gibbs3 p. 288 (footnote) 
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lines in which surfaces of discontinuity meet". then not 

only would gravitational terms associated with line adsorp- 

tion have appeared, but Young's equation would also have con- 

tained a line tension in a way analogous to that in which the 

I-FLplace 6quatioa contains a surface tension. 

The various hydrostatic principles that result from 

Gibbs approach., and also from a more recent., statistical 

mechanical treatment by Buff4S, are simply necessary 

conditions that the total differential free energy of the 

system (at constant temperature volume and mass) is zero 

for all possible., infinitesimal displacements of volume, 

surface and line. This is the reason for the very local 

nature of Young's eqýiation that has been emphasised by 
' 25s2603 

so many co=entators . Pascals laws, Lap2ace's 

equation and Young's equation all refer to mathematical 

2oints and therefore contain. only the values of the 

intensive variables appropriate to the point under con- 

sideration. 

Further Implications 

As it has been remarked, Gibbs treatment of Young's 

equation is very comprehensive, and it contains certain 

further implications which have not been brought out b. 7 

Johnson. 

I Firstly, Young's equation applies only when both 

solid-fluid interfacial tensions are co-planar,, otherwise 

* 
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the equilibrium condition is given by 

a- Cy > Cr Cos CE S1 S2 12 

a S2 - aS1 > c'12 cos 

where a and 8 are the angles filled by fluids I and 2 

respectively. This condition reduces to Eq. 1-3-1 when 

a+S= 1800 (Gibbs3 P-326). 

Secondly, Young's equation applies only when all the 

interfacial tensions are properly definecl and they are 
I 

only so defined if there is a constant state of strain 

both within the bulk of the solid anci at the surfaoe. 

Thus unless the solid is in this sense "unchangeable, " 

Cy S1 and 0 S2 are not defined and Young's equation is 

inapplicable. Noticesivvever, that in this usage the 

term "unchangeable" need not be taken to mean inert. For 

example, Young's equation certainly can apply to systems 

in which the solid is solubleprovided all the usual and 

othexly'conditions are fulfillecý because in this case a S1 

S. a are well defined by equation 1.2-2. On the other S2 
hand, -it certainly cannot apply where significant local 

strain of the Bikerman-Lester type obtains. in such a 

case not only are a a- a undefined at the TPL, but the S1 S2 

geometry is incorrect as well* 

Johnson17 
., 

in reply to Bikerman's criticism of his 

paper., says, "Whilst, I hava indeed considered the solid to 

X See Gibb. 53 P-327 
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be rigid (but not necessarily plane) the proof would have to 

be modified only slightly for mobile surfaces, (e. g. golatin). 

Equation (30)" would then contain an additional term depend-' 

ing upon the curvature of the solid, but Young's equation 

would still appear in the form given. Similarly, equations 

describing the internal stress in a solid would appear 

separate from Young's equation". 

Such an extended analysis as Johnson suggests may 

indeed be possible., but it would be wrong to assert that 

it can be made using GibbLI formalism. 

An Alternative Porm of YounZIs Equation 

ý it was noted in Section 1.2 that the interfacial 

tension at a solid surface is unlikely to be sensitive 

to changes in the internal strain of the solid. 'Further, 

the Lester treatment shows that only surfaces of low 

elastic modulus are likely to be influenced by changes 

in the contacting fluids. If. therefore, the discussion 

is restricted to insoluble, rigid solids, i. e. solids 

which are for all practical purposes Gibbs "unchangeable" 

solids then it is possible to definexx the "superficial 

tensions" of fluids I and 2 in contact with the solid S 

as., respectively, 

The total mechanical equilibriuý c, ondition for Johnson's 
system. 

See p. 15., this Work,, Eq. 1.2-3. 
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%I ý Isi - Is 
A01.3-6 

S2 ý CrS2 -a SPO 

where, as before, CIS)O is the surface tension of the solid 

if bounded by a vacuum.. Substitution in Eq. 1-3-1 then 

yields 

ýsl ý32 ý" a 12 '003 0 1.3-7 

This equation was first derived by Gibbz6 (PP- 328-329) an& 

it has been reproduced by Boyd &- Livingstone'+9 and by 

Johnson17. A similar approach has been suggested by 

Browný 0 
and Guastalla5l has given a, mechanical analogy for 

the equation which illustrates the ideas very clearly. It 

I is perhaps interesting to note that this equation 

(i. e. Eq. 1.3-7) with the definitionz given by 1-3-6 Seems 

to be more in keeping with Young's own notion of the 

subject than equation 1-3-1- (See Young 
2 

P-83). 

1-3-7 seems conceptually much simpler than 

Eq. 1.3-j and one wonders whY it has notTound greater 

appeal. Perhaps the lack of attraction is due to the 

fact that the definitions of & 31 and E., given by 

Eq- 1.3-6. serve only to emphasise, the'pessimistic view 

of Adamsonand Ling25 that "it is futile to seek a 

general thermodynamic connection between contact angle 

and the surface free energy of. the pure solid. Any 

success in relating the two must come from a theory based 

on specific molecular models". 
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The Duplex Film Hy-oothesis 

Many authorz'4Jl7. '1+1l52 havo ass=ed some form of 

Eq. 1 -3-1 to be applicable when one of the fluids 

completeýy wets the solid surface and spreading occurs. 

ýThis is postulated to be the limiting case of Young's 

equation for which the contact angle is zero: thus 

a3l - CFS2 = a12 1-3--8 

where fluid 2 is understood to be the wetting phase. It 

is not evident, haaever, that Youngtz equation can be 

invoked in such a purely formal way,, since the TFL, for 

which the equation represents the hydrostatic equilibrium 

condition, does not exist. An alternative designation for 

Eq- 1-3-8 that has certain semantic advantages is the 

52 "duplex film" hypothesis 

Gans53 has suggested. that, rather than referring to 

Eq. 1.3-8 as the ca-so of zeroýcontact angle$ it would be 

more appropriate to use the term "no contaot angle": 

"It must be expected that only fortuitously will the 
I 

energy relations at three indepenaent interfaces balance 

so nicely as to result in a contact angle of 00.11 These 

remarks imply that., when no finite contact angle is 

formed, the situation is more likely to be accurately 

described by the expression 

< 12 ' 
(CISI %2 1.3-9 

than by Eq. 1-5-8- liowever,, the work reported recently 
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by Johnson and Dettro54 cloarly sh6ws that providing all the 

various interfacial tensions exhibit their equilibrium 

va ues X, then, for three fluid systems at least, Eq. 1.3--8 

is exactly obeyed whenever spreading occurs. Fwthermore, 

it does not seem unreasonable to expect this to be equaLly 

true for solid substrates siricep when spreading occurs, both 

Young's equation and Neumann's Law formally reduce to the 

same equation (Eq- 1-3--8)- 

The paradox., thus posed, is perhaps resolvea when it 

is remembered that there is plenty of evidence to show that . 

the interfaoes, whose tensions appear in Young's equationp 

are not as independent as Gans would suggest. either under 

spreading or non-spreading conclitions. Bangham and Razouk32 

were the first to show the importance of the aasorption of 

the third phase at the interface between the other two, 

and knowledge of the. existence of this, adsorption has since 

playecl an increasingly large part in our understanding of 
25ý26 three phase equilibria 

The definitions of solid/fluid interfacial tension 

, 
so far employedl (Eqs. 1.2-1 &A. 2-2) have taken explicit 

I account of this third-phase adsorption, but the nomen- 

clature employed has not. It is therefore., proposed to 

)t There must, -'k-, horefore'. be a mechanism by which the 

interaoial tensions can obtain their equilibrium values- 
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introduce, for the remainder of this section only, a 

notation similar to that used by Melrose 26 thus asi)ý is 

the interfacial tension of the interface between solid and 

component i at which component j is adsorbed with a 411"&& 

in pressure of 'Si, J; 'Si is now re&efinecl at the inter- 

facial tension of the Si interface when the adsorption of 

componen is zero. Hence 

v=aý Cl 1 -3-10 Sis i Si Sis 
The duplex film hypothesis is now stated as 

a S122 -0 S221 -0 12 
1 -3-iia3t 

and equation 1-3-9 becomes 

a 12 "< ( C71 S. % 2 
"' 032 

SI)1 
-3-12 

The conclusion to be drawn from the Johnson and Dettre 

experiments54 is that) under equilibrium spreading 

conditions, Eq. 1-3-11 is more likely to be generally 

appropriate than Eq. 1-3-12. This p9rhaps becomes more 

obvious if Eq. 1-3-il is written (using a Si in its neyr 

meaning) as 

a si -a s2 -a 12 
=I sl 

$2 
ý ITS2., l i -3-iib 

M In the formulation of this an& subsequent equations using 

this notation it is tacitly ass=e& that the term v is 12sS 

zero. Furthermore, experimental evidenC055 suggests that 

if, say, fluid 2 spreadsdisplaoing fluid Ithen Ir. 2.,, 

is also zero. 
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It is the existence of the terms on the right of this 

equation that make it the appropriate equation under 

equilibrium spreading conditions. 

The conceptual difficulties associated with the 

interpretation of Eq. 1-3-il in the absence of a line of 

three phase contact can be overcome by the use of a model 

system designed to allow the coexistence of both the Si$2 

and S2.1 interfaces in mutual equilibrium even under 

spreading conditions. Thus Gibbs. treats the situation in 

the context of. a vertical capillary tube up which the 

spreading liquid rises until it is just balanced by gravity. 

Recently., Ifelrose56 has made use of a model in which 

a thin, spread film and an adsorbed layer are separated by 

an inert movable barrier, but are in contact via a 

saturated third phýLse (solution or vapour). An external 

mechanical force applied. to the. barrier Just prevents the 

film from spreading further. The duplex film hypothesis is 

shoym to give the stability condition for the adsorbea film 

such that the system remains in equilibrium when the 

mechanical force is zero. Eq. 1.5-il 'mP"es that 'T,,. 2 

will increase until IVS,. 2 just balances a,,,, + Cr 120 
it 

will. -cb thiswhen, the thickness of the film is such that 

regions of the fi2m which contact respectively phase i and 

the solid substrate correspond to the 12 and S2, i interfaces* 

Although, "a; aýdiiag pressures have been ji.,. ussed here 
Q0 



only within the context of spreading systems, spreading 

pressures are by no means precluded by non-zero contact 

angles, 
32) 54,57-60 

and Young's equation in the nevr 

terminology iz- 

a Si. 02 
-a 3221 a 12 Cos 1-3-13 

However., it is only when Eq. 1-3-11 pertains that the 

adsorbed film can grow continuously until it becomes 

sufficiently thick to take on the properties of the bulk 

liquid. 

60 
A similar view was put forward by Frumkin in 1938- 

He postulated that non-zero contact angles are only possible 

in equilibrium systems if the free energy of the liquid film 

in contact with the solid is a discontinous function of film 

thickness,, that is. $ if there is no continuous transition 

from adsorbed phase to bulk phase through a series of 

increasing film thicknesses corresponding to thermodynamic- 

al2y stable states. S 

Behaviour olf this type has been explainedby Derjaguin 

and his collaborators 
61)62 

in terms of a "disjoining 

pressure" acting normal to the plane of the liquid film 

and preventing film thinning. 7he magnitude of the 

disjoining pressure is considered to vax7 with film 

thickness, and, in systems exhibiting finite contact 

angles, the particular mode of variation operative 

effectively destabilizes a range of film thicknesses with 

32 
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rospect to thinner films. In these circumstances a 

draining film, on reaching a certain thickness, will 

spontaneously separate into bulk Uquid droplets and 

adsorbed multilayers. 

Read and Kitchener 
63 

have recently examined the way in 

whichs with favourable systems, disjoining pressuros can be 

calculated using intermolecular force theory and consider- 

ing only London dispersion forces and electrical double 

layer forces. They emphasise, however., that this procedure 
43 is not justified with polar liquids showing autophobism 

nor with "highly associated liquids, notably -water., with 

which various solids may be structurally incompatible". 

In both these cases behaviour is t'... controlled by the 

local molecular structure ... in the vicinity of the solid 

surface an& this factor still presents great difficulties 

for theoretical treatment". 

Russian scientists57,64,65 have laid a much greater 
57 

emphasis on liquid structuring. Derjaguin and Zorin have 

suggested that, in the vicinity of a solld surface) polar 

liquids can O"xist in two forms. One of these has greater 

structural order than the ot', -, er - the ordinary bulk liquid 

phase - and therefore has a lower vapour pressure. They 

suggest that the transition from one form to the other is 

discontinuous ana analogous to the melting of a crystal- 
66 

For example, Fedyakin has reported that viater films 
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can exist in -two formz on clean glass surfaces. One 

forms obtained by condensing the saturated vapour, gives a 

contact angle with bulk water of about 400. The other 

form, which remains behind after bulk water has been moved 

across the glass surface, has the properties of the water 

mass and is completely wetted by bulk water. 
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C RAP TER TWO 

Contact Angle Hysteresis 

Introduction 

Youns's equation admits of but one value of the contact 

angle for a given system in equilibri=, yet it is an experi- 

mental fact that contact angles may often adopt various values., 

between certain limits., without any apparent movement of the 

three phase line (the TPL). This phenomenon is usually called 

"contact angle hysteresis" a term coined by Sulman 
67 

in 1920. 

Reported observations of contact angle hysteresis are 

n=erous, and a bibliography 
68 

and several review3l 
4., 4l+j69 

containing sections on, this topic have been published. in 

recent years. Various theories have been put forward to 

explain these observations, but these do not appear to 

have been recently reviewed. 

The common methods of measuring contact angles 

(e. g. the tilting plate7o and variable volume sessile- 

drop71 methods) all involve some displacement of the TPL 

across the surface of the solid., and it is not always clear 

whether or not the TFL is stationax7 or slowly moving when 
44 

it is propose& the angle is determined . Nevertheless, 

here to limit the use of the term "contact angle hysteresis" 

to the situation in which a given system can adopt various 

equilibrium configurations each with a different contact 
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angle. Thus any variation of the contact angle with the 

speed with which the TrFM moves across the zurface of a 

solid will not be called contact angle hysteresis (see 

Fig. 3.9 Section 3.2). Likewise the te= will not be 

applied to variation of the contact angle simp2y in rezponse 

to changes in the physico-chemical properties of the system, 

its PH72. This definitive limitation, however., should 

not be taken to mean that unobserved kinetics of this kind 

may no-L be responsible for, at least,, some cases of observed 

contact angle hysteresis. 

it has become customary,,, when discussing contact. angle 

hysteresis to refer to the maximum adl-minimum observed 

angles as respectively the "advancing" and "receding" angles. 

In the present context, however, such terminology would be 

confusingi implying motion of the TFL when none is meant. 

The two limiting angles, i. e. the two extreme values which 

the contact angle can-assume before the TPL begins to move 

are therefore better termed the "pro-advancing1l and "Pre- 

receding" contact angles, ý Opa & ýpr respectively. Thus if 

there is no contact angle hysteresis 0., 
pr), Othenvise 

>0 
pa pr 

2A Classification of Theories 

The Limitations of Youngts Equation 

Young's equationo as it stands (Eq- 1-3-1) is silaPlY 

a relationship between the thermodynamically defined 



quantities OSjj 0 S2 &. a 12,, 
As derived, J46-o is an equilibrium 

condition for a particular, model system. Its purpose is to 

describe a real situation, but its ability to do so will 

depend upon the degree of congruence between the model and 

the real system. Explanations of contact angle hystere3is 

will therefore be divide& into two categories: those to 

which Young's equation is relevant and those to which it is 

not. One example of this latter type has already been not 

(see Section 1-3)- It occurs when the TFL rests along an 

bdge. In these circumstances, the correct three phase 

equilibrium condition is given by Eqs. 1-3-5 and not by 

Young's equation, and although e is still abstractly defined 

by Eq. 1.3-1 it has no physical existence. However, the 

edge might be part. of a submicroscopic step on an otherwise 

plane surface so that there would appear, to be a contact 

anglq; ' moreover, it would exhibit hysteresis., but the 

observed contact angle would have nothing to do with 

Young' s equation. 

This example serves to illustrate the fact that it is 

not generally valid to identify the observed contact anzle 

with that defined by Young's equation. To emphasi-se this) 

observed. contact angles have been desiZnatecl by a separate 

symbol, ý., whilst 0 has been expressly reserved- for the 

intrinsic angle appropriate to Young's equation- 
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Pirst Catego;! y: 
_ 

Young's Ecuation Relevant 

To the first category defined above belong explanations 

in terms of surface roughness large enough for Young's 

equation to apply but. small enough to go unobserved so 

that 0 differs from 0 but'-is related to it by the detailecl 

geometry of the surface. 

Hm, this may happen is illustratecl in Fig. - 2.1. The 

diagram shows a section through a 2. iqui: d drop at rest on an 

idealized rough surface. The system is circularly symmetrical 

about the z-axis and although drawn othen7ise for visual 

clarity., the drop is assumtd to be much larger 1han the 

individual corrugations. 

If the slope angle of the surface at the point of 

contact shown is a then -- 

ý=e 2.1-1 

The maximum possible angle., OLax., occurs whore a is a 

maximum and the minimum angle) 0 
min-, where a is a minim=73-7-5- 

The value of 0 actually observed will, therefore, depend 

on the location of the TPL an& therefore, upon such , 
factors as drop V01=03 gravitational forces, etc. 

3e If the roughness causing contact angle hysteresis is 

large enough to be seen., then the problem is considered to 

be trivial, although the difficulty in measuring the intrinsic 

angle., 0., may or may not be similarly so, 
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Second Category: Young's Equation Irrelovant. 

To the second category balong explanations in which 

the real situation differs in some funclamental way from the 

model system for which Young's equation is derived. Two 

examples will be discussed. 

In the first of these, the d-ifference is that whoroas 

in the Young's equation model all the properties of the 

solid surface in the neighbourhood of the TPL are continuous, 

in the postulated real system they are not76. The dis- 

continuity could be simply geometric, like the edge already 

menti onea, or it could be due to chemical heter 4. 

Just how sharp the discontinuities need be is not yet clear 

but a grain boundary in a polycry'staWne surface might 

suff ice. 

The situation could be visualised as followsi Fig. 2.2 

shows the junction of two solid surfaces. On either side 

of the junction Youngts equation applies at the -iM between 

fluid phases I and 2 and the solid surfaeo. Thus oontact 

angles 01 and, Oll are unambiguousýy defined for these two, 

surfaces., but, at the junction, the surface properties 

change discontinuously and e is therefore not defined. 

Nevertheless, if the discontinuity contributes nothing to 

the free energy or the material balance of the system then 

one might expect the observed contact angle to take any 

value between 61 and ell. The precise value of O., within 
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these limits, would, then be determined by other con3iderationz 

such as the volume of the fluid phases, gravitational forces, 
76 a 

12 -' etc. 

The second. example considered in this category is that 

in which the real system is not in thermodynamic equilibrium* 

In this case the question is one of kinetics and contact 

angle hysteresis is only apparent. 
77 

2.2 The Effect of Surface Roughness 

The Rouczhness Factor. 

In an attempt to correlate the observe& contact 

angle of a liquid drOP resting on a roughened surface with 

that observed when the drop rests on a smooth surface of 

the same material, Wenze178 has proposed the relationship 

Cy 12 Cos 0= IR(a S1 -a S2) 
2*2-1 

Where R., the Ilroughness factort's is defined by 

actual surface area 
geometric zurface area 

If the contact angle measurecl on the'smooth surface is 

taken to be the intrinsic anglej e. then 

C03ý=- IR 00302.2-2 

Cassie and Baxter79 have extended Wenzel's treatment 

to porous materials. They considered the equilibrium of 

a sessile drop resting on a model surface composOd Of 

parallel cylindrical rods. If e exceeds 900 (and the 
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rods are sufficiently closely spaced so that the liquid 

interface between-them is not distorted by gravity) then 

the liquid does not penetrate"between the rods and the base 

of the drop has a composite surface consisting of alternately 

liquid/solid and liquid/air interfaces. Cassie an& Baxter 

derivea the equation: 

Cos aS, cos e-a., 2.2-3 

where a SL and 071A are respectively the*areas of liquid/solid 

and liquid/air interface per unit area of the composite 

surface. If the surface were non-composites then a L& 

would equal zero and Eq. 2.2-3 vrould reduce to Wenzel's 

equation., Eq. 2.2-J. Cassie and Baxter also report some 

exýerimental observations in support of their equation. 

Gray 
80 

has dismissed Eqs. 2.2-1 to 2.2-3 on the 

grounds that ... area roughness and heterogeneity 

conditions are assumed to influence the contact angle 

equilibrium whereas, since equilibrium occurs along a 

line, only roughness of that line can influence the 

equilibrium". This view seems to stem from the notion 

that Eqs. 2.2-1 to 2.2-3 are modifications of. -or to. 

Young's equation. Certainly they have been derived in a 

similar way, and Eq. 2.2-1 shows a formal resemblance to 

Young's equation, but whereas the latter is simply the 

hydrostatic principle applicable to the various lines Of 

three phase contact, Eqs. 2.2-1 to 2.2-3 can only be under- 
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stood as mechanical conditions for free enerpy minirra of 

'whole systems containing bulk phases and surfaces, as well 

as three phase lines. Their derivation as such73s74P78., 
79 

has, however, generally lackedl sufficient rigour and this 

may have been partly responsible for the confusion. 

Firstly,, the common assumption that a.. =fa is 
Ij ii 

made without specifying the position of the Gibbs dividing 

surface. Secondly., minimization of surface free energy 

only is considered, whereas an adequate derivation on these 

lines must involve minimization of the total-free energy of 

the system. The two methods become equivalent only when 

the f ollowing are true: - 

(i) the solid is i=utable; 

(ii) the total free energy of the system is 

independent of interfacial curvature (24Z.. the 

liquid is incompressible); 

(iii) external macroscopic forces, e. g. -gravity, 
are 

effectively zero; 

(iv) the volumes of the bulk phases remain constant. 

However, even if this more rigorous approach is adoptei 

for the derivation of Bqs. 2.2-1 and 2.2-3,, they still 

cannot be regarded as useful equations relating 0 to the 

intrinsic thermodynamic properties of the system and can 

be objeoted to on still more funclamental grounds- 
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Metastable States 

Shuttlevrorth and BaijeY73 and, more reeently, 

Biker= 
81 

and Good74 have suggested that a sessile drop 

on a rough surface can aaopt any one of a large number of 

metastable configurations. 

This idea has been extensively developed by Johnson 

and Dettr075. Fig. 2.3 shows what may be taken to be an 

enlargement of the left harld side of Fig. 2.1. It 

illustrates the fact that there will be two positions in 

each trough, A and B., at which e can assume its equilibrium 

value. At both these positions the vector sum of the 

foroes'aoting at the TPL will be zero. if the drop edge 

is displaced from A to 0 or P then the result-ant vector 

is such as to move the drop back to A. on the other hand, 

if the TPL is displaced from B to Q then the resultant 

is such as to move the edge sti" further from B until it 

eventually comes to rest again at C. Thus, associate& 

with each troughthere are only two equilibrium positions, 

ohe metastable (or possibly stable) position, A, and one 

unstable position,, B. Any two neighbouring metastable 

positions will be separated by an unstable one, and tho 

unstable positions will correspond to the tops of 

potential energy barriers to. the movement of the TFL 

across the rough surface. As Johnson and Dettre75 point 

out, p it is the existence of these metastable positions 
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or states, with their concomitant enerZy barriers, which 

renders the Wenzel and the Cassie and Baxter equationz 

I 
inadequate. It is only when the metastable states are con- 

sidered that an explanation of tho'contact angle hysterosis 

emerges. 

The Heights of The Energy Barriers 

It is possible to calculate the heights of the energy 

barriers, E,, by considering the change in free energy 

associated with moving the TPL from a metastable (or stable) 

position to a neighbouring unstable one. This has been 

done by Johnson and bettre75 in an extensive computer study 

of a model system similar to that shown in Fig. 2.1. 

Gravity is ignored and the sessile drop is taken to be 

incompressible. Figs. 2. " to. 2.4, A illustrate some of 

their conclusions. 

As ý approaches 0 
min or 0 

maý- 
(Figs. 2.4a and 2.4a 

respectively) the stable and unstable states approach 

coincidence and E diminishes to zero. Johnson and Dettre 

i 
consider the, drop to have a vibrational energy, ED. such 

that unstable configurations will only present a barrier 

to t he movement of the drop if ýD 4 1Y Thus it is 

unlikely that either ý or ý. will ever be achieved. 
Max min 

if this concept is correct it invalidates the shuttlowort0h 

and Bailey identificationD O: r ý 
=x with ýpa and 0 

min with 

pr 
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Fig. 2.4. ýj indicatos the position of the TZIL for 

which E is a maximum. This configuration is thus the most 

stable and is., therefore. the configuration with the lowest 

free energy ancl the one which should correspond most closely 

with that predicted by Wenzel's equation. It will not 

necessarily correspond exactly, howeverý because the total 

free energy of the system is not a continuous function of 

The computer study has confirmed this. and it has also shovn 

that if R exceeds a certain value such that the slope angle, 

a. can satisfy the equation 

i 8oo -I CL I 2.2-4 

then the configuration having the minimiim free energy is 

given approximately by the Cassie and. maxter equation . kd 
for a composite surface,, Eq. 2.2-3. Once the composite 

configuration has been achievedthe energy barrier to Ithe 

motion of the various three phase lines is drastically 

reduced,, and so., therefore., is contact angle I; ystaresiz- 

Johnson and Dettre 
82; 83 have subsequentlY performed 

a series &fingenious experiments on artificially 

roughened and specially constructe& surfaces* Their 

results qualitativaly confirm their preaictions. 

Qualitative support is also given by the results of 

earlier studies by Bartell and Sheppard4 (See also 

Ray and Bartell 120 ). 

The major disadvantage with the Johnson and Dettre 

treatment is that whereas on generally rough surfaces 
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liquids can spread betzeen as well as over the various 

asperities, in the idealised system, liquid movement tcolces 

place only over the crests and, moreover, the whole length 

of the TPL moves across any given barrier simultaneously. 

In the real systemif 0 through the liquid is less than 

900 then the liquid will spread between the various 

asperities in preference to over them. Indeeda system of 

microscratches, for example, r, ould conziderably aid the 

process of spreading: 'it might well render ý=00 and 

eliminate contact angle hysteresis altogether. Bilkerman's 

co=ent34 that it is the nature of the roughness and not 

just the degree of roughness that effects the contact angle 

is thoroughly Justified 25. 

2-3 The'Effect of Surface Heterogeneity 

General Lhysico-Chomical Heterogeneity 

CassieS5, has extended Wenzel's treatment of rough 

surfaces to heterogeneous surfaces. and. has proposed the 

equation 

cos ý= a' cos 6, + a,, cos ell 2.3-1 

where a' and alt are the fractions j- the solid surface 

having intrinsic contact angles el and 8t, res-poctively, for 

the particular three phase system considered. (If ell = 00 

and 611 = 180 0 then the Doss and Rao equation 
86 is obtained; 

i 



cos 0= at - all 

at - (I - a, ) 

2a, -1 2-3-2) 

According to Ca., -zie, hysteresis can be explained on the 

basis of Eq. 2-3-j by assuming changes in a' and all in the Q. 1 

vicinity of the TFL as it advances or recedes over the 

solid surface. This is a rather curious notion, because, 

according to the derivation outlined by -Cassie, Eq. 2.3-1) 

like Eqs. 2.2-1 and 2.2-3, can only be understood as the 

condition for minimisation of the free energy of the whole 

system and as and all refer-to the whole solid-fluid inter- 

face, not just to the TPZ. Whilst changes in a' and at' in 

the vicinity of the TFFEL are quite likely to change the 

contact angle, there can be no interpretation of this 

fact in terms of Eq. 2-3-1- 

In fact there is no nee& to postulate changes in 

as aiad all to explain hysteresis. Pease 
87 

has suggestea 

that if the so2-id surface were composecl of a mosaic of 

areas having clifferent intrinsic contact angles with 

respect t. o the particular fluid-fluid combination 

considered, then ý 
pa viould be most closely, a.,., oriatpd 

'with areas for which the intrinsic contact angles were 

high, and ý would be most closely associated with areas 
pr 

for which the intrinsic contact angle was low. 

Good. 
74 has pointed out that a smooth., butchemically 

47 
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heterogeneous surface,, having, for example., regions of 

polar and non-polar molecules, could give rise to energy 

barriers to the movement of the TPL and., therefore, to 

metastable states analogous to those pro&uood by rough 
76 

surfacos, Johnzon ana Dettre have pursuea this analogy 

and given a detailed analysis of the equilibrium configura- 

tions open. to a liquid drop resting on a heterogeneous 

surface of idealized geometry. 

Fig. 2.5 shows their system in plan and section. 

The surface is composed of concentric bands having, 

alternate26 characteristic contact angles et and ell with 

the liquid, such that 61> ell. The boundaries betveen the 

bands are infinitely sharp and contribute nothing to the 

free energy of the system. If the drop periphery lies 

on such a boundary then the drop can assume any contact 

angle., 0, such that 81 >0 and ý> 611. If the drop 

is considered incompressible and gravity is ignored, 

the; at any given boundary, ý is determined, within the 

set limits, by the volume of the drop. 

Fig. 2.6 provides an enlarged view of the left hand 

side of the drop and shovis various positions for the ITM. 

The bands-are taken to be narrow compared with the drop 

radius. and ý is therefore approximately constant for 

the positions shown. If the TPL rests at boundary Cj, 

then a slight displacement of the drop towards P or Q 
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will result. in a restoring force tending to move the drop 

back to C. A slight displacement from boundary B., howeverp 

results in a force tending, to move the drop edgo still 

further from B, either, through P to C or 0 to A. Thus 

A and C are positions of motastable (or possibly stable) 

equilibrium whilst B and D areýpositions of unstable -- 

equilibrium. All positions between are non-equilibrium 

positions, so that, in general, the TPL will rest at a 

boundary. 

As tith rough surfaces,, positions of unstable equili- 

brium provide a series of energy barriers to the movement 

of the TPL across the soli& surface. These are at a 

minimum when ý=0- a' Or 0= -ý - ell@ Aswith 
max 0 min - 

rough surfaces,, Johnson and Dettre consider that the value 

of 0 which will actually be observed in any real system 

will depend upon the heights of the energy barriers,, Eý, 

and the ability of thbýTPL to cross them., represented by 

the "drop energy"s ED. The TFL will move if ýD > Eý, but 

will be stopped if E '4 E Thus, once again, and D Oll 

Om. 
In are unlikely to be observecl in any static system. 

The configuration for which E is a maximum is 

particularly interesting since this will Cox-respond most 

closely to that predicte& by the Cassie equation (Eq. 2-3-1)- 

It will not necessarily correspondexactly, h=ever, because, 

as with the idealised rough surfaces the total free energy 
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of the system is not a continuous function of ý. 

Johnson and Dettre suggest that it should ulti=tely 
fib 

be possible to relate ED to such physical quantities as the 

vibrational energy of the liquid drop and the way in which 

'- - it is. movecl over the surface of the solid. lncleecý the way 

in which the drop can move over the surface will be very 

important. In the model system the whole lengýh of the TPL 

moves ooncertedly whereas in a real system, ',, in which chemical 

heterogeneity is random. 2y scattered, such synchronism is 

unlikely and ý is more likely to bo, the result of some local 

averaging of the maximam and mini= available local values. 

In this connection, Adamson and Ling25 have suggested that 

studies of contact angles on cleavage surfaces of pure and 

mixed crystals might shed light on the averaging that 

occurs with heterogeneities of molecular dimensions. 

Penetration 

One of the most frequent3, y advanced explanations of 

contact angle hysteresis is penetration of the surface of 

the solid. by one of the contacting fluids. The penetration 

of low energy (usually hydrocarbon) surfaces by water 
21+, 43, *4)+, 56,88 

molecules is the most commonly citea example, 

although recently Timmons and. Zisman7l claim to have f ound 

a more general relationship between the molar volumes of 

several liquids and the amount of contact angle hysteresis 

exhibited. by them on certain surfaces. However., in spite 

50 

I 
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of the wide acceptance of the penetration hypothesis, its 

ad. vocates are seldom very precise in their explanation of 

just why it should cause ýysteresis- 

One might suppose that a surface composed of an 

equilibrium dispersion of water in a hydrocarbon matrix 

would be highly heterogeneous and coula cause. hysteresis; 

however, it seems probable that heterogeneity of this type 

would posses too fine a structure to produce any signifi- 

cant effect. This latter view is supported by some 

results cited by Zisman43 as evidence in favour of the 

penetration hypothesis. He reports-that water shows no 

contact angle hysteresis (ý 
pa =ý pr = 900) on long chain 

fatty acid, alcohol or primary amine monolayers retracted 

from aqueous solution (and, therefore, presumably 

sýturatecl with water), but hysteresis does result if the 

monolayer is retracted from a non-aqueous me&i=. Moreover 

0 
PrI 

(through the water) was the same, in this latter case, 

as 0 and ý in the former case, pr pa 
Perhaps a more likeýy explan6tion of how PenetratiOll 

cou2d cause contact angle hysteresis is that penetration 

(or at least penetration via the vapour phase) is a slcr-7 

process, and. that the observed contact angle hysteresis 

simply reflects the non-attainment of thermodynamic 

equilibrium. This vieVI is compatible with the results 

noted above and alsowith those of other workers 
44,66,89-91. 
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2.4 Kinetic Factors 

As stated, the measurement of a contact anple uzually 

involves the prior displacement of the TPZ across the surface 

of the solid. Such displacements are likely to cause depar- 

tures from thermodynamic oquilibrium. and hence changes in 

92 the contact angle. E, lliotb an(I Riddifora9') hava used tho 

te= "relaxation phenomena" to describe the way in which the 

contact angle, disturbed in this way, subsequently returns 

to equilibrium. If the relaxation process is sufficiently 

slow then non-equilibrium angles may be sustained. in 

apparently stable systems whioh will then apparently exhibit 
4 

contact angle hysteresis. 

Relaxation phenomena are well known in many branches 

p 

of science, e. g. rheology, spectroscopy, and studies of 

chemical kinetics. Once hypothesised, therefore, it is 

not so much the principle of relaxation that is of interest 
I 

as the pqssible mechanism. It is of interest to knufl., 

firstly, by what mechanism can move=ent of the TPZ influence 

the contact angle, i. e. what causes contact angle velocity 

dependence, and secondly, by what mechanism can the contact 

anzle "relax"? 

One simple mechanism by whioh movement of the TPZ can 

influence the contact angle arises from the fact that the 

adsorption at both liquid/solid interfaces will not, in 

general, be identical. Displacement of, say, phase I by 
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phase 2 will involve destruction of SI interface and 

creation of fresh S2 interface. if PLdsorption/desorption 

processes (or possibly the transport processes to and from 

the surface) are slover than the rate of displacement then 

Ahere will be a non-equilibrium contact angle. If they 

are sufficiently slow then the non-equilibrium angle will 
113 

persist. In this connection, Gregg has stated that the 

eliminatoion of hysteresis requires that sufficient time be. 

allowed for the attainment of adsorption eq4ilibrium. 

Saka and Gaudin122 have provided supporting experimental 

evidence. In a recent and very thorough study Of the 

system nitrogen/water/ZgLlena, containing the surfactant 

potassium ethyl xanthate, they demonstrated that failure 

of the system to adjust to equilibrium surfactant, adsorp- 

tion accounted for at least half the observed contact 

angle hysteresis (80 0). 

liansen and jjiotto77 have suggested that displacement 

of the TPZ may involve molecular disorientation. They 

assume that. associated with displacement there is a 

natural length., namely the "peripheral thickness"j, '6- 

If there is also a natural time, T) the relaxation time 

of the most slowly relaxing molecules at, the TPZ, then 

there will be a natural displacement volocity'for the 

TPZ :,, 

2.4-1 
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Hanzen and Iliotto state that if *x* 4< -ýn, where ý: is the 

actual displacement velocity, then the displacement should 

be "quasi-static, ': i. e. all the tensionz operating at the 

TPL should have their equilibrium values and ý should 

equal 0. if, on the other hand, i >> i:., then at least 

the most slowly relaxing molecule* will be disoriented 

ancl the tensions of intertaces involving them will excee&' 

their equilibrium values. In this case, therefore, ý is 

unlikely to equal e. On standing, the disoriented 

molecules will orientate and the TFL will move; but at 

a velocity approximating : ý, . until ý once more equals 

Kinetic theory93 predicts relaxation times in bulk 

liquids of the order 10-'0 to 10"ý14 see. The relaxation 

times of molecules in the TPZ would haVe to be =uoh 

longer than this if the Hansen and Miotto theory is to 

warrant serious consideration. For example, if one 

assumes that 6 is of the order of molecular dimensionsj 

say 10 -8 cm, and t1at many observers -would consider a 

contact angrle system to be stable if they savr no 

movement of the TFL in, say 2-, f hr., and that I or 211 of 32 

movement is all that could go unnoticed in such a periods 

then the Hansen and Yliotto explanation 1,70ula require a 

relaxation time of from 0-5 to I see! On the other hand 

the figures usecl in this example are perhaps unfairýY 
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chosen, and it is a fact that many experimenters r. are 

prepared to accept data obtained with systems in Which the 

TPL is visibly moring., albeit slojvjy8 as evidance f or 

contaot angle hysteresis. Moreover, Clifford an& Lecchini, 94 

I-ed the results of NIM studies of water have recently report 

adsorbed on several silica surfaces. Spin-lattice relaxation 

times obtained at room temperature varied from 0.1 to 1 300- 

If the same sort of molecular reorientation processes are 

involved in spin-lattice relaxation as in relaxation follow- 

ing movement of the TPZ then even the value of T obtained 

above is not unreasonably high for at least one syztemand 

the Hansen and Motto theory must be considered as a viable 

explanation of contact angle hysteres"As. 

2-5 Conclusion 
Although the various explanations of contact angle 

hysteresis have been examined individually, there is no 

reason why they should necessarily oporato thus- One 

might easily envisage circums-tances in which, for example,, 

surface roughness, chemical heterogeneity and kinetic 

factors all play an important part in determining the 

contact angle. However, whatever the circumstances, if 

See, for example. - Elliotb ancl Riddiford9o, Macdougal and 

Ockrent7O in 122 
. and Saka and Gaud' 
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the observed contact 4ngle exhibits hysteresis then, in 

to=s of the 1-mcwn. explanations., there is no justification 

for identifying any particular value of ý with 0,, and any 

thermodynamic deductions based on any such identification 

must be held suspect. 
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HAPTERTH RE E 

Two-Phase Plovr 

Introduction 

In Chapter i it was seen that the meohanical equili- 

brium of a fluid system at rest is governed by certain 

hydrostatic principles. Pascal's law governs the bulk 

Phases an& the boundary conditions are supplied by the 

1, aplace equation and Neumann's law. If one of the 

boundaries is formecltby an immutable solid then Young's 

equation replaces Neumann's law at the perimeter of 

contact. 

In the follo; ving chapter, two-phase flow ivil. 1 be 

I 
discussed. 'within the limited context of the steady 

i=iscible displacement of one fluid by another within 

unif 0=, cylincirical capillaries. 

Ono method of approach is to regard the motion of 

the interface between the fluids as being controlled by 

the same boundary obnditions as govern the equilibrium 

state. IlHowever, the applicability of the Iapjace equation., 

and also the significance of the oontact anEle are uncer- 

tain in non-equilibrium systems. Indeed., as was shown in 

the last chapter, the status of the contact angle is Poor 

enough even when the interface is thought to be stationary., 

let alone when the TPZ is known to be moving. 
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The solution to the hydrodynamic problem of zinglo-pha:; e 

streamline f low in an infinite, uniform) cylindrical tube is 

well known ancl given by the Poiseuille formula. Rigorous 

solutions for a few other simple geometries are kn=n95; 

howeverg more sophis-luicatecl models can lead to Intractable 

mathematical problems, as is well known in studies of single- 
96j97, phase permeability Thiýs is one of the reasons for 

the Illimited context" of this chapter. 

In the single-phase case, the only boundary requirement 

is that of no slip at thewall. In the two phase cases a 

further problem arises from the interaction of capillary and 

hydrodynamic effects. The disparity between the normally 

parabolic velocity distribution for laminar flow of fluids 

in cylindrical Caýillaries and the constant rate Of 

displacement necessitates some radial flow in the vicinity 

of the moving phase boundary'(Pigs. 3A and 3.2). This 

radial--flow not only causes additional energy diszdpation, 

but may also'provent the interfacial tension from reaching 

its equilibrium, value 
98. Possibly still more important) 

0 

interfacial curvatura is dependent upon the contact angle, 

and if this is, in turn, dependent upon interfacial velocity 

then so too will be the curvature. 

In the author's view, the particular problem of the 

contact angle makes it necessary to distinguish trio tyPes 

of flow. 
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In f1w of the'first typo, concentric flow, there is 

no discontinuity in the longitucliml flow clozo, to the 

wall. Displacement is essentially incompleteancl one of 

the fluids always flows within an annulus of the other 

(Fig. 3 .1). By clefinition there is no contact angle with 

concentric flow. because there is no three phase contact. 

Conversely., flow of the second -type, consecutive flow, 

is charaGterised by the. exiatence of a finite contact 

angle. Displacement may or may not be absolutely complete, 

but any remaining film-does not have fluid properties and 

there is, therefore, a di3continuityýin longitudinal flow 

close to the-wall. i. e. in the TPZ (Fig- 3.2) 

3-1 Concentric Flow 

Film Thickness 

The first quantitative studies of concentric f1mv 

were made by Fairbrother and Stubbs99. T'heir interest 

centred on whether or not. the velocity of a bubble of air 

in a horizontal capillary through which a liquid is flowing 

is a true inaex of the volume flow rate. The possibility 

that it might not be so arises from the existence of a 

thin film of liquid surrounding the bubble (Fig. 3-3). 

When the bubble is in motion this film, -whioh has been 

left behind by the liquid moving in fromt of the bubble, 

eventually becomes part of the liquid behind the rear 
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meniscus. The velocity of the bubble is thureforo greatcr 

than the mean velocity of the liquid ahead of it, km. Thus 

if the vol=e flow rate' is calculateci from i and the total 

cross-sectional area of the tube, the value obtained will be 

too, high. 

Let it be azs=ed., ror the moment without justificationp 

that the film is at rest., and that i exceeds : k. by an amount 

ivý, such thall, 

ira = ý: (i- vi ) 3-1-1 

Then if d is the film thickness ana r the radius of the 

tube (assumed uniform and cylindrical), 

22 
rIr 

2 
r 

--'d) 

2d d2 
=- -2 3-1-2 

rr 
Further., if r >> d then 

2d 3-1-3 
r 

ýFairbrother and Stubbs measured v; as a function of: k for 

air bubbles in tubes containing various liquids. 'rney 

found that, for each liquid, w2 was proportional to i and 

the proportionality constant was simply the ratio of the 

liquidi's viscosity., n, to its surface tension a. Thus 

U, 
2d 1.0 3-1-4 
r 
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As Fairbrother and Stubbs remark, it is to be expectea that 

w should be a function of since this is the on], y non- 

dimensional combination of these three relevant quantities, 

but tiat w should be proportional to has not been 

explained, nor has the coincidence that the empirically 

deter=ined constant is 1.0. This e=pirical relationship 

can, in any case) only be valid when vi is smill) f or when 

x 
>1 then w>I and Eq- 3-1-4 is meaningless. 

i0o Taylor has extended. this work to cover liquids of 

greater viscosities and faster flow rates. He concluded 

that Eq- 3-1-4 is a goo& approximation providing 

0<<0.09. He does not, however, report any raeasure- 

raents for which < 10-3; thus, in fact, Eq. 3.1-1+ is 

only verified in the range 10-3 < (-Di)<0.09, The. vairbrother 
a 

and Stubbs experiments were well within this range. 

Taylor found that whenlr'ý) increases beyond 0.09, w 

is less than pre&ictecl and asymptotically-approache3 a 
6 

value of about 0-56 when > 1.9 that -is when the 

strepses due to viscosity are greater than those due to 

surface tension. He notes that when w=0.5. the flow 

velocity on the axis of the tube at points far from the 

meniscus is identical with that of the meniscus., so that 

if w> 0-5., the central filament is moving towards the 

meniscus, whereas if w<0.5., the central filament is 

moving away from it. If the flow is reduced to steady 
k- 
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motion relative to the bubble by superposing a velocity 

-. cj it is only when w>0.5 that flow with one stagnation i 

point is possible. This is shovn in Fig- 3-4a- The two 

simplest possible types of flovi when T, 4 0*5 are shown in 

Figs- 3.4h &- 
-a. I" Fig- 3.4ý- there is one stagnation point 

on the axis and a stagnation ring on the meniscus. in 

Pig- 3-4a there are two stagnation points on the axis. 

Merchessault and Masonlol have measured film thicknesses 

conductimetrically in the range 7x, o-, 
6 

< (li) < 2x, 0-4 
a 

and obtained the empirical equation. 

wý 1-78 
(201)" 

- 0.1 (vn) 3-1-5 

The appearance of the term is rather peculiar since 

it implies that the empirical constant 0.1 has dimensions 

102 (length/time)2. Goldsmith and. Ilason have since con- 

eluded that deviations from 3-1--4 were probably due 

to errors inherent in the experimental method empl6yed. 

Brotherton103 'in an invaluable theoretical study Of 

the problem, has derived the equation 2-I 
Ink 3 nx 

W=2.69 as -+0 3-1-6 V'C'T 
(nai, 

Which should be in error by no more than provided 

PA) <5 x10-3. Unfortunately., the extensive experimental 
a 

results given in his paper for the range 10-7 '4_10-2 
a 

agree well neither with theory nor with previous 

experiments by other-workers"., the values of w being less 

than that given by Eq. 3-i-J+ but still-inexplicablY greater 
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than that predicted by theory. Bretherton is unable to 

explain these results either in torms of surface roughness 

or surface tension gradients resulting from contamination98. 

Disjoining pressure may possibly account for the discrepancies 

at the slowest speeds, when the absolute magnitude of w is 

small,, but he concludes that this explanation is incomplete. 

Bubble Shape 

In spite of its lack of experimental support, 

Bretherton's paper does provide the most complete theoretical 

analysis to date,, both of the problem and of the approxima- 

tions necessary for a simple solution. In fact it provides 

the only analytical expression for d t1-at does not contain 

both k and k.. Y'uch of what is to be said here will there- 
M 

fore be based on Bretherton's conclusions. However) the 

approach will be considerably less detailed as the intention 

is merely to discover what factors influence the shaPe Of 

bubbles rather than to*deduce exact analytical expressions 

describing theri. 
i 

The problem concerns the balance between surface 

tension and viscous forces for a steadily moving interface 

between tyro incompressible fluids, I and 2, having viscos- 

ities and The fluids are contained within a unifOx'-I n2* 

cylindrical tube of radius r. Pluid I is assumed to 

completely wet the tube wall. and the interfacial tension 

a 12 is taken to be well defined and constant. The approxi- 
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mate magnitude of inertial, gravitational and viscous 

forces,, relative to surface tension, are then given 

respectively by the dimensionless numbers: 
.22 nix 

. 
Pr and Khere p is a representative density 

a 12 a 12 a 12 
"'and. i takes values I or 2 according to which fluid the 

viscous stresses are to be evaluated for. 

It will be ass=ed that 

prx << 1 3.1-7a 
ni 

and that 
2 

p-z. r,. << 3 -1 -7b 05 26 

The first condition is that the Reynolds number 

based on the tube radius is sma-11, i. e. inertial forces 

are negligible in comparison with viscous forces; the 

second lays do7m that surface tension forces are much 

more important than gravitational forces. 

For a bubble at rest, Fig* ' 3.5, there are no 

viscous stresses. The front and rear menisci must there- 

fore assume shapes of constant mean curvature. Furthers 

since fluid I is assumed to completely wet the tube wall, 

they must be hemispheres of curvature 
ý. At any point r 

on the cylindrical part of. the interface the mean 

curvature is Since the pressure within the bubble is 
a 12 

unif orm the film will. experience a ressure - causing, pr 

it to thin until it is stabilized by disjoining pressure., 
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For sufficiently small, non-zero the interface 
a 12 

is conveniently dividea into teveral regions (Fig- 3.6). 

The front ana rear menisci are separate& by a region CD of 

length. f in which there is a uniform annular film of 

-- f luid. I. The thickness of the fi2m, d, is such that .9 >> d 

and r >>d. The mean curvature of the interface in this 

1- 

0(l). if n >> n region is constant and of order 7 2-*0, r 

then the film is in a region of approximately uniform 

pressure, with negligible tangential stress on its free 

surface. It will therefore be sensibly at rest., as has 

been verifiea experimentally by Golclzmith ancl Mason 
102 

* 

At the-menisoi, but away from the wall,, (regions 
0 

AB and EF) the viscous stresses are. O( 
r-)% wherear. 

rl, x 

stresses due to surface tension are 0(-FO)- Thus in regions 

AB and EF the fractional change in mean curvature due to 

motion will be 0(, and, if this is small) these regions 

will be,, to a first approximation, spherical. 

On the other hand, in the transitional regions, BC 
0 

an& DE, the viscous stresses are 0( 1) )e and the d 

The approximation involved here is that for sufficientlY 
0 nx 

small ( the interface in these regions is almost parallel 
G 12 

to the tube wall: the fluid thickness is therefore much 

less than r and O(d). This approximation is the basis of the 

"lubrication approximation" adoptecl by Bretherton. 
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curvature changes from appro. ximately 
2 Ir at B,, E to 

approxizately 1/r 
at C., D. 

If the length of the'regions ED'and BC are O(ar) then 

the stress gradient induced by surface tension will be 

0 whilst that due to viscous stresses will be 0 
(a- 

ý2- )(d2 

Por hydrodynamic stability, these stress gradients must 

balance and the resulting condition is, therefore, 
0 (n xx 2 I ar 

d2 012 

This condition is not unique, however, since it may be 

factorized into two dimensionless groups and the numerical 

constant a. The more general equation is, therefore., 

a 
ITIIX cI )t 

3-1-9. VcF, 
2 

(d) 

Comparison with Bretherton's equation (Eq- 3-1-6) gives: 

A a= 1-34ý b3 and c=1; whilst Fa: Lrbrother and Stubbs 

equation (Eq- 3.1 -4) yields: a=I; b= -12 and a=I- 2. 

Bretherton's detailed analysis of the curvature of the 

two menisci predicts that the true mean curvature of the 

region AB is 

.3 
I- ý- zI+3.73 1 X) , 3.1-10 
rMr 

(al 

2 
and the associatedpressure drop IaPFront is 

-, 
therefore., 

X One of the constants b or a is of course redundants since 

it can always be chosen equal to I., but both have been 

included fcr clarity. 
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given by I.. a- 

P! ý., ont = 
20 12 1+ 3-73A x3 3-1-11 
r ýaI2 

)- 

This arises partly from viscous stresses in neighbourhood 

of the meniscus and partly from the pressure drop across the 

interface itself due to surface tension. 

At the rear meniscus'the situation is different. The 

pressure drop across a moving rear mejiscus exceeds the 

static value 
2a o5.3 

For larger 12, only if (dý(nix < 1-87- 
rP VI 

2 
values, it tends to assist rather than hinder motion. The 

necessary energy comes from the finite volume of liquid in 

the film of thickness d at a pressure 
C1 12 higher than the 
r 

liquid behind the meniscus. For values of (Fa:, < 1.87 
r) ýOi 2/ 

the energy dissipated in the transition region D73 exceeds 

this amount and external work has. to be done to make the 

meniscus move. If (d /r) is defined by front meniscus 

travelling with the same velocity (Eq. 3.1-6) then the 
)2 3a 

dynamic pressure drop is found. to be 1.94 
Plý- ('JrI2). 
TI 

2 
Thus the rear meniscus contributes to the total dynamic 

pressure drop dcvm the. tube which isz 
0 T) 

9o 12) 1 PTotal 
i7 -6- 

1 

X2 3-1-12 

Film Instabi2-ity 

Providing the thin liquid annulus left on the walls 

., 
incomplete displacement is long compared of a tube f ollowin', r, -7 

with its diameter and has a thickness greater than the ranZe 
I 
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of surface forces, it will have no inherent mechanical 

stability'05-106, 

Goldsmith and Masonl 02 
observed that when liquid 

bubbles were brought to rest, film thinning did not take 
A 

place uniformly. Insteadp wavelike diturbances could be 

seen to travel in tcaards the bubble centre'from both enas. 
If the bubblo was short (less than about 4 diametors long) 

this produced a d=b-bell shape., (Pig- 3-7.0 with the viet- 

, 
ting liquid being gradually squeezed out via the ends. 

"For longer bubbiez the amplitude of the waves increased and 

resulted ia the formation of a series of unifcrmýy spaced 

unduloidS 3.7h). These eventually closed and pro- 

-duced 
a string of approximately uniform bubbles (Piz- 3-W- 

The length of these smaller bubbles was found to be in 

agr6ement with the theoretical predictions of Goren'07* 

Similar wave-like disturbances'can be seen, i near the 

trailing end of moving bubbles (as has been anticipated in 

Figs. 3-3 and 3.6). in Goren's view, these are possibly 

due to the liquid annulus in that region having been in 

existence lon, ", enough to afford small disturbances a 

chance to grow. However., pr'oviclinz the bubble is long 

enough for his method to be valid, Bretherton's theoretical 

study of bubble profiles predicts that these variations in 

film thickness will be independent of bubble length and that 

if (ýj) is defined by a leading meniscus travellinZ with th. o 
r 
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same velocity then the mini: m= film thickness will be 0-716d. 

VelocitX Prolliles and Streamline Patterns 

Yason and co-workers 
102., 108. *109 have made an extensive 

investigation of velocity profiles and streamline patterns 

within both bubbles and their surrounding liquids. Their 

ingenious technique involved cine studies of the movement 

of tracer particles introduced into the appropriate phase. 

The theoretical analysis provided 
102 

. however, is only 

valid at positions 11... sufficiently far removed from the 

bubble ends ... 11 Thus,, apart from information on tube radius, 

liquid viscosities and bubble velocity,, k. ' either the film 

thickness, d. or the average velocity, ýmj must be known 

before a velocity profile or streamline pattern can be 

calculated. It is only when the bubble ends are taken into 

consideration, as in Bretherton's paper,, that just one of 

the variables xs xm or d is sufficient. Figs - 3-t) 12 

show velocity profiles and velocity gradients for concentric 

flux of liquids with various viscosity ratios. ýhey 

represent positions sufficiently far removed from the 
I 

meniscus for radial flow to be neglected. 

Isolatecl Menisci 

Although interface shape has hitherto been discussed 

only with respect to the flow Of complete bubbles, the 

r majority of what has been -said applies equally well tO, isO- 

lated menisoi, involveci in concentric flow. The similitucle 
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is not quite complete, however, for whilst the rear meniscus 

'of a uniformly moving bubble always advances into 4 region 

in which the fluid distribution is defined, in part at 

least, by the associated front meniscus travelling with the 

same velocity, the fluid distribution in front of an isolated 

trailing meniscus is not similarly defined and will, in 

general, be quite arbitary. Furthermore, if the previous 

history of the system is unknown, it may be difficult to 

distinguish, experimentally, whether -(w-aa4- o, onc=tric flow 

or consecutive flow is responsible for the shape of the 

moving interfaoe.. i. e. whether or not there is a moving 

line of three phase contact. 

3.2 Consecutive Flow 

The Three-Phase Boundary Condition 

In the last section capillary displacement was 

N 

discussed only for systems in which one fluid completely 

wets the tube wall, The existence of a finite angle of 

contact between the moving interface and the tube wall 

presents additional problems: (i), by what mechanism 

does the rnPZ move across the solid surface, and (ii), how, 

as a boundary condition, does the TPZ modifY hYdrOdYnamiO 

behaviour? 

The hydrodynamic aspect of the proble,.,, ' would not 

appear to present any insuperaýble difficulties 
i1o 
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BrethertonI03 has asserted that complete displacement of ono 

fluid by another from tho surfaco of a solid is impossiblo as 

it "... would involve infinite viscous stresses at the wall. " 

However a non-zero fluid velocity at a solid boundarywhich 

consecutive flow may or may not require., is not proscribed 
ill by hydrodynamics. One example has been desoribed by Taylor, 

I 
and this and related phenomena have been discussed in detail 

by Mottal ý2 
N71ýat s required now is a detailed working model 

of the TPZpand, to this end, molecular dynamics rather than 

hydrodynamics is the more likely tool. 

ContactAngle Velocity Dependence 

The term "dynamic contact angle" will here be applied. 

only to contact angles assocliatecl with three phase lines 
, 

which move or are caused to move. across the surface of the 

s olid M. Elliott and Riddiford44 have asserted that Young's 

equation is applicable even-when the TPL is-moving, 

providing that appropriate non-equilibrium values of the 

various interfacial tensions are used. However, in the 

ý6' (i) This te= has been used in an alternative sense'13- 

See Elliott and Riddif orj44. 

(ii) It will be noticed that this definition presupposes 

that the TPL*oan move; indeedthis 5upposition is 

fundamental to the distinction between concentric 

and consecutive flow. 
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absence of any proof of the validity of this assortionp it 

seems inappropriate to use the symbol 0 to denoto the 

I dynamic contact angle; rather, since, at present, the 

dynamic contact angle is essentially an observed quantity, "V 
it will be more in keeping with previous notation 

(Section 2A) if the symbol ý be usea. instead. 

In accordance with oo=on usage the termýlladvancing 

contact angle"., ýa; will be used when referring to the 

angle measured through a fluid which is displacing another 

from the surface of a solid,, and the designation "receding 

contact angle", ý... will be applici to the anZle, measured 

through a fluid which is being displaced (see Fig- 3-9)-. 

Ablett'14 (1923) reported the variation of ý with the 

velocity of the TPL between air, water ana paraffin wax. 

He found that advancing angles increased and receding angles 

I 
fell to certain., well defined, limiting values as the rate 

of displacement increased. 

Yarnola and Mason9l obtained results in general 

agreement with AbletVs, but they also observed that ý 17as 

markedly dependent upon hovr long the three phases (air/ 

water/wax) had been in contact. In their opinion the 

velocity dependence of the contact angle vias due to the 

disturbance of adsorption equilibria at the solid/fluid 

boundaries in the T-FZ- Cassie, 
85 

has suggested a similar 

cause. ana the conolusions ofBartell and Bristol lend 

further support to this hypothesis. Adam and. Livingstone 
116 
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howevers believe that the area in the inTediate vicinity oP 

the TFL is lilceýy to be in aasorption equilibrium, ovan if 

the system are not,. Similar conclusions have other parts. of 
26 been drawn by iYelrose on this reckoning, only interfaces 

that were advancing rapidly would show contact angle velocity 

dependence. 

Bartell and Biorklundl 17 have found a dynamic effect 

in the system mercury/wate. -/benzene, bu4- contjuae that for 0 

sufficiently small rates o. O. displacement (< 0-3v See-i) 

the contact anCle was independent of velocity 3% However, 

their precision (t2o) cloos not appear to have been 

sufficient to entire2y justify this assertion. More 
72 

recently, Gauclin ancl Witt have shown that when oxygen 
4 I-s excluded from the system the contact angle is not 

dependent upon velocity, but when oxygen is admitted both 

contact angle hysteresis and velocity dependence appear. 

This latter behaviour is attributed to the forLýation of a 

comparatively rigid oxide film covering the mercury surfacep 

which then no longer has the properties of liqui& mercury. 

Such an oxide film, if present in the Bartell and Biorlund. 

N. B. A contact angle rhich is velocity independent is; 

'iDso facto, inaependent of both rate and direction of displace- 

ment and, therefore., does not exhibit contact angle 

hysteresis (see Fig. 
ý. 

q). 35 
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experiments,, would nullify their rejection, of the "friction" 

hypothesis"S' 

Rose and Heins'19 have investigated Nujol/glass/air 

and oleic acid/glass/air systems over a moderato range of 

interfacial velocities X 10-3 to 0.5 cm sec-I The 

receding angles for both liquids were close to zero in all 

cases, but the advancing angles increased with increasinZ 

velocity over the whole range. The data., howdver., drt very 

scattered. Rose and Heins were unable to give any hydro- 
I 

dynamic explanation of their results although a dimensional 

analysis was attempted. 

Elliott and Riddif ord 
90392 have made an intensive 

study of the polyethylene/vater/air + water vapourancl 

siliconed glass/water/air +'water vapour systems. Over a 

velocity range of approximately 20 to 400ii-seo their 

experimental observations confirm that advancing'and 

receding angles respectively rise and fall with increasing 

rate of displacement. Above 200P sec-1 the advancing 
i 

angle (measured through the'viater) tends'to a limiting 

value. No similar trend was observed with the advancing 

air interface'. The authors state that at the lowest 

sPeeds (171, iec-1) the contact angle was constant for 

both advancing and rec'eding-conditions although about 22 0 

of hysteresis perzisted. Their published data, however, 

airt inconclusive. 
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Elliott and Riddif ord go on to suggest that this result 

may be interpreted in terms of the Hansen and Miotto thoory 

(see Section 2-4).. If the natural length associated with 

displacement, 6, were of order 10 -8 cm then, with a natural 

displacement velocity', Dc., of roughly 10-3 Cm see-1. the 

relaxation time for the process would be of the order of 

10-5 see. A Prenke, 93 type expression is use& to obtain 

the temperature dependence. of T: 
E 

T0 exp RT 3.2-1 

or 
6 -E :c=7 exp 7- 3.2-2 

nT 
0 

where T0 is the relaxation time appropriate to bullc water., 

ana E is the activation energy for th, e relaxation process 

at the TPZ. Then., taking-T 
0 as about i0_10 sec,, they obtain 

iý value for E of about 1 .7X, 10 3 Joules mole-'. Elliott and 

Riddiford state that although-this. value is not unreasonable 

it is 11 ... predicted on the assumption that during advance, 

water does not penetrate the solid surface". In this con- 

nection 
92 they report that freshly adv anc'ed and recessed 

contact angles,, on'standingý. tended to relax tollaras a 

common value over periods of up to 18 hr, This they 

attribute to penetration of, the silicone layer by water 

rather than to-a Hanson and Miotto process. On the-other 

hand. they remark that, ýit is tempting to suppose that-the 

limiting values, of the contact angles observed at the 
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highest rates of displacement might correspond, in the 

Hanson and Miotto scheme, to total disorientation at the 

TPZ. 

Elliott and Riddiford, have also studiqd syste= similar 

- to those noted above with the vapour phase replaced by 

Bayol. Experimental difficulties were found to be much 

greater, but results were qualitatively similar to those 

given previously., although no lower speed range was found 

in which 0 was independent of the rate of TPL displacement. 

It is interesting to'note that Zisman and co-workers 
43 

have reported that, 'within experimental error (t2o maximum), 

contact angle hysteresis is absent from many carefully- 

prepared liquýVvapour/organie polymer systems providing 

"the liq#d drop was advancing or receding sufficiently 

slowly to be reasonably close to an equilibrium condition". 

Chittenden_and Spixmey 121 have founa that the 

character of the contact angle velocity dependenceo in the 

sYstem: water/cyclohexa-ne/glass.. is itself dependent upon 

the pre-treatment of the glass surface. Velocity dependence 

is greatest when the*glass is first outgassed at c. 200 0G 

and then exposed to cyclohexane (saturatea with wýter). 

It is thought that cyclohexane is strongly adsorbe& at 

the glass surface after this treatment and that the 

displacement of cyclohexane by water at high velocities 

leaves behind a thick non-equilibrium film of cyclohexane 
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which increases the contact angle measured through the 

water. At lower velocities, the rate of desorption of the 

non-equilibrium film more nearly approaches its rate of 

aeposition, ana a lower, more nearly equilibrium value of 

the contact angle therefore results. 

In, contrast with Ablett, and Elliott and- Ridclifora,, 

Chittenden and Spinney find,, like Rose and Heins, that 

contact angle velocity dep9ndence-is still apparent at 

rates of displacement in excess of i cm. seo-'. 

In conclusion,, it may be remarked that contact angle 

velocity dependence has received much less attention than 

oontact angle hysteresiso and has been explained in terms 

of displaced equilibria rather than surface roughness or, 

heterogeneity. 

Interface Shape 

I The unknown effect of displacement upon the' , three- 

phase boundax7 c6hdition at the wall is not the only 

problem encountered with consecutive, flow. 
_, 

As with 

concentric flow, the energy loss an& associated radial 

variations in interfacial curvature produced by radial 

flow in the vicinity of the moving two-phase boundary 

have also to be considered. 

Pigs-'3-10-a ancl -b show two aimple types of flow 

pattern such as might be found in this region. The 

meniscus is considered stationary and the tube moVes from 
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left to right. No particular significance is attached to the 

curvature of the meniscus. 

Under flow conditions of type jthe tangential shear 

stress at the fluia-fluia interface will be zero and there 

will be no flow in the interface, The tangential velocity 

78 

component at the interface will, nevertheless, be continuous98. 

In the other type of: flow pattern illustratedi JZI an 

eddy has formed on one side of the meniscus; there is 

circulation in the interface, two stagnant points on the 

tube axis and a stagnant ring at the TPL. 

There is no way of predicting a priori which (if either) 

flow pattern will be adopted, although if there is signifi- 

cant adsorption at the moving phase boundary then inter- 

facial circulation will be inhibited (see LevV-oh 98 
pp. 380- 

, 
394). The experimental studies by Goldsmith and Mason have 

revealed only flow patterns of type a., but it must be 

emphasised that they were concerned with concentric and 

not consecutive flow. 

Rose 123 
considers flow patterns 

'of 
type a. only. 

He deduces that the tangential velocity component at the 

interface willbe zero, but then goes on to state that if 

this is so$ "it will be readily apparent that ... no 

pressure gradients exist in either phase tangential to the 

of 
surface - On the contrary, this is not readi2y apparent* 

The stress tensor in the neighbourhood of the, interfaoe 
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must have a component normal, to the interface, or the 

interface would not move at all, and there is no obvious 

reason why this normal component should be the same at all 
110 

points on the interface - especially near the tube wall 

---Rose,. therefore appears to be arguing from incorrect 

premises when he statest "In consequence, the capillary 

pressure differences between wetting and non-wetting fluids 

at eachpoint in the interfýce region will have a constant 

value; hence the moving, interface will have constant 

curvature throughout". 

A dimensional approach similar to that used in 

concentric flow might prove more fruitful. if, once again) 

inertial and gravitational forces are ignored (conditions 

3-i-7a & b), 
_then, 

except perhaps in the unknown region of 

the TP7,, the only important forces to be considered are 

viscous and surface tension forces. 

Away from the tube wall the viscous stresses are 
04 Om2), 

whereas stresses due to surface tension are 
01 

ý -rj - F- 
where 

I is the mean curvature of the interface. If 
r m 

the interface is assumed spherical, then to a first 

approximation 

r sec 3,2-3 

where is the d, ynamic contact angle. Thus over the 

majority of the-interface the fractional change in mean 
Is 

curvature. due to motion is 0 60 Deviations from 
Gi 2 
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sphericity are therefore unlikely providing 

( Y-)IS60 01 << 1 3.2-4 
a J2 

As yet there are no reportea instances of consecutive flow 

in systems in which condition 3-3-2*is violated and the 

interface shape is known. The highest values of i" )seoýj 

obtained by Rose and Heins 
119 in their cinle' study ofc' 

12 

consecutive flow In Nuiol-air and oJele acid-air syste= 

was about 0,02. That no deviations from sphericity have 

been reported is therefore ndt. surprising- 

3-3 A Sim2le Equation for Two-Phase Flow 

In view of the concluding remarks of-the last sections 

providing conditions 3-1-7a, j. 1-7b and 3.2-4 are complied 

with, and providing ilso that 0 is known as a function of 

then a simple combination of the Laplace and PoisGuille 

equations should pro-ýide aa approximate, bui'nevertheless 

useful,, equýLtion for two-phase, flow in systems of cylindrical 

geometry. 'Numerous equations of this, type appear in the 

literature, and this chapter will-conclude, with a resume 

of the Principal results of their application. 

- Equating'the capillary driving force and the viscous 

resis - tance to unaccelerated flow yields, for the steady- 

, state'interfacial velocity,, 

-, -r'7,2 C03 3-3-1 
X7ý 4(Nx + n2(" --x 
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where x and (1 - x) are the lengths of the capillary 

occupied by fluids i and 2 with viscosities nI and n2 

respectively, If the capillary pressure is opposed 

by an applied hydrostatic pressure, Ap, then 

r2 Ap 2ro, 2 Cos 3.3-2 
8in ix+ n2 (I - R)l 

If k is founi as a function of Ap then it is possible to 

calculate ý as a function of : k. 

I One of the earliest X equations of this type was 

derivecl by West 124 (jqjj).. "On the Resistance to the 

Motion of a Thread of Mercury in a Glass Tube", and a 

similar equation was proposed by Yarnold' *' (1938), Their 

equations necessarily took into account two mercury-air 

interfaces and were, therefore, of the form 
2 

r Ap - 2rcF 1ýr 4' cos 3-3-3 12 
(00' 

8%1 

where 1 is the length of the mercury threacl of Viscosity, 

ý, and the viscosity of the air is ignored. 

Bley and Pepper 128 have studied water/Ilujol, water/ 

benzene., and nitrobenzene/Nujol displacements in a single 

capillary as a preliminary to an investigation of two 

phase flow in powder packings. 

In all the investigations noted above., surprisingly 

good agreement is reporte& between the simple theory and 

81 

3e 126 127 Brittin refers to an even earlier study by Decharme 

(1874). 
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experiment. Both West and Yarnold f ound indications of a 

large contact angle hysteresis, but no dynamic effect. 

Once a certain critical driving pressure Ap 
0 was reached, 

the mercury slug began to move with i proportional to 

(Ap - Lpo). Eley and Pepper calculated that in their 

experiments 0 was always close to zero, ani suggested that. 

this was probably due to the practice,, found necessary, of 

giving the capillary a preliminary wetting with the displacing 

liquid. When this was not done the advance of the interface 

was much slower and much less reproduciblebeing occasionally 

haltecl completely at patches of contamizi4tion on the surface 

of the capillary. In one such case, with wate, r/'Nujol, 

was calculatedý to be a. 770 of 

The resistance to motion of the TPZ, described by 

West and others., corresponds to the well-Imown JaminI30 

effect. Recently Schwartz and co-workers13i have carried 

out extensive measurements on systems exhibiting this. - 

phenomenon. Their results indicate the presence Of a 

considerable contact angle velocity dependence. 

12q Calderwood and Mardles ' have studied the rate of 

movement of liquid indicts dovm inclined tubes under 

gravity. Their results show both contact angle hysteresis 

and velocity dependence. 

Washburn132 has investigated the capillary rise of 

82 

a single liquid against gravity. If P is the density Of 
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the liquid and z is the height to which it rises in timo t, 

then ignoring the density and viscosity of vapour, 6 

2a Cos 0. (12 12 Pgz - 8nz! =P+ zz 
r2 r 

An approximate solution to this oquation has beOn proposed. 

by BosanquetI33.17ashburn, howevers oonýidered that if i 

0 and F are both small then the inertial terms on the right' 

may be negleoted. Further, if 0 is inaependent of'velocity 

rA z=0 at t=0 

z at t 

0 then Pg(zf - Z) = 8n zz 3o3-5 
T 

r 

and integration yields, 
2-T-i 

Pgr 
21tZ -Z 

1 

3-3-6 

Expansion of the logarithm yields the result, well known 

in soil studies 
128 

. that in the early stages of capillary 

rise 1 /it or, more exactly, 

z= r2pg zf 'LT t23.3-7 
1 

8n -1 
This last equation has been experimentally verified by 

134 Peek and McLean.., and more recently by Ligenza and 

Bernsteini35 for capillaries of small radius (20 to 50P) 

(see also Rosano and Gjstalla136 ). 

Le, Grand and Rense137 have made a very careful study 

of capillary rise of water,, ethanol and glycerol in glass 
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capillaries. Some data were obtained in the very early 

stages of liquid ascent (t <0.1 see) in the hope of 

% detecting inertial effects associated with the terms on 

-the right of Eq- 3-3-4., circulation at the interface and 

turbulence at the entrance to the capillary. Their 

results, * Plotted accordinZ to Eq- 3-3-6, do show clivergencei 

when t <1 see. -Thereafter, 
h=ever) I,, q- 3-3-6 is obeyel 

within experimental error. 

ýA detaileci analysis of'the hydrodynamic-aspect of 

the problem has-been, attempted by Brittin 
126 

- -The 

equation arrived at takes into account most of the 

inertial effects expected by Le Grand and Rense and, 

although the equation is unwieldy(ana in practice semi- 

empirical), it does give better agreement with their data 

than Eq- 3.3-6 when t<I see. 

Rose and. Heins iiq have studied the movement of 

liquid indices in horizontal tubes. Contact angles were 

measured directly from-photographsand were in fair 
i 

agreement with those'prodieted on the basis of Eq- 3-3-3; 

ý was close to zero in all cases. - This result. has since 
r 

been used by'Chittenden andýSpinney 
I- 21 in a study of 

water-cyclohexa. ne displacements in glass capillaries (see 

Section 3.2). 

TempletOni38039 has concluctea a series of experiments 

involving gas-liquid and liquid-liquid displacements in 
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single,, uniform glass capillaries having diameters ranging 

from 4 to 40P. Capillary radii were determined from the 

pressure required to maintain the interface at rest ap ainst 

capillary pressure, assuming 0 and 012 independent of 

tube radius. Radii were compared with values. measured 

visually to to. jp, ancl the two methods were reported to 

agree wVthin 

I The fluids used were air or water against-benzene. 

Nujol or various refined hydrocarbon oils. ' 77hilst an 

equation similar to 30-2 gave values for the viscosities 

of water and benzene olose (no details given) to the bulk 

values, those given for Nujol and the refined hydrocarbons 

were up to 3VIo low. Templeton attributes this to the 

presence of an annular water. film about'. the oil column, as 

postulated by Yuster.. but thi. s does not explain a 15lej 

reduction in viscosity reporte& for the oil phase in 

oil-air displacements; nor does it explain an apparent 

3015 increase in oil phase viscosity for the first water 

displacing oil run following only oil-air displacements., 

In an attempt to explain: 'this-latter observation; 

TeImpleton postulates an irregular fluid distribution 

following a first, incomplete, water displacing oil run. 

Such a distribution, if present,, might well be sufficient 

to impede flovi4o, but it seems curious that phenomena of 
143 

this type were not actually observed. Street has 
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suggested an explanation of some of these anomalies in terms 

of electroviscous effects. 

Over the last ten years, Derjaguin ana Podyakin6501+121421 

have reported. a series of remarkable and intriguing experi- 

ments with capillaries having diameters in the range 30OR 

to 101j. In one experiment the viscosities of water and 

benzene were determined using an equation similar to 

Eq- 3-3-2 to describe the rate at which the liquids 

penetrated capillaries against the pressure of entrapped 

air, the capillaries being closed at one end. The contact 

angle was. assumed to be zero at all times. Viscosity was 

found to be a linear function of tube radius for both 

liquids. Values are reported ranging from I Cr, ýý of the bulk 

value for ra 20d to close to 9CY/'j' for ra 0-15P. Similar 

variations are also given for surface tension, ranging from 

about 3Vio of the normal value for r 12 20CE to approximately 

JOCrj5 for r 12 0.15U. These results are attributed to the 

influence of the capillary wall upon the structure of the 

liquids. The inference is that in tubes of diameter less 

than a. OAV, liquids have a diminished structural order, 

in the case of water a diminished state of hydrogen- eg 

bonding. This is surprising, particularly in view of 

Derjaguin's insistence on the importance of structuring 

in polar liquids close to glass or silica surfaces 
64. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Displacement Studies in I. Tacroscopic Capillaries 

Introduction 

Liquid-liquid displacements have been carried out in 

horizontally mounted) cylindricalj pyrex capillaries of 

between 0-4 and I bore. Initially, simple measurements' 

were made of interfacial velocity., k. as a function of applied 

hydrostatic pressure, Ap,, using a benzene/water interface in 

achemically cleaned capillary. Later; in an attempt to 

introduce veloc ity dependence of the contact angle in a 

controlled way, experiments were begun in . silane-treated 

tubes., and in all but the preliminary experiment, P3, a 
? gr#" oftt-t - 

micro-cine' technique was used which enabgre4 direct measure- 

ments of all the observable parameters, i, Ap and the contact 

angle, At first,, interest centred On the verification of- 

Eq- 3-3-2 and the interdependence of 0 and k; however, at a 

later, stage., experiments were carried out usin IZ benzene/ 

glycerol and eyolohexane/aniline interfaoesih 6rder to 

investigate the effects of respectively a high viscosity 

ratio and a low interfacial , tension upon the stability of 

the moving phase boundary. 

4.1 Alkyl Chlorosilanes as Surface lfodiýying AZents 

Dimethyldiofilorosilane is believed to react with 
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hydroxyl, groups of hydrated glass surfaces by elimination 

of HCl to give a chemically bonded organophilic layer 90. si43-146. 

CH3 
I 

0110H Z) I 'CH3 
I cl + HCI si + (CH3)2S'C'2 si 

-/I\ 
/1\ 

It has been suggested148 that the reaction is facilitated 

by the removal of the HCl by alkali oxides (2. T.. Na 2 0) 

present in or near the glass surface. The lack of such 

oxides in silica may explain the conclusion reachea by 

Whitei49 that, at-room temperature, chlorosilane molecules 

interact only physically and reversibly with the hydroxyl 

groups of a silica surface from which physically adsorbed 

water has been removed by evacuation. Armistead and Hockey 150 

have very recently published a paper on the reactions of 

methylehlorosilanes with hydrated Aerosil silicas which 

suggests that, for steric reasons, only non-hydrogen-bonded J 
hydroxyls are available for chemical reaction. 

In the preliminary experiments described here) silane 

coating was-achieved simply by drawing a continuous stream 

of air saturated with dimethyldichlorosilane vapour through 

the aoid-oleaned capillary; a chemically resistant, hydro- 

phobic surface resulted and it was., therefore., thought 
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unnecessary to resort to the high-temperature curing process 

recommended by some authors 
143049. In subsequent experi- 

ments, a more refined, high vacuum technique was employed 

(described in a later section) and, in series E experiments,, 

--,. tubes were treatecl with tr: Lmethylohlorosilane. This final 

modification was introduced because of the likelihood of 

ýL=ethyldichlorosilane polymerising in the presence of 

144,149. water during the coating process 0 

nMe 2 sicl 2+ 
(n-I )H 

20 Me 2'9'Cl( -osime 2-)n-2 -OClSiMe 2+ 
(2n-2 ýiCl 

Polymerisation it was thought might produce random varia- 0 Q, 0 
tions in the nature and thickness of the silane coating) 

and in its bonding to the. glass) and hence be responsible 

0 for observed contact angle hysteresis. TrimethylehlorsilanO 
A 

is unUkelýy to produce larger polymers than the dimer 

Me 3 si-O-Sime 3* This ether is expected to be sufficiently 

volatile to be removed under ýacuum, leaving only a mono- 

layer of chemisorbed silane molecules. 

4., 2 Experimental Yethods 

Cleaning and Preparation of Yaterials 

All glassware was constructed from Pyrex borosilicate 

glass (composition: SiO2 80.6%; B205 12.6/1"o; A12 032. C%; 

Na 20 4.2! /"'9') and. carefully cleaned bef ore use. At first, 

chemical cleaning methods were used - usually hot chromic 

acid or ethanol/nitric acid treatment followed bY multiPle 
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rinsinEs with conductivity water. However, after some 

experience these methods were abandoned because: - 

(i) they were only partially effective; 

(ii)'they are hazardous and mossy; 

(iii) glass is leached by this treatment (even distilled 

water will do this) and probably acquires a highly porous 

surface 
161,162 

which may continue to retain foreign matter. 

The method eventually adopted i4volved rinsing the apparatus 

in distilled water (in order to remove loosely held dust 

and soluble material), and then placing it in an annealing 

oven where it was subjected to a circulating current of 

air at temperatures between 500 and 560 0C for a minimum of 

1: 1y hr before being allowed to cool slowly in a clean 

atmosphere. 

Ifethylohlorosilanes were supplied by Hopkin and 

Williams in purified form, but were used as received only 

Exp. P3*' For all other ex"periments methylehlorosilanes 

were further purified by trap-to-trap distillation under 

vacuum in a grease free apparatus, and either used directly 

or distilled into evacuated sample tubes fitted with an 

internal break-seal. Purity,, as checked by gos chromato- 

graphy, was at least 99ý. 

The conductivity water used for both cleaning purposes 

and displacement studies was twice distilled in all-Pyrex 

stills fitted with fractionating col=ns. packed with glass 
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beads. After an initial running-in period, this method was 

found to provide a uniform product with a conductivity of 

I less than ýjj mho and a. surface tonsion'Of 72.0 !ý0.2 dyne cff-'. 
151 The use of ion-exchanZe columns for this purpose was avoided 0 

Water used for surface rehydroxylation (described later) was 

redistilled into evacuated., break-seal bulbs. 

Benzene was mTay and Baker "Crystallisable" grade, 

sulphur free, having a boiling range of 79-5 to 80-5000 

This was used as received in Exps- P2; P3 and Al. For the 

remainder., it was redistilled and the middle fraction further 

purified by successive recrystallisation. 

The glycerol used in Exp. P2 and also as an i=ersion 

liquid was BDH "Analar'l-grade. it was used as received. 

The aniline and cyclohexanp were BDH "Laboratory Reagent" 

grade and were used as received. 

pairs of liquids used in displacement studies were 

mutually saturated and stored in olosed glass vessels- 

When required, samples were withdrawn by syphon. 

Thb benzene/water interfacial tension was checked 

by the method of Harkins and Br - 
152 

and found to be 

34-9 t 0.1 dyne cm -1 at 20 0 C. The benzene/glycerol inter- 

facial tension was measured using a du NoUy tensiometer 

and found to be 19.5 dyne cm-1 at 200C. 

Exp. P2. - Preliminary, 
_Benzene-Water 

Displacements in 

Uncoated Capillary 

The apparatus is illustrated in pig. 4A. A 150 cm 
I 
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length of nominally I mm bore glass capillary was calibrated 

with mercury and found to have an average diameter o: C 0.90 =. 

Uniformity was checkecl by measuring the exact length of an 

approximately 2 cm index of mercury at different positions 

in the tube. The maximum variation in index length was 

+: -0.06 cm, equivalent to ti-51/5 in radius. Short sections at 

each en& of the tube wore then bent at right angles. After 

chemical cleaning, the capillary was set up so that its ends 

dipped into beakers containing respective2y benzene and 

water. Two 16 mm bore glass tube, mounted vertically near 

the centre of the capillary, were connected with the contents 

of the beakers by glass syphons, thus forming a manometer. 

A benzene/water interface was formed in the following 

way. The beaker containing the benzene was removed and a 

degreased rubber teat was applied to the exposed ond of the 

capillary an& manipulated so as to fill the capillary with 

water. The teat was removed and water was allowed to syphon 

over for a few minutes. The benzene beaker was then replaced 

and its. height, adjusted until a steadi2y moving benzene/water 

interface formed just inside the capillary. By raising or 

lowering the beakers, and thereby adjusting Ap, the interfdoe 

could be moved in either direction or be held stationary in 

any part of the tube. 

Before measurements were begunthe manometer arms were 

filled and the capillary was carefully levelled against a 
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hydrostat; Ap could then be conveniently determined by 

measuring capillary and manometer heights with a well levelled 

cathetometer, which could be read to +0.002 cm. The densitios 

of benzene and water were obtained from tablesi47, 

During the displacements, the interface was timed 

between etch-marks to the nearest 0.2 see. If interfacial 

motion became unsteady, the run was abandoned. The velocity 

at the mid-point of the capillary was found by interpolation. 

The results of several displacements in each direction are 

given in Table 4.1 - 

ExP- P3: Preliminary, Benzene-water Displacements in 

Dimethylclichlorosilane-Treated Tubiný. 

Two BIO sockets were attached to an approximately 

28 cm length of 0.4 =, preoision bore (Veridia) tubing. 

The diameter was found by mercury calibration to be vjithin - 

1% of the nominal value. After chemical cleaning the 

capillary was mounted in the apparatus shown in Fig. 4.2. 

Air drawn in at A was dried over silica-gel, saturated with 

dimethyldichlorosilane vapour and sucked throug gh the capi- 

liary. A second bed of silica-gel removed most of the 

excess silane and prevented backflov; of water vapour from 

the final washbottle. The latter, containing a dilute 

solution of sodium hydroxide., removed any remaining silane 

and also indicated the flow rate. The silane, about 2 cc, 

was exhausted within 10 min but the flow of air was 
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continued for a further 2 hrs to removo most of the unreacted 

silane from the capillary wall. 

After treatment) the tube uss connected to tvio 16 mm 

bore manometer arms as shown in Fiz. 4.3. an& clamped to-a 

zupportinS framework which could be tilted about the axis 0. 

Water was added via the right-hand manometer tubo. When the 

meniscus reached the left-hand end of the capillary, benzene 

was introduced via the left-hand manometer tube so that a 

benzene/viater interface formed just beyond the erA of the 

capillary. Any air bubbles were easily removed by tilting 

the apparatus about 0. During displacements, Ap was set in 

the same vray. 

aVo marks were made about 2-5 cm apart along a selected 

portion of the tube. The distance between them, k, the 

total length of the capillary, 1, and the distance from the 

water end to the point mid-way between the marks were 

measurecl to within tO. 01 cm with a horizontal cathetometer. 

4p was set ancl the moving interface (observea through the 

horizontal cathetometer) was timecl between the marks to the 

. nearest 0.1 sec. &p was determinea by measuring the 

manometer heights above the point mia-way between the two 

marks to the nearest 0.01 cm, with a vertical cathetometor. 

The average interfacial velocity between the marks &x/t., 

differs very little from the actual velocity at the mid- 

. point,, providing the angle of tilt is small andA x << 1. 
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The results of several displacements in both directions are 

recorded in Table 4.2. 

op The Micro-cine Apparatus 

Subsequent experiments were carried out in an improved 

apparatus which had the following major advantages: - 

(i) direct microscopic observation of the contact 

angle; 

(ii) a photographic record of both contact angle and 

displacement velocity; 

(iii) accurate control of temperature. 

The cell in which capillaries were mounted during 

displacements. is shown in Plate i and in section in Fig. 4-4. 

The lower half (A) is machined from aluminium and the upper 

half (B) from Perspex. Jointing surfaces are lapped and 

polished. Both windows (C) were originally of optically 

flat glass cemented in place with Aralditef however, owing 

to repeated failure of the Araldite/Perspex bond) the upper 

window was replaced with Perspex. Capillaries (D) and a 

0-500C thermometer (E) are held in place with No. 17 rubber 

bungs (F) which are accurately bored on a lathe after baing 

frozen in liquid nitrogen. Before final assembly bungs and 

jointing surfaces are lightly smeared with silicone grease. 

Countersunk socket-headed screws look the two halves of the 

cell togethercompressing the bungs and forming an air-tight 

seal. The extended base of the cell carries two adjustable 
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brackets (G) which suppo, rt'-"the manometer vases (H). ýhe 

latter are constructeci from 15 cm lengths of 5 cm internal 

diameter Veridia. glass tubing and fitted with BIO sockets 

which form satisfactory/ grease-free seals between vases and 

capillary. 

Plate 2 shows the cell mounted-on the modified stage 

of a Vickers "Patholux" microscope. Two in. Simplefix 

elbow couplings (1) and short lengths of PVC tubing (J) 

'(wrapped. in insulating material2 not shown) are used to 

comect'the cell'in circuit (Fig- 4-5) ýith a large reservoir 

of glycerol immer , sed in an oil thermostat. -Glycerol circu- 

lation. is maintainea by a single-action peristaltic pump 

(wAB - Galleakamp) on the return line from the cell to the 

reservoir., Under working conditions, the cell can be held 

within tO. IoC of any temperature between 20 and 450C for 

long periods. 

Glycerol was chosen as the. thermostat liquid in spite 

of its high viscosity (E. 1500 op at 20 0 C) because: - 

(i) within the temperature range 15 to 450C its 

refractive index is within 0.5rý of that of gyrex glass - 
(1.1+75), and it thus eliminates both the lens effect of 

the capillary walls and total internal reflection at the 

outer surface of the capillary; 

(ii) the cell materials are unaffected by it. 

To prevent changes in the refractive index of the glycerol 

because of moisture gain by the hygroscopic licl"U., the 
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circulating system was closed and incorporated a ballast 

bulb containing a quantity of molecular sieve (BDH3 type 

4A M7). 

The microscope has a heavy diecast body (L) carryins 

--a substantial stage (Y, ) capable of fore-and-aft and transverse 

movements.,, Pocusing is aohieved by raising or lowering the 

counterbalanced barrel (N) which carries the lens system 

(objective, intermediate Ions and binoctzlar eyepiece). 

There* is an integral system of Kdhler illumination terminating 

in an adjustable Abbe condenser below the stage. The light 

source, a 12 v 100 w quartz-iodine lamp, is contained. in a 

ventilated housing at the rear of the microscope. The 

intensity of ill=ination is controlled by a rheostat and 

filters. The 12v supply is provided by a transformer (0). ý 

This was origin;?. 11Y housed within the body of the hiicroscopep 

but was, later removed to reduce heat transfer to the stage. 

A table (P) was added to the microscope stage to carry 

the cell. It is made of, Perspex (for low thermal conductivity) 

and is supported across the back-on inverted V-shaped Teflon 

slides. -These are carried on a length of .1 in. diameter 2 

stainless steel rod which is clamped to the microscope stage. 

The front of the table, braced with a light aluminium. beam., 

is looked to the existing traversing-meohanismp and carries 

perpendicular to the stage an engraved millimetre scale 

vernier (R). The bolts securing the cell to the tble pass 
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through slots (S) in the extended base of the cell allowing 

, 
it to be freely aligne& under the microscope. 

An aluminium platform (T) cantilevered forward from the 

top of the main body of the microscope carries a levelling 

table (U) to which are attached two micrometer depth-gauges 

(V). These are positioned immediately above the manometer 

vases and are equipped with a set of stainless steel needles 

(WI Plate 1) of various lengths and covering overlapping 

depth ranges. Manometer heights are determined by lowering 

the needles until they just touch the surface of the liquid. 

A stout pillar (X) emerges from the top of the micro- 

scope body and supports the camera (Y) and, camera adaptor (Z). 

The adaptor contains a subsidiary eyepiece'and a beam-zplitting 

prism which directs light either to the, damera focusing eye- 

piece (AA) or to the photoelectric cell (BB) of the 

photometer (CC). 

The 16 = cine camera (Bolex'H16) has clockwork and 

electric drives, providing framing speeds between 12 and 

64 f. p. s. and single shots. It is used either with a -1 1 

Switar 75 = telephoto lens or with no lens and a short*, 

extension tube (as shown). 

Ex'P. Al. - Benzene-Water Displace. ments'in Dimethyldichloro- 

silane-Treated Tubing 

The capillary used in this study was constructed from 

two, extended, 2= capillary cones (BIO) and a length of 
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0.50 = precision bore tubing (Veridia). A reference mark was 

etched near the middle of the Veridia zection) and the 

position of this mark and tho lengthz of the 2= and Veridi, 

sections of the capillary viere measured to the nearest 

0.01 cm. Rir,; ht7angled bends were made close to the base of 

each cone. Fis- 4.4 (above) shows a capillary of similar 

construction. After annealing, the completed capillary was' 

flushed with conductivity water and connected to the grease- 

free apparatus shovm diagrammatically in Pig. 4.6. 

With 
_out-offs. _1.2 

and 3 rai:,: ýed,. dime thyldic hl or os i lane 

was outgassed and subjected to trap-to-trap distillation 

under vacuum until a few cc of purified'product re=ained 

in bulb C (bulbs A and B,, containing the less pure fractionss 

having been successively removed at the constrictions). "With 

cut-offs 3 and I+ raised, the remainder of the system was 

flamed out and evacuated to 10-5 torr. 

The capillary was cleansed of organic impurities by 

flaming in a stream of oxygen generated by heating potassium 
I 

pe'rmanganate (out-offs 12 3 and 4 raised). A sintered glass 

disc (Joblings No. prevented solid cleco., npossition, products 

from reaching the capillaIV;. ' As the 'oxygen was p=ped away 

via the capillary. the latter was carefully heatea,. using a 

gas/air flare., - so thatmost of the tubino, was maintained %. 4 

at a temperature high enough to give a slight sodium 

coloration to the flame. 
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Heating was stopped after 15 min. and the internal 

seal on the water reservoir was broken, allowing the few 

cc of water contained therein to evaporate away slowly via 

the capillary. This was done in order to rehydroxylate the 

glass surface prior to silane treatment, and took approxi- 

mately 24 hrs. Cut-off 3 vias then lowered and a stream of 

silane vapour was dravrn through the capillary until bulb C 

had emptied. Finally: all cut-offs were lowered and the 

system was evacuated to 10-5 torr over a period of 4.8 hours. 

Displacement studies were performed in a constant 

temperature room held at, 20-5 tO. 20C. Because of thisy 

although the cell was filled with glycerol to eliminate 

undesirable optical effects, it was not necessary to connect 

the circulating system and thermostat. To minimise vibra- 

tion, the micro-cine apparatus was placed on a massive brick 

pillar. 

A dummy capillary,, with both manometer vases filled 

with water, was used to check the levellingg of a cathetometer, 

and this, in turn, was used to check the alignment of the 

cell and levelling table. Depth-gauSe needles were cali- 

bratea against-the tathptometer and cross-checked against 

each other. 

. kil glasswarý used in the experiment was cleaned in 

the annealing oven as described. Depth gauge neOdles were 

thoroughly degreased in an acetone vapour bath- 
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The freshly, treated capillary was removed from the 

vacuum system and rapidly transferred to the displacement 

cell. A benzene/viater interface was formed by first partýy 

filling one manometer, vase with water, then, when the 

capillary had completely filled, the other vase was filled 

with benzene. Adjustments. to the manometer heights, and - 
hence to Lp., were made using glass pipettes. Changes in Lp 

were reaclily. deterained to within ti dyne cm -2 with the 

depth gauges, and one absolute value was measured using the 

cathetometer. Owing to an uncertainty in the exact height 

of the capillary (: -0.025 am), absolute values of Ap were 

only reliable to + 10 dyne cm-2. Liquid densities were 

obtained from tables. 

The moving interface was usually photographed at 

16 f, p. s. The camera was operated for timed intervals of 

not less than 3 sec. Stationary or very slovily moving 

intwerfaces were photographed using single shots at timed 

intervals of up to 15 minutes. Reported displacements were 

carried out at three positions in the Veridia, section of the 

tube. These positions-were deterrained relative to the etch 

marlIc to within tO. 005 cm using the microscope stage scale 

and vernier. The diameter of the capillary was measured 

0 directly, to the nearest 5u , using a calibrated graticule 

in the microscope eyepiece. 

After displacements had been completed the capillary 

101 



and vases were emptied., dried and refilled., but this time 

with water only. Yeasurements were then made of the rate 

of flow through the capillary under a known hydrostatic 

pressure. In this way it was possible to determine the 

effective length of the capillary, i. e. that length of the 

Veriaia tubing which would have the same resistanco to flow 

as the whole capillary assembly. 

Velocities and contact-angles viere obtained from the, 

film of the displacements. The processed film was back- 

projected onto a horizontal drafting table using a Specto 

16 = 1114otion, Analysis Projeotor (Inc. 2)" and a series of 

mirrors (Fig. 4-7)- Measurements were facilitated by 

covering the table with translucent, millimetre-ruled graph. 

paper which Yras calibrated against the projected image of 

the capillary tube. In this way the resolution obtained was 

between 4 and 5v 'or approximately Irv of the tube radius. 

I Interfacial velocities (: ý) were deduced from the-distance 

moved (between 100 and 5001j) in a known time. The latter was 

calculated from the ratio of the number of frames in which 

the interface travelled the measured distance to the number 

of frames shot in the measured time. The constancy of the 

camera's framing-spee& was checked, independentlY by filming 

a stopwatch. With the clocIziork drive, speeds were founcl to 

vary by less than 3PIlo' during the first 406 frame3 after 

rewinding. The estimated uncertainty upon reported values 

102 
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of ýc was t5%, for speeis in excess of ICOOP see-'. falling to 

at 10OU see-' and increasing again to about ta/`2' below 

lop see-1. 

Contact angles were calculated from the meniscus 

heights h, and the tube radius, r. Assuming a spherical 

interface, 
2rh 

Cos -2- 2 
r+h 

4.2-1 

Wher6-practicable) interfaces were checked for sphericity 

by curve matching. The recorded values of O-are averages of 

at'least-five-measurements in each case. The uncertainty is 

about ý43 0 at 90 0 falling to, t2o below 800 and above 1000. 

Contact angles (Ocal) were also calcuýted from the 

values of i and Ap usingy Eci- 3.3-2. The benzene/wator 

interfacial tension was taken to be 35 dyno cm and 

viscosities were obtained from tables 
1470 - 

All results are set out in'Table 4-3- 
I 

EI -. Benzene-". Vater Dis21acements in Trimethylohloro- 

silane-Treated Tubing. 

The following "annealing" process was found to be 

effective in eliminating longitudinal scratches found on 

the inner surface of Veridia tubing. A 10 am length of 

nominally 0.65 mm Veridia capillary was attached to two 

lengths of stock tubing of similar bore., and mounted-on a 

lathe. The capillarl was-rotated at 0- 50 r. p. m. and heated 

with an electric furnace until it could be seen to sag 
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slowly if the rotation was momentarily stopped. It was 

held at that temperature (0- 700 0 C) for a few minutes before 

being slowly cooled. An 8 cm portion of the annealed Veridia 

tubing was then connected to two, extended, 2= capillary 

cones (BIO) which were bent at right angles as in Exp. Al. 

Af ter a further a=ealing at 5600C, the completecl 

capillary was mountecl in the simplifiecl- -silane-coating 

apparatus depicted in Fig. 4.8. This apparatui'-was also 

used in Exps. E2 and CX. The limb carrying the trimethyl- 

chlorosilane, water ancl, potassium permanganate samples was 

prepared afresh for each treatment. rilhe remainder of the 

apparatus was cleaned in the annealing oven i=ediately 

before'each run. ' 

-6., The The. system was. -evacuated to-c- 5 X, 10- torr. 

magnetic valve was then closed and a low pressure of 

oxygen-was generated by heating the potassium permanganate. 

0 The temperature of the capillary was raised to 510 C using 

the electric furnace, and maintained at that temperature 

for I hr, after which the magnetic valve was opened and 

the temperature reduo-ed to 100 0 C. - This cleaning procedure 

was exactly reproducible, unlike'the rather arbitrary 

flaming technique used previously (Exp. AI). 

After the oxygen had been pumped away, the valve 

was closed and the internal seal on the water reservoir 

broken. The capillar7 was exposed to water vapour at IOOOC 
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for 2 hrs and then at room temperature for a further 15 hrs 

before being evacuated once more. Finally, the valve was 

closed for a third time and the seal broken on the silane 

bulb. Silane, treatment was carried out for 6 hrs at room 

temperature. The capillanj was then pumped for 48. hrs before 

being opened to the atmosphere and incorporated in the dis- 

I. placement cell. 

Benzene-water displacements were performed in a manner 

similar to that of Exp. Al; however, no direct measurements 

were made of the hydrostatic pressuro across the capillary,, 

anclýliquid levels were adjusted using 100 ml all-glass 

syringes (Excelo). This Procedure allowed a far more rapid 

adjustment of Ap. 

I The experiment was carried out using the glycerol 

circulation system ard thermostat to control the cell temp- 

erature. The capillary was first filled with benzene which 

was then displaced by water at various speeds along successive 

lengths of the Veridia section of the tube until approximately 

half the total length of the visible portion had been tra- 

versed (a. 2 cm). One hour later, the displacements were 

continued in the same direction at various speeds over the 

remaining half. Subsequent displacements in both directions 

were performed during the next 4 hrs: and a further series of 

displacements was carried out after a period of three weeks 

during which the capillary remained filled with water (satur- 
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ated with ben. -ene)- 

The exact framing spee& used when filming displacements 

(nominally 18 f. p. s. ) vias determined by filming a stopv; atch. 

Interfacial velocities and associated contact angles 

_. were determined from the processed film using the apparatus 

described for Exp. Al. Velocities viere calculated from the 

distance moved by the. interface during a specified number 

I of frames (the exact number used was dependent upon inter- 

facial speed, but was usually between 10 and 50)' Very 51017 

speeds (< 5V sec-1 ) were determined from single frames taken 

at timed intervals. Contact anales were measured az in 

Exp. Al. EstLmated errors on :ý are the same as for Exr- Ai - 
0 However', the probable error on ý was reduced to ý2 

" For 

a single displacement carried out at 0-7 cm sec -1.1 the 
+ý+0 

estimated uncertainty upon :ý and ý rose to 7, "Tj and ; -4 

respectively. The results obtainea in this experiment are 

listecl in Table 4.4. 

'Exp. E2: Benzene -7.1alwer Displacements in a Seconcl Trimethyl- 

chlorosilane-Treated Tube. 

1, capillary tube of 0-70 = bore was prepared in 

exactly the same ray as the tube used in Exp. Ei. Dis- 

placement experiments were performed lorgely as before. On 

this occasion, however, the tube was first fillea with water, 

and displacements were carried out during an initial period 

of 4 hrs., and then again after a further 20 hrs. Results 
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are given in Table 4.5. 

""p. F2: Benzene-Glycerol Displacements 

Benzene-glycerol displacements were made in the tube 

used in Exp. Ei. Between the two experiments, howeverlthe 

-5 tube was evacuated to 10 torr for 24 hrs in order to remove 

as much adsorbed vrater as possible. Results are recorded 

in Table 4.6. 

Ex-P. CX*. 
_ _ 

Cyc lohexane kini line Displacements 

Cyclohexane-axniline displacements were studied, at 

temperatures close to the consolute point, in 0.5 = bore 

stock capillary treated with trimethylehlorosilane as 

described above (Exp. EI). Results are described in the 

next section. 

4-3 Discussion of Results. 

Throughout this section, contact angles referred to in 

connection with a benzene/water interface are measured 

through the water. With other. systems, contact angles will 

be specified as necessary* The use of the terms "advancing 

and rece&ing angles". ýa and ýr respectively, will be in 

accord with the convention adopted in section 3.2. 

ExEs. P2 and P3 

The results of these preliminary experiments have 

already been discussed in detail elsewhere1403 but they are 
.; 

nevertheless, include6L here for completeness. 
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Eq- 3.3-2 predicts that the interfacial velocity 

measured at a given point along a cylindrical capillary of 

radius r, should be a linear function of the applied hydro- 

static pressure Ap, with a zero velocity intercept of 
2cr 

12 
r --- ý, and a slope which should be calculable from 

the viscosities of the fluids I and 2 and the position of 

the interface. 

The results obtained with the uncoated tube (Fig. 4-9) 

show a linear dependence of k upon Ap. The gradient 

(5-5 x 103 dyne see om-3) is in good agreement with the 

calculateci value (5-35' x 10 3 dyne see cm-3); the intercept, 

however, is ,.,: pon the sign of k. if enerMr losses 

due to oirculatory flow are negligible: this inclicates 

firstly that the contact angle is indepe. ndent of aisplacement 

rate in the range studied., and secondly that, if this inde- 

pendence extends down to 0. there is a large contact 

angle hysteresis. From the measured intercepts at 0) 

and with G 12 = 35.0 dyne -om-',, it is found that 0 is 43 
1 

for water displacing benzene (W-* B), but 960 for benzene 

displacing water (B -'* V. 1). Thus, the interfacial curvature 

actually changes sign as the diroction of displacement is 

reversed -a conclusion which was confirmed by-'direct observa- 

tion. 

Because of irregular movement of the interface, 

velocities below about 0-03 cm seo -i could not be maintained 
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in these experiments over sufficiently long periods for 
I 

reliable =easurements to be made. This was attributed to 

microscopic variations in the'surface properties of the tube, 

probably arising from haphazara contamination. Indeea, the 

high-eneror "clean" glass surface would not be expected to 

survive for long without far more elaborate precautions 

than those taken here. At this stage, therefore, experiments 

were begun in silane-trea. ted tubes, whose surfaces were 

thought to be relatively inert. 

Fig. )+. 10 shmvs that in the dimethyldichlorosilane 

treated capillary, stable velocities of a few U per second 

could. be maintained. ASain there are two regions where 

Eq- 3-3-2 is obeyed, although with generally increased 

contact angles (1610 with V! -* B and 990 with B 

-2 However, 
r 

is velocity dependent at rates below 1.5 x 10 

-1 0 
cm sec and appears to have risen to at least 121 before 

motion ceases. On the other hand) ýa would seem, to show no 

velocity dependence down to 4x 10-4 cm sec-1., the lowest 

velocity studied. 

Contact Angles: Calculate& v. Yeasured. 

In Exp. Al, despite the introduction of a more 

sophisticated silane treatment, steady interfacial velocities 

-1 - below 4U sec were still unobtainable. At the other- 

extreme, the maximum velocity studied vias 0.1i cm sec -i 

The oine technique enabled studie's of all the 
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observable parametersl k. Ap and to be maae in the same, _ 

experiment, thus permitting, for the first time, a direct 

comparison between the cbserve& contact angle and that 

calculated. accorcling to Eq-, 3-3-2. x 

Fig. 4.11 shows that there is, in fact, good agreement 

between the angles from the two sources. The deviations 

that do exist are attributable to experimental error. The 

tendency for points for stationary interfaces to fall belo1v 

the line representing total congruence suggests a small, 

0 
systematic error amounting to about I or 2. Alternatively, 

this result may indicate'the presence of surface active 

impurities at the benzene/water interface causing a lowering 

of the benzene/water interfacial tension to about 33 dyne 

-i -1 10 cm (normal value: 35 dyne cm at 2.! p C). 

During displacements., no departures of interface. shape 

aI see ýl from sphericity were detected. Since the expression 
12 

never exceeded 10-3 this is as expected* XX 

The results reported above, together with those obtained 

by Rose and Heins 119 
. confirm that for sufficiently zmal14 

non-zero interfacial velocities, mera 1--sGs due to 

circulatory flow are negligible, and the interface is 

M The earlier work by Rose and Heins 
119 

was with liquid indioes 

and not with a single., mov: Lng interface. 
301 

See Section 3.2 PP- 79-80. 
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Soverned by the same two conditions that Zovern the equili- 

brium state of the interface. Thus the pressure drop across 

the moving interface-az given by 
20 's 

LP = 
crI 2r0 

Veridia Tubinr-: Longitudinal Roughness. 

An unexpected problem mis encountered in the use of 

Veridia precision bore tubing. 
1, 

All the small diameter 

(<1 mm) samples examined were found to be bad2y scored in 

a longitudinal direotion. This is apparently the result 

of the- manufacturing process. Plate 3, shows every sixth 

frame from film of a high-speed displacement taken at 

64 f. p. s. The rearrangement of benzene left behind in the 

grooves in the wake of a receding benzene interface can 

clearly be seen. Regular longitudinal roughness of this 

type may have been responsible for the anomalousýy thick 

films found by BrethertonI 03 in his concentric flow 

experiments which viere also performed in Veridia tubing. 

Certainly, extra difficulties are added to the measurement 

of contact angles, since those greater than 90 0 will be 

apparently increased., and those less than 90 0 apparently 

decreased by "fingering" along the grooves8'. This effect 

will not shoyr up in -7'9- 4.11, however, because both the 

calculated and the observed angles are, in this case) 

aerived from the mean curvature of the whole interface. 

In subsequent experimentsVeridia tubing was subjected 
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to the annealing process described in the previous section. 

This treatment was very effective in removing the grooves, 

but did result in some small variations in tube radius. 

The Contact Angle in SxD. Al. 

A plot of ý against A can be seen in Pig. 4.12. The 

contact angle is clearly dependent upon both the rate and 

the direction of displacement. As in Exp. P3, dependence 

is particularly marked in the case of B -* T) 17'th ýr 

decreasing from 700 at 4P see-' to 43 0 
at 150P see -1 

althouSh from 150 to 64011 zec-1 further variation is 

insignificant. The 270 of hysteresis may reflect large 

scale surface heterogeneity. This conclusion is supported 

by the fact that speeds of less than Ip sec-1 could be 

sustained over only vex7 short distances (< 10P). When 

this occurred. 0 lay in the region otherwise associated with 

a static interface. Two such points are plotted in 

Fi, g - 4.12. 

Elliott and Riddif ord 
90ý 92 

also observed a large 

contact angle hysteresis and velocity dependence (81 to 105') 

in the system water/air + water vapour/dimethyldichlorosilane- 

coated glass. In their experiments,, the silane was applied 

from solution in carbon/tetraohloride, and the range of 

speeds studied was from 8 to 30Cýj seo Their results are 

plotted in Fig. 4.12 for comparison. 
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The Contact Anvle in ExT. IR. 

After the acloption of trimethylehlorosilano as coating 

agent, it became possible to study displacement rates bolow 

the previous lower limit of 4P sec The results of the 

first W -i-B runs prior to direct contacil-0 between tube wall 

and water (Fig- 4-13s(i)) show some scatter but little or 

no significant rate dependenco - the contact angle remaining 

at 1600 t3o over the whole range of velocities (9 to 314P 

see-'). After one hour had elapsed, a more marked rate 

dependence developed, and the contact angle fell by about 

10 0 overall (Fis- 4.13)("))'. This may have been due to the 

action of the low concentration (a. o. 15r-) of water, 

dissolved in the benzene, upon the silane coated surface- 

Subsequent displacements in both directions support 

this view (Fig. 4-13)(iii)). Plate 4 shows, fiames typical of 

those frbm which measurements wero taken. (The absence of 

grooves is noticoable. ) Frames Z, b ancl ý, show rospectivelyp 

BW at 103U sea-' with ýr 1240) 

WB at I gli sea -1 with oa 1460 ana 

WB at 175 u se(Fl with ýa 1580 

TvIO important factors emerge: firstly that following 

direct contact between tube wall, and bulk water., a further,, 

ev . en larger drop in the contact angle ensued; secondly 

that whilst both advancing and receding angles show a rate 

dependence which is qualitatively similar to that observed 
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in the dimetlýyldichlorýosilane-treatea tube, hysteresis is less 

00+0 than 4, Indeed,, a value of 117 -2 was recorded for both 

stationary interfaces and thoso moving slowly in either 

direction (i. e. with k between -1 and +2p see-' ). 

The data obtained after direct contact with water for 

three weeks (Fig- 4-1 3, (iv)) show a rocluce& volocitY depond- 

ence but a greatly enhanoed hysteresis. The lowest maintain- 

able velocities were 2P sec-I for B -t- 71 with ýr = 68 0. and 51, 

see-I for W -)- B with 0 101 o, The interface could be 

constrained to adopt any contact angle between these limits 

without any detectable movement over periods of up to 2 hrz. 

There is also a further large drop in ý that adds further 

weight to the notion that water has the ability to modify 

the properties of the silane-coated surface. 
The Contact Angle in Exp. E2. 

In this experiment, with the capillary initially filled 

with water, no change was observecl in ýr between the first 

and subsequent displacements (Fig. 4.14s (iii))- On the 

0 during the first two hours other hand, ' ýa fell by about 70 

of study, although no further changes had, resulted after 

20 hr. During this latter period, however, hysteresis 

doubled and, it became impossible to maintain steady displace- 

ment rates below 14u see-. Thus, once again, there is 

evidence for a profound effect associated with the duration 

of contact between water and silane-treated glass* 
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Ono possible explanation is that wator (or at leazt, 

v, ater saturated with benzene) is capable of hydrolysing the 

chemisorbea silane molecules. A second possibility is that 

the lowering of ý and the increase in hysteresis is due to 

the slow adsorption of surface active impuritios at, tho 

silane-coated glass/viater interface. Alternativolyj the 

changes may simply be due to penetration of the silicone 

layer by water, as suggested by Elliott and Riddiford 
go to 

explain qualitative2y similar, thouSh less. dramatic, 

changes in ý observed with their system. In. support of 

this latter hypothesis is the report by KiselevI53 of an 

increase in the amount of water adsorbed by rutile after 

it had been exposed to various organochlorosilanes. This 

is interpreted as being due to capillary condensation in 

micropores bet7een silano residues. An analogous effect 

appeared in-the measurement of m. ter adsorption on silane- 

treated porous glass reported in Appendix 11 

Contact Angle Velocity Dependence. 

Although in both experiments El and E2 displacements 

were made at random positions in the tube, scatter was 

never , more than t3 0, indicating that the silane treatment 

employed provided a uniform coating on any one tube. On 

the qther hand., reproducibility from tube totube is not 

good. (Compare, for example., early Bo. IwV data: IFics. 4-13ý 

(iii), and 4.11+, (iii). ) Parthermore,, the contact angles are 
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strongly depenaent upon the are of the syZ 'tam) with OaO Or 

r .d the velocity dependence of those angles decreacin3, 

and the amount of contact anZlo hysteros'. ýpr)- v- 

increasin, cr r. -Ith age (Table 4-7)- Nevertheless, the experi- 

rents do provide a considerable amount of coherent data on 

the velocity depcndence of ý over a much greater range of 

velocities than bef ore. 

No evidence has been found to support Ithe conclusion 

reached by Elliott and Riddiford 90292 that, avon when a 

system e. "d,, ibits contact angle hysterosis ancl valcoity 

dependence, there exists a lower range of velocities (0 to 

17P zec-1 with their system) within 'which the contact 

angle is indepondent of displacement rate. On the contrarjj 

it has been found that, where there is contact angle 

hysteresis, there is often a range of velocities which 

cannot be achieved experimontally, and within Yýhich contact 

n, gles are therefore indeterminate an& not velocity inae- 

pendent. In deference to 2: 11iott and Riddifora, however., 
i 

it must be note& that they report the existence of suoh 

a range of velocities only for liquid/vapour/solid systems 

and not for liquid/liquid/solid systems. The sti-mmary of 

results given in Table 4.7 sho,,,; s a slight trona that 

indicates that difficulties in maintaining 1071 velocities 

are greatest when contact angle hysteresis is large, and 

that an increase in hysteresis generally results in a 
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decrease in the corresponding velocity dependence. 

- At the other 6xtre=e, one non-zero contact ang. le 

system has been found in which noither hysteresis nor 

dynamic effect weýe detectable at velocities between -1 and 

+21isee -1 
. This agrees favourably with the observations of 

Zisman and co-ivorkers43, and is also fully compatible with 

the Hansen and '&Miotto, theox7 of hysteresis770 

Although contact angles have been measured at consider- 

ably higher interfacial speeds than in previous work, no 

convincing evidence has been found for the sharp out-off in 

rate dependence at high speeds'reported by Ablett'14, and 

90,92 
also inferred by Elliott and Riddiford Instead., 

contact angles were observed to tend,, roughly. logarithmically) 

towards a limiting value. A similar trend is to be found in 

the data published by Rose-and Heins"9 and by Chittenden 
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and Spinney . Further support for this view is provided 

by the results of Exp. F2. 

Exps. F2 ana CX: Transitions between Consecutive and 

Concentric Flow. 
I 

The advancing glycerol interface in Exp. F2 (Fig. 4.15) 

(i)) showed a large, roughly logarithmicp contact angle 

velocity dependence with ýa ranging from 99 0 at II'W sec-l 

0 -1 to 140 at 2200P sec . Hysteresis was also large (550). 

and the rate dependence of r with B -* G v; as equally marked, 

In this case) ýr changed from 440 at 3P soo-l' to 27 0 at 

* 
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-1 -1 only 48p sco Abovo 70u soo howovor 
Js 

thore was a 

spontaneous transition from consecutive to concentric flow. 

This is shown in Plate 

The thickness of the glycerol film remaining after the 

transition was in accord with the Pairbrother and Stubbs 

equation., Eq. 3.14,, although the liquid in tho film was not 

at rest. In fact,, following the transition., the care of 

the remaining glycerol film continued to move in tho same 

direction as the meniscus, but at a velocity of about 

60P sec-1. i. e. slightly less than the transition volocity- 

If the meniscus was halted notýzore than two diamoters 

away from the moving periphery, the latter eventually 

caught up with the stationary phase boundary and adoptod 0 

a contact anglo of about 41+0. 

If a thick (i. e. visible) film was produce& with a 

length greater than three or four tube diameters then 

uncluloids formed. If these were of sufficient size, they 

closecl to form short glycerol indices with hemi-spherioal 

ends. Plate 6 shovis the sequence of closure. The glycerol 

film between two indices of this type Blowly thinned and 

eventually ruptured at some point. Liquid remaining in the 

film was then drawn back into the two indices until they 

0 both adopted contaot angles of approximately-44 , Each 

newly formecl interface oxhlibited the same contact angle 

hysteresis and velocity dependence as the original 
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consecutive flow interface - the whole chaplet proviaing. 

a much enhancea Jamin effectiAl3iq 

A spontaneous transition was also observed in Exp. CX- 

The particular samples of aniline and cyclohoxano used had 

a consolute point at 29-5 0 C, so that at the temperature of 

the experiment, 28-70C, the interfacial tension was very 

low. Pressure measurements across a stationary interface 

indicated a value of between I and 2 dyne cm The trans- 

ition occurred when cyclohexane was displacing aniline at 

approximatelY 70V, 300 The contact anZlo, (throurh tho 

0 aniline) just prior to the transition., was 24 

It seems reasonable to suppose that transitions from 

consocutivc to concontric, flow arc favourca by high volooitioa 

and systeza in which the displacing liquid is conzidorably 

less viscous than that being displaced. In Exp. MI. for 

example, the viscosity of Zlycorol waz c. 1000 cps whereas 

that of benzene only 0.6 op. Thus one wou3A oxpoot a large 

asymmetric stress Smaient across the moving phase boundary - 

particular1y near thovall. Similarly; in vwxp. CX the 

viscosities of aniline and cyclohexano woro roaPOCtivOV 

0.8 and 3.2 OP147, Thus aLain tho aisplacca liqui& had tho 

higher viscosity, although in this oato the ratio was only 

4: 1 as comparecl with 17000 in Exp. 112. on tho othor I'Anas 

in Exp - CX tho surface tonsion strozsý 
ý2 

1 which will 
rý 

-2 co-pa-rocl opposo a transition) was only about 40 dyno 0: 2 

-2 with 0- 570 dyno cm for tho glycorol/bonzonO interfaoo. 
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The fact that. in both systems transitions occurred at the 

same velocity is probably coincidental. 

Film Thickness and Continuity in Plow Transitiomp. 

Tn his discussion of what has been termecl here 

"consecutive flow", Ba taille 110 has asserted that there 

vrill, always be an extremely thin film cf liquid left behind 

0 
on the tube wall even when 90 , Some such residual 

film was allowed for in the definition of oonsecutive flovi 

in Chapter 3. but it was pointed out then that the remaining 
I 

film would not have the properties of a bulk fluid. 

Large equilibrium spreading pressures are known to 

-10 exist with non-zero contact angles 
32,54j57 '0., 

and movement 

of the TPL provides a far more direct, a far more rapid,, 

and probably a far more liberal mechanism for the deposition 

of an adsorbed film than, say., diffusion. Witness, for 

example, the success of the retraction method in depositing 

surface active fian343 - Nevertheless, the potontial energy 

of an adsorbe& film is a steep function of its thickness, 

whereas the potential energy of a thick film of the type 

produced by concentric flow is a function only of the chanae 

in surface curvature with thickness (providing gravitational 

forces may be neglected). Transition from consecutive to 

concentric flow therefore requires the transfer of the control 

over the system's configuration, frora i1j, '; ý, xiiolecular forces 

of the type responsible for adsorption and disjoininZ pressure., 

I------ -, "A 
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to the macroscopic forces normally considered in hydro- 

dynamics. Thus unless the interface reaches a configuration 

having a zero contact angle as transition occurs) film thick- 

nesz will be a aiscontinuous function of velocity. 

Elliott and Riddif ord 
go 

appear to be the only authors 

to report having observed-what may have been a continuouz 

transition. Their data show that, in the system Bayol/water/ 

siliconed glas's., Or (measured through the Bayol) fell from 

0 -1 0 16 at 9p see to 0 at about 85v see They not; however, 

that it is difficult to corrolate an advancinp, anglo 

of 180 0 with any particular velocity. The rate of advance 

of the foremost part of the liquid/liquid, interface does 

not truly reflect the relative motion between the advancing 

liquid and the solid surface when the line of three-phase 

contact is stationary". 

The type of interrelationship expected to exist 

between consecutive and concentric flow is sho,,, in in Fig. 4.16. 

The height OA is the equilibrium film thickness with ýr> 0; 

AD represents the variation of film thickness with 4., -he 

velocity of a consecutive flow interface. AG represents 

film thickness as a function of the velocity of the meniscus 

in concentric flow. Lines BE and CP rePresent transition 

situations. 

BE is the possible relationship between film thiclIcness 

and displacement velocity for an interface -whieha having 
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attained a receding contact angle of 00, undergoes a con- 

tinuous transition from consecutive to concentric flow. 

CF is the possible relationship between film thickness 

and yelocity for an interface which, having attained some 

--., recedin, a 0 contact ang-le Zreater than 0 undergoes a spon- 

taneous, discontinuouz transition from consecutive tO' 

concentric fl=. In broad terms, such a transition is 

the manifestation of sudden interfacial instability brought 

about by an imbalance of surface tension and viscous forces. 

A more precise formulation of the cause is difficult, and 

it is likely that such can only follow detailed knowledge 

of the potential energy distribution both before and after 

122 

the transition. It is, nevertheless, interesting to 

z Apeculate. 

Fig. 4A7 illustrates the various relationships that 

might exist, -between the potential energy and thickness of 

the films beihg left behind in the two types of flow. 

Solid lines indicate concentric flow, dotted lines oonse- 

cutive flow. Fig. 4.17A shows a system in which there is 

no trdnsition at any velocity (turbulent flow is ýiot 

considered). Fig. 4A7. h indicates the relationships likely 

for a discontinuous transition, and Fig- 4-17a those for 

a continuous transition; x*c is the transition velocity. 

Fig. 4.17A represents the wetting situation; oonsecutive 

flow is totally absent. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Contact Anp,, le Velocity Dependence: a Theory 

Introduction 

It is sugaested that the theory of absolute reaction 

rates can be applied to the movement of the TPZ across the 

surface of the solid in a way analogous to that in which 

it is currentýy applied to the rheology of bulk and sur- 

face phasesi5l+. Although this approach derives., in part., 

from the Hansen and Motto theo 7 
of contact angle 

hysteresis., it owes much more to the relaxation theory of 

transport processes developed extensive3. y by Byringl55-157 

and by Frenke, 93. 

5.1 The Mlodel I 

The theory is convenient2y discussed within the context 

of the consecutive flow of two', mutually-saturated liquid 

phases, I&2., in a uniform cylindrical capillary. The 

capillary is horizontal and of such a radius', r., that 
I 

gravitational forces may be neglected (condition 3-1-7b). 

Displacements of phase 2 by phase I will be defined as being 

in the positive direction and: all contact angles will be 

measured through phase 2 (Fig. 5.1). Initially.. the 

system is at rest and the pressure drop across the 12 

interface is simply 
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AP 0- 
2a 12 Cos ý0 

r 

where 00 is the equilibrium value of the contact anglo 

ancl hysteresis is absent. 

I Suppose that on the internal surface of the 

capillary (i. e. the solid surface., S,, ) there are a largo 

number of identical sites at which molecules of either 

liquid phase are adsorbed. Suppose alzo that the displace- 

ment of one molecule by another from such a site is equiva- 

lent to the passage of the system over a potential energy 

barrier. Since neither liquid completely wets, the 

capill=7 wall,, the adsorption at the SI interface is 

different from that at the S2 interface, and the TPZ 

constitutes a transitional region in which the adsorption 

varies in some urIcnown way from that appropriate to. ono 

interface to that appropriate to the other. Viewed on 

a molecular scale, this transition is ljkeýy to be 
171 

abrupt. Recent estimates suZeest that the thiCknOOS of 

the interfacial region, in a non-critical systom) is 

between 2 and 5 2, i. e. of the order of molecular dimen- 

sions. One might reasonably expect the TIn to be of a 

similar thickness, ana to encompass no more than two or 

three adsorption sites in the direction of tha solid . -Ur- 

face normal to the TPL (Fig- 5.2). The picture. % howevor) 

will not be static, for, at this molecular levelp the 

TPZ will fluctuate constant2y about some mean position 
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as molecules of one species interchange with those of the 

other. Nevertheless, when the TPL is stationary, the not# rate 

of molecular exchange will be zoro. 

Let the displacement of a molecule of phase I by ono 

of phase 2 be defined as. the forward (i. e. positive) 

direction, and let the number of times this occurs in 

unit time along unit length of the TPL be Xt. Then, 

according to the theory of absolute reaction rates, 
I /-C. \ 

Y, 
+=X+ exp ýU+) 5-1-2 

where c+ is the activation enerBy for the process and 

)e X+ is a temperature dependent "frequency factor" 

Similarýy, the rate of molecular displacement in the 

backward direction will be 

X- = K- exp 2-) 5-1-3 
I- r- 

where KI an& c_ are, respectiveýy,, frequency factor 

and activation energy for the displacement of a 

molecule of phase I by ono of phace 2 from an adsorp-41tion site 

in the TFZ. When the TPL is stationarjr,, the not rate 
I 

of molecular exchange must be zero; 

thus K K- 

i. e. X, ,PX exp 
(-kT 

+ 

Suppose that there is an increase in the pressure 

drop across the 12 interface, i. e. in, &p. thoro will 
II be little or no change in X+ or X_, but the increase 

x see Glasstone Laidler and Eyringl-! )t P-5 ot seq. 
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in the potential gradient across the TPZ will lower tho 

energy barrier to displacement in one direction and, at 

the same time, raise the energy barrier to displacement 

in the opposite direction. The result will be a not 

- -movement of the TPZ in the favoured direction. Without 

the change in Ap. the energy barriers (i. e. c+ and c_) 

would be unaltered and the TPL would not move. Thus# 

if the TPL is to move with a finite velocity, extras 

irreversible work must be done on each adsorption site as 

it passes through the TPZ. This result expresses tho 

fact 158 
that movement of the TPL can only occur isothermally 

if it also occurs infinitely slowly. 

It has been exPer-imentally shown (Seotion 4-3) that; 

a. t sufficiently low velocities; the pressuro drop across 

the moving interface between two mutually saturated 
liquids undergoing consecutive flow in a uniform 

oylindrical capillary is given by 
2a 12 Ap 
r Gos 591-5 

where a 12 is the equilibrium surface tension, and ý 

is the appropriate dynamic contact angle. since the 

system is supposed to show contact angle velocity 

dependence, for non-zero 1.0 is less than 0 0, The 

difference between the pressure drop in the dynamic 

case and that in the statio oase, (Ap -Apo), thus givos 

y to move the a measure of the additional force necessar 
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I interface at a finite velocity in excess of that roquirod 

if it is moved infinitely slowly. The ivorkaone by this 

additional force per unit displacement of unit length of the 

TPL is given by 

12(co". Cos 

if it is assumed that this work is used entirely in 

raising or lowering the energy barriers c+ an& c- then 

ý= no6c 5.1-7 

where n0 is the n=ber of a4sorption sitos per unit area 

of the solicl surface and Sc is the work done on each site. 

This, of course,, implies that the same amount of work is 

done on each site irrespective of whether or not it is 

occupied by a molecule of phase I or one of phase 2. 

Thid is possibly equivalent'to-the assumption that the 

molecules of both phases are of equal size. However$ if 

the validity of Eq- 5-1-7 is, for the moment, acceptodp 
,, N 

then, for positive 0, c+ and c_ will be respectivOlY 

lowered and raised by the same amount, -ý' , and the not n 0 
displacement will be in the forward direetionj ana given 

ý- noc n0 C+ 
by K 

net X+ exp n kT exp n0T k00 

(Eok 
5.1-8 14 exp 

11 K- exp(170"ZT kT 

Buts from Eq. say- Hence 
[e 

eý Knet X eXP(F-_9kT 

2K a 5.1-9 iý 
(30 

T) 
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and the velocity of the TPL is 

2XX sinh 
1ýý5.1 

-10 ý=Tj 
0 

where X is the average distance between the centros of 

adsorption zit-es. 

Combination of Eqs. 5.1-6 & 5-1-10 yields 

k= 2KX sinh (Cos Cos 5-1-11 

, f(c12 ( Now. t 110 
) 

Cos 0. os0o)<4kT then Eq. 5-1-11 

simPlifies to 
Ma 12, (Cos Cos 

0) 5-1-12 
n kT 

0 

so that x is a linear function of cosý and 
-n kT 

5.1-13 2y'* Sin 
. 12 

On the other hand, if 
'712 

(Cos Cos ý0 )>> kTp 
n 0 

Eq. 5A-11 simPlifies to 

xx exp 
(712,2 

(003 cos, ýo 5.1-14 
ok 

whence, 
C12 Cr 12 

9 
Cos log k= lot: KX 03 ýo + 2-303 n0 kT 2.303 n0 ICT 

1 5.1-15 
In this case a plot of log ý: against cos 0 should give 

a straight line of slope - 
CrI2 

2-303 n0 kT 

x'C. f. Newtonian flow equations: Glasstone Laidler 

and Eyring157 p. 483. 
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5*2 Testing the Equations 

Pigs- 5-3.5-4 & 5-5 show data., from, respeotively 

Exps. Ei, E2 ec F2, plotted according to Eq. 5.1-15. These 

particular sets of data were chosen because they all shovi 

-. a large velocity effect. Each graph has. a long linear 

region, although, in the case of glycerol displacing 

benzene (Fig- 5-5)ý this curls over at velocities below 

1001i sec Table 7A shows values of n calculatea from 
0 

the slopes of the linear regions. 

Table 7.1 

-13 -2 Exp. Fig. Sense n x 10 cm 0 
I'M (iii) 5-3 BW 5 

1 7-1 B 2 

E2 (iii) 5.4 B 7, 5.2 

F2 5-5 GB 3.6 
4 

Vý 

With U12 35 dyne cm -1 for the water/benzene interface, 

and 19-5 dyne cm-' for the benzene/gly I cerol interface., 

>>kTp providing (cos 0- cos 00)> 0.1. The use of n 0 
ECI. 5-1-15 is thus internally consistent for these data 

in this respect. However, the systems in Exps. E2 and 

F2 both showed considerable contact angle hysteresis 

whereas this was assumed to be absent in deriving 

Eq. 5-1-15. The apparent success of Eq- 5-1-15 ; L11 

accounting for the results of these experiments sueZests /P 
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1.30 

that this inadequacy is unimportant except at low 

velocities. 

The close agreement between the values of n0 obtained 

from the B. -l- W data of Exps- El & E2 is encouraging. On 

-the other hand., the difference between the values obtained 

from B -0- W and W -, * B data of Exp. El is disappointing. it 

is possible that this difference is the direct result of 

the assymptions made when formulating Eq- 5-1-7- 

As noted aboves the model used in the development of 

Eqs. 5.1-12 &- 5.1-15 does not admit the possibility of 

contact angle hysteresis. Just as with the Hansen and 

Yiotto theory, given sufficient time,, contact angles 

should relax back to their equilibrium values. The speed 

with which this will occur will depend upon the rate 

constant, X, and how far the system is removed from 

, equilibrium. Fig- 5-3 is., therefore, of partioular 

interest. Because there is little or no hysteresisp 

it is possible to determine cos ýo with some precision 

(0.48 1: 0.02) and hence determine XX, the equivalent of 

the Hansen and Ifiotto natural velocityj, in. The value 

obtained -1 
,j 

Ili see . can be used to calculate X providing 

X can be estimated* if., as a rough guidev X is taken to 

2 -1 be n then X 2.5 X 10 sec , and 
'A, the equivalent of 

.0 
the Hansen and Miotto relaxation time., 'T., is 2X -3 

sea. In this connection, it is "important to note that 
I 
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there exist significant differences between the model 

used in deriving the theory presented here, and that used 

by Hansen and Miotto. In particular,, whilst the latter 

theory predicts that 

'Lim dO 
i-l' 0 d: k 

Eq- 5-1-13 shows that 

5.2-4 

Lim dý -n 0 
kT 5.2-2 

:k -0- 0 dk 21" al 2 3n 

Thus any equivalence'between Xp and and between I IK 

and T is pure: ýy superficial. 

The calculation of, the activation energy, c+S is 

more difficult since the value of X must be ascertained 

first, and this requires knowledge of the partition 

functions for the activated and initial states,, 9* and 9+ 

respective: ýy. -'ý 

xI= kT S 5.2-3 
+hS+ 

However., by utilizing the identity 
C+ 

exp( 5.2-4 

where X is the equilibrium constant relating the 

activities of molecules in the initial and activated 

states, and the thermodynamic relationship 

exp (-ýL*) 5.2-5 
RIX 

where AF is the standard Helmholtz free energy of 

activation per mole., Eq- 5-1-2 may be written in the 

M See Glasstone,, lAidler ancl Eyring 157 
p. 482 
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IcT (-aF 

t) 
form R- exp 5.2-6 

+ ILT 
with the value of X given above,, LIt- is found to be 2.5 x 104 

1 -1 Joules mole This does not appear to be unreasonable for 

a process which is envisaged as the desorption of a water 

molecule and the adsorption of a benzene molecule. For example, 

the difference be-itween the latent heats of vaporization of 

water and benzene is of the same order of magnitude: 

1.2 x 104 aoules nole-1. 

5-3 Residual Fil= 

With sufficiently high energy barriers., the rate of 

TPZ displacement will be negligible even. for large values 

of ý. However, a significant rate of displacement might 

become possible in, say, the seoona adsorption layer at a 

much lower value of f. Once disruption bf the TP7, has 

occurred, the periphery of the 1)2 interface will slip 

across the surface of the first adsorption layer compara- 

tively unhindered, leaving., the latter to reach equilibrium 

concentration by diffusion. The extent to which the 

contact angle will still be velocity dependent will be 

determined by how strongly the seeond layer interacts 

with the adsorption sites. 

This type of behaviour may be r6sponsible for the 

aifficulty in maintaining low aisplacement velocitiGs 

experienced in all experiments but El. for, not until 



a certain, limiting value of 0 is reachod will the TPZ 

break-down and measurable displacement occur; thereafter, 

if the displacement velocity is reduced, the TPZ, including 

the first adsorption layer, reforms, and, once again, dis- 

-. placement ceases to-occur at a significant rates 

If the residual film were chiefly non-polar, it 

might be more efficient at screening the long-range 

effects of the adsorption sites than if it were chief2y 

polar. The low rate dependence generally found for 

W -1-B, compared with that observed with B -* W,, might thus 

be, simply explained in circumstances where a large-degree 

of contact angle hysteresis is also apparent. In support 

of this-view, it is worth noting that, in the one instance 

where contact angle hysteresis is negligible (Exp. EI), 

the W -P-B rate dependence is comparatively large at low 

velocities. 

5.4 The Adsorption Sites - i 

The question of what precisely constitutes an 

adsorption site is difficult to answer with certainty. 

With n0 of order 5x jO13 cm-2, there is approximately 

one site every 20OR2. One possibility is that the 

silane layer is imperfect ana that there are numerous 

small patches of exposed glass surface at whichp in 

particular, water molecules are adsorbed. Certainly 

133 
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the behaviour of the silane surface on exposure to water, 

reported in Chapter 4, lends support to this view. Another 

possibility arises from the fact that a glass surface is 

usuaully covered with sub-microscopic cracks 
i5q, i6o 

and 
161,162 is. easily corroded by water Corrosive attack of 

this type might well lead to the production of adsorption 

centres to whieh the comparativeýy large chlorosilane 

molecules have no acoess but which can interaot with the 

much smaller water molecules. 

- Although it has been, assumed for simplicity that all, 

adsorption sites are equivalent, there may, in fact, be a 

distribution of activation energies. Indeed this would 

seem inevitable, and a low concentration of sites with 

high activation energies could become the controlling 

influence. over the behaviour of the contact angle. 

5-5 Conclusion 

The apparent success of Eq., 5A-11 in relating the 

data reported here 'is no guarantee of, the correotness of 

the model used. The theor y has been developed around a 

particular molecular mechanism, - namely the desorption/ 

adsorption-of molecules of the principle fluid components at 

the surface of the solid in the TPZ. There is, however, no 

reason-why alternative activated processes might not be 

involved. For example,, molecular reorientation (as 
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suggested by Hanson and I. Uotto); viscoolastic defo=ation 

of a soft substrate36 ; or the adsorption/desorption of an 

additional, surface active, component. Nor is there any 

need for the activated process to occur principally in the 

first adsorption layer. For example, where one of the 

phases is aqueous, forces opposing displacement of the TFZ 

could originate from the dizruption of a comparatively 

thick electrical double layer. Similarly, liquid structurý- 

ing as extensive as that suggested by Deriaguin 
64 

is 

likely to result in massive contact angle velocity depend- 
163 ence. Derjaguin and Shcherbakov have argued that the 

contact angle is not formed with the surface of the solid, 

but with the overlkying adsorbed multilayers. This would 

seem particularly likely with high energy surfaces and 

polar liquids. In these circumstances the TPZ3 if such 

existed, would not be tied to the fluid/fluid interface 

and the controlling influence upon the observed contact 

angle would be the mechanism by which the periphexy of 
I 

the interface moved across the surface of the adsorbed 

film. A better phenomenological approach would then be to 

consider the effects of non-Newtonian flow in the upper 

levels of the adsorbed multilayers. 

These latter possibilities pin-point the need to 

know precisely how far the influence of the solid surface 

extends in'systems in which ý- 0 0; just how thick are 
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the adsorbed films left behind by a consecutive flow 

interface? 

0 

t 
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C IIA P TER SIX 

Microca. 
_pillary 

Studies 

Datroduction 

Benzene-water displacements were conducted in two 

Pyrex capillaries of nominally 2 and 101, radius. They were 

done primarily to determine the magnitude of any "wall 

effect" upon liquid viscosity and interfacial tension as 

measured in tubes of this size. The extensive work in this 

field by Derjaguin and Fedyakin 
65pi4i)142 

has aroused a goocl 

deal of controversy., and it was therefore of the utmost 

importance that any_results obtained should be capable of 

unambiguous interpretation. To this end, a considerable 

effort was made to ensure that capillary radii were knovm 

with the maximum precision. in addition, * the glass surface 

was prepared using a techniqu which,, it is believedý almost 

totally eliminates uncertainties arising from contact angle 

hysteresis and velocity dependence by, ensuring that the 

capillary wall is cOmPletely wetted by water. 

The experimental techniques used are described here 

in some detail, since neither Der6aguin nor Fedyakin gives 

an adequate acoount, of the methods used. to prcxluoe and 

examine microcapillaries. 

I 
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6.. 1 Production and Callibration of Microcapillaries 

Drawing the Capillaries 

A length of 5 cm diam., heavy-walled, Pyrex tubing was 

worked in a lathe usin ga large hot flame until a section of 

capillary was produced having an internal diameter of i to 

I 2 =0 an external diameter of about 3 cm, and a length of 

between 4 ancl 6 C-M, I BZ&'Iler flame was then concentrated. 

on the central section of the capillary until the channel 

was barely visible to the naked. eye. At this point, which 

was determined only after much practice, the lathe was 

stopped and one end of the tube was released and withdrawn 

to a distance of about 10 feet. The resulting capillary 

was out into convenient sealed lengths and storea for 
future use. 

Capillaries produced in this way had internal 

diameters of anything up to 5011 tapering away to less than 

ip Outside diameters, however, were usually several 

millimeters. Heavy-walle& capillaries were deliberately 
61 

produced for meohanical strength. 

Basio Calibration Technique 

None of the microcapillaries was of perfectly uniform 

bore. Thus, althoughs in most cases, the variation was 

less than 1% in 100 diameters, it was necessary to obtain 

the radius of the mierooapillary at every point along its 

length in order to interpret the results of subsequent 
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displacement studies with the maximum precision. 

The method adopted was based upon that described by 

142 Feavakin A length of microcapillary is fcrmed in such 4; 
a way, that it terminates in a closed space like a thermometer 

bulb. The tube is then evacuated and filled with water. 

If the. volume of the, bulb'is known then, given the specific 

% volume-of water as a function of temperature, it is possible 

to calculate the volume of liquid displaced from the bulb as 

a result of thermal expansion. Determination of the position 

of the water meniscus in the capillary as a function of bulb 

temperature then permits the calculation of the cross- 

sectional area of the tube. If this is assumed circular 

in section then its radius may be obtained. 

Blowing and Filling. Bulbs. 

A_length of between 2 and 4 cm, was cut from a 

selected microcapillary and sealed at one end. The open 

end . -; as connected to a cylinder of compressed argon. 
1 

pressure of between 10 and 30'lb. in -2 (according to the 
I 

thickness of the-capillary 1vall) was applied to the 

capillary'and its closed end was softened with a small 

flame applied axially and evenly from all sides. If this 

was done correctly, the capillary opened out into. a small, 

nearly spherical bulb of suitable capacity. This capacity 

was judged to be such that., during calibration, a change 

in temperature of about 10 0C would cause an approximately 
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I cm displacement of the meniscus. The coefficient of 

cubical expansion of water at 25 0C is approximately 

0.3 x 10-3 deg-' so that, as a rough guide, the desired 
2 

capacity is about 103r cm3. i. e. for a IV rad. capillary 

approximately 10-5 cm3,. 

Several tubes were prepared in this way and built intO 

the apparatus shown in Fig. 6A -, The system was evacuated, 

and conductivity water (prepared as described in section 4.2) 

was outgassed in the reservoir. njilst still under vacuump 

the reservoir and tube container were sealed off and 

removed from the remaýncler-of tho system--at the constriotion. 

The water was tipped into the tube container which was then 

opened restoring atmospheric pressure and forcing water into 

the capillaries until all bulbs were completely filled- 

The Thermistor, 

A Standard Telephone ancl Cables (STC), No. F23 

thermistor was used" to monitor bulb temperature in place 

of the thermocouple used by Fedyakin., It was connected in 

series with a IsOOOn (tin) standard resistance (Sullivan) 

and the circuit was completed by a2 volt accumulator 

(Exide DTP). The resistance of the thermistorj 11t was 

determinedlýy comparing the potential drop across it, Et) 

with that across the standard resistance, B. ) using a 

Py. e 0 to 1.7 volt potentiometer graduated in divisions 

of 10-4 volt. If the standard resistanoe is taken to be 
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exactýy IOOOSI then Rt is given by 
E 

Rtx 1000 

0 Before use the thermistor was ago& for tvo days at 80 C 

and 4x normal loading (0.5 to I milliwatt), and then 

calibrated over the temperature range 0 to 50 0C against 

N. P. L. standardised thermometers which were read with a 

0 cathetometer to the nearest 0.01 C. The calibration was 

also checked at the ice point. As expected, Rt varied with 

the absolute temperature, T, according to the equation: 

log Rt = log a+b /T 
- 

6.1-2 

The constants, a and b, were determined by a least 

squares fit of log Rt as a linear function of /T using a 

digital computer. The values obtained were 

a=6.9904 (tO. 0027) x 10 -2 

and b= 1284.17 ('ý0-03) 0X 

Over the range of oalibration, the thermistor was reliable 
0 for measuring absolute temperatures to within tO. 0i .C and 

temperature differences to within tO. 005 0 C. The calibration 
I 

was checked after the thermistor had been in continuous 

operation for some weeks. No significant drift vas detected. 

Assembling the Calibration Apparatus 

A fine scratch mark was maae near the midale of a 

seleote(i microcapillax7. The bulb of the latter was then 

inserted into the small mercury filled jacket shown in 

Fig. 6.2 so that it was in contact with the tip of the 
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thermistor comented in, position at the far end. The jaeket 

was made of aluminium for rapid thermal, conduction and 

sprayed, with a thin layer of PTFE to prevent corrosion. 

A length of 6= glass tubing was slipped a little 

--way over the open end of the microcapillary and sealed to 

it with a short length of silicone rubber tubing. Two 

concentrically bored rubber bungs were used to mount the 

microcapillary (scratch mark upwards) into the thermosta- 

tically controlled cell described, in Section 4.2. This 

-vras then secured to the, adapted stage of the Vickers 

microscope also described in that section. 

Glycerol circulation was co=encedand the temperature 

of the cell was raised to about 45 0C and held there for an 

arbitary period to expel a small amount of water from the 

capillary., The cell was then cooled until the meniscus 

reached a suitable starting point for the calibration 

(usually a few tenths of a millimetre outside the thermistor 

Jacket). 

MeasurementS 

0 
The temperature of the cell was raised at about OA C 

per min. As the water in the microcapillary and bulb 

expanded, -, the moving'meniscus was followed with the micro- 

scope and a record was kept of: (i) the time at which a 

measurement was made; (ii) the potential differences 

Et ancl Ea; ancl (iii) the position of the meniscus relative 

i 
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to the scratch mark, X1. The last was aetprminea compositely 

using a calibrate& graticule, and the microscope-stage scale 

and vernier. in this way distances dcwn to 0.01 cm wero 

measurable to within tO. 5; " . Corresponding values of Et, 

E3 and XI were obtained later by linear interpolation 

against time. 

The meniscus was usually follcýTed 4 distance of 1.5 

to 2.5 cm from the starting point., X01. Heating was then 

stopped. and the calibration process repeated, but this 

time with the capillary cooling at'about 0.1 0C per min.., 

until the meniscus reached. XI once more., 0 
To minimise errors due to backlash in the stage drive 

and mountings, Xi was always measured with the microscope 

cross wires approaching the meniscus in the same direction 

irrespective of whether the system, was warming or cooling. 

In spite of this precaution, during the calibration of the 

first microcapillary, a small-difference (0.02 cm) was 

found in the position of the interface at the starting 

., 
/cooling temperature before and after the firsý warminc., 

cycle. This., small difference corresponded to a slight 

loss of water and was therefore attributed to evaporation. 

In subsequent calibrations, the difficulty was overcome by 

inserting a few drops of water into the 6 mm, tubing. 

Determination of Bulb Volume 

The miorpoapillary- was pullecl frqm the the=istor 
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I jacket., and,, with magnification and illumination suitably 

adjusted, the bulb was photographed through the microccope 

using the 35 camera attachment supplied by Vickers. The bulb 

was then rotated through approximately 45 0 and re-photographed. 

This proceaure was repeatecl twice more to produco a total ro- 

o" Ia slide graduated in divisions tation of 180 in addition, 

of 0.005 cm was photographed at the same magnification in two 

mutually perpendicular orientations. Finally, the position of 

the closed end of the bulb was determined relative to the 

scratch mark. 

The processed film was. project6d on to a drafting table 

covered with graph paper (see Section 4.2). For each photo- 

graph, the width of the projected image of the bulb, 2y', 

was measured as a function of x', the distance from the 

closed end of the bulb. In this way four values of y' were 

obtained for each value of x1. Varia-lations within each set 

of Y' were usually less than %ý; indicating that the bulbs 

were to a modest approxination cylincIrically sy=etrical 

about the x" axis. Plate 7 shows two typical images., one 

photographed at 90 0 to the other (magnification x 54)- 

The square root of the product of each set of Y" values 

was plotted against xI and the resulting curve ras inteZrated 

by weighing. Multiplication by rr and a scaling factor gave 

the bulb Volume Vbulb* The appropriate scaling factor was 

found by calibrating the graph paper used on the drafting 
Q, 



PLATE 7 



table against the two projected images of the graduated 

slide. 

As an accuracy check the "sOctiOning" meth6d, described 

aboveP was used to calibrate the bulb of'a capillary of 

nominal2y 20pbore. The value obtained was 1.79(5) x 10-3 

cm The bulb was then out from the capillary and weighed, 

first empty, and then after it had been filled with mercury 

using a co=ercial porosimetry apparatus. The difference. 

in weights (0.0243(2) gm) divided by the appropriate density 

of mercury gave the capacity of the bulb as 1-7950: 0-005) 

x jo-3ýCM3. Such close agreement, though gratifying, was 

somewhat surprising in vie7ý of the numerous stages and the 

several approximate methods inherent to the sectioning 

technique. The estimated error on the latter method is 

tl. 5% for a cylindrically symmetrical bulb. This value was 

arrived at on the assumption that by far the largest errors 

(tO. 5j'lo) were introduced in the measurement of xI and y'. 

If the bulb is not cylindrically symmetrical then the 

total error on V bulb coula be much greater. 

In passing., it may be noted that the weighing technique 
3 

would be unsuitable for bulbs of less than 10 cm, unless 

an exoeptionalýy sensitive balance were used and the wall 

of the tube made extremely thin. 
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Calculation of Capillary Radius 

Eqs. 6.1-1 and 6-. 1-2 were used to calculate the 



temperature appropriate to each experimentally determined 

position of the meniscus, X XI -XI 0 

The specific volume of water,, vý as a function of 

163 temperature was obtained from the Tilton-Taylor equation 
508929.2(T + 68.12963) 6.1 -3 VW I- (T - 3.9863)ý4kT + 288.7414 

0 
where T is in C. This equation is accurAte in the range 

6 
0-420C to one part in 10 The effect of dissolved air is 

- o'' - 163 
negligible 

An approximate value of the tube radius (from direct 

microscopic measurement) was used to calculate the volume 

of water-in-the microcapillary alone when X=0. This was 

never more than J% of V bulb and was added to theilatter 

to give V0, the total volume of water present when X=0., 

It was then possible to calculate V, the total volume of 

water present for all other values of X using 
v 

V-'= Vw 0v wo 
where v is the specific volume of water at the temperature 

wo 

for which X=0. 

Figs. 6-31 and 6-31 show plots of V against X for the 

two jaicro capillaries subsequently used in displacement 

studies. If each tube is assumed circular in section then 

its radius is given by 

rI 
dV 

(The coefficient of cubical expansion of Pyrex glass used 

146 

for the microcapillaries is less than 0.3ý', a that of water 
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and c. an, therefore. be neglect'ed). The graphs deviate only 

slightly, but, nevertheless, significantly, from a straight 

line (solid line in Figs. 6-3)iand differentiation by tangent 

dravring viould be difficult to perform with any accuracy. 

Accordingly, a digital computer was programmed to fit the 

data to a suitable polynomial,, V= V(X)s by the method of 

least squares, and then to evaluate the first differential 

to obtain r. The order of the polynomial was ohosen by 

inspection of trial runs on each set of data. The lowest 

order was chosen., consistent with-a small standard deviation 

and sensible behaviour both inside and outside the range of 

input data. In all casesa cubic expansion was found 

adequate (dotted line in Figs. 6-3). 

After curve fitting theýcomputer tabulated values of 
x 

roand 2 61 for values of X at 0.1 cm intervals between 

x 
zero and the maximUM value of X. The summations were 

evaluated. in increments of 0,00i cm. andp to a good apIroxi. 

__ 11 111-, 11 -- dx 
mation provided Solutions to the integrals -, r in Eq. 6.4-1 

Jr 

(see later). Tables 6A and 6.2 give the computer output- 

for the two microcapillaries used in displaoement studim, 

An estimate was made of the probable error on any 

-ýalUe of r by assuming that uncertainties in the measurement 

of bulb temperature were neg2-igible. and that the only 

significant errors were those introduced in the determination 

is placed at r of . VO and X. I if the uncertainty on Vo tWj and 



that upon arLy value of X and ti% (maximum), then, assuming 

that the curve-fitting technique is efficient in smoothing 

random errors in X,, the uncertainty upon r is probably 

slightly less than tleoe If this is so then the-summations 
X Sx 

will be within 14, Oo of their true value. 
X 

ýO 
r 

6.2 Surface Treatment 

During the development of the silane treatment used in 

Expa. Ei and E4 it was observed that if cleaning and 

rehydroxylation were carried out as described, but exposure 

to silane vapour was omittea, then the resulting capillary 

was completely wetted by water. Indeed the observed contact 

angle remained indistinguishable from 00 for all velocities 

between ti mm see Moreover capillary treated in this 

way was singularly resistant to contamination. it was 

therefore decided to adapt this method for use with micro- 

ca . pillaries. 

Treatment was carried out using the apParatus shown 
I 

in Fig. '6.4. 

A calibrated section of microcapillary was slid, in a 

known orientation, into a sheath consisting essentially of 

a 30 cm length of 9 mm Pyrex tubing. The microcapillary 

was lodged at a narrow, slightly taperingp section some 

12 cm from the closed end. Constriction C was made near 

the. open en& which was then connected to the remainder of 
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the apparatus, 

After outgassing the conductivity zator and evacuating 

the system for I hour, constriction A was sealod, and a low 

pressuro-of oxygen was generated by cautiously, heatinZ the 

potassium permanganate, (O-ý--gm). Two sintored glass-discs 

(Joblings No. 4) prevented solid decomposition products from 

reaching the capillary. The latter was then heated, to 510 oc 

and maintained at. that temperature for at least two. hours 

to oxidise-organic contamination. After evacuation, via broak 

seal A, the furnace, was lowered, and. a small. flame 1vas evenly 

applied to the microoapillary seating until, the, latter, could 

be seen to constrict tightly around the microcapillary thus 

providing it qith two wide bore connections. -Pehydroxylation 

was carried out overnight after closing constriction B, and, 

finally., the sheath vras sealed off and removed from the 

vacuum -system at constriction c. 

6-3 Benzene-4, ater Displacements_ 
I 

The, mutually, saturated benzene andwater used in 

these studies viere 
.; 

repared as described in Section. 4.2.. 

The liquids were, intr, oduced into the capillaries as, 

follows; firstly,, the ends, of the evacuated microcapillary 

sheath were flamed clean, then one seal wa's broken under 

benzene, the other under water, 
_ 

In this way'a benzene/ 

water. interface was formed with only a minimal risk of 



contamination. 

Two accurately bored rubber bungs were used to mount 

the microcapillary sheath into the thermostatically controlled 

cell as shown in Pig. 6.5. The cell was secured to the 

--'modified stage of the microscope and connected to the 

glycerol circulation system. 

The manometer assembly shown in Fig. 6.6 was used to 

monitor the displacement pressures 6p. It was connected to 

the benzene side of the sheath and comprised both water and 

mercury manometers, although only the latter was used with the 

4p bore capillary. The range 6f displacement pressures was 

set by opening tap A to a compressed air supplyand final 

adjustments were made by raising or lowering the meroury 

reservoir. 

Displacements were performed at two, well spaced 

positions in each capillary. The exact locations 7ere 

determined relative to one end of the tube to wit . 005 era 

using the stage scale and vernier. 

The interface was viewed through the microscope and 

velocity measurements were made by timing the interface 

between two divisions of a calibrated graticule. Times 

ranged between 1-5 and 30 sea. and were measured using a 

hand-ope-rated stop watch to within 0.1 sea. Recorded 

velocities were the average of at least three separate dis- 

placements at the same Ap. Between such displacements, the 
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t meniscus was returned to the starting point by applying a 

slight pressure or suction to the water side of the sheath r 

. thus avoiding the need-to-alter, the pressure, on the manometer 

side. 

When determining Ap either the mercury manometer was 

read to the nearest 0.01 cm using a cathatometeror the 

water manometer was read to the nearest 0.05 cm using a 

mirror, scale. 

The data obtained are shown in Tables 6-3 and 6.4. 

6.4 Results and Discussion 

The modified form of Eq., 3-3-2 for displacements in 

long-capillaries of sliehtly varying diameter is 

Ap - 2a 12 r cos 
x 

clx 8r nS- 4+ 
[ 

n2 -L4 
r r 

, 0 

6.4-1 

A plot of i against Ap should therefore give a straight 

line of slope: 

d(bpý 
= 8r 2x CIX ,1 dx 6.4-2 

dIt lf - "" 112 S -r4 
r4 0 2cy OOS 4 having a zero velocity I ercepý-' 1-2 

r 

Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 show the data ýbtainedyith 

capillaries of respectively 2-and 101i radius, plotted 

according to Eq. 6.4-1. 'The graphs show the expected 

linear relationship between i and Ap, and, furthe=ores 

only small steps , on the Ap-axis. There is thus no 
I 
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indication of significant contact angle velocity dependence or 

hysteresis. On the other hancý the use of Eq. 6.4-2 is open 

to thecbjection that if., as is assumed., the tube is com- 

pletely wetted by water then the type of flow to be considered 

is concentric and not consecutive flow. However, providing 

<<i this should, present'no additional problems. In-fact; 

in these experiment 
n ý. 

ims never greater than 2-3 x 10 -4 
-; a 

Slopes and intercepts were determinea-by the method of leas t 

squares. 

Table 6-5 lists values of a12 derived from the zero 

velocity intercepts, assuming cos i, together with the 

' 147 
published value and that obtained from a. parallel,, dr6p- 

weight experiment (Section 4.2). 

TABIE 6-5: Benzene/ý7ater Interfacial Tensions, 
_ 

a, 2 dyne cm 

ICT 147 
value 35-0 1 .- From Intercepts 

Drop-Weight value 34-9 tý0.2 Run 
' 

W-+ B B+1,7, 

20vi bore capillary ý (i) 34-5 34.6 

(ii) 34.4 34.5 

4U bore capillary '(i) 34.9 35.0 

U)* 
--ýL 

.8 1 34 31+. '9' 

1 165 Cohan and Meyer have determined the'surface tension of 

water and toluene in capillaries of similar bore. Whilat 

they were not able to detect, any variation from the norm., 
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their accuraoy was poor (15 ýQ - In the present work, the valties 

of a 12 found with the 20P capillary are approximately Ir, low; 

however, thos e obtained using the 4V bore capillary are 

indistinguishable from the accepted value. I 

- Table 6.6 shows both the experimental slopes an& those 

predicted by Eq. 5.4-2 using values of r andf 
dx taken from 
r4 

Tables 6.1 and 6.2, and assuming that the viscosities of 

benzene and water (n 
I and n2 respectively) have their 

normal bulk valuesi47. 

TABIE 6.6: Slopes: d(&p) 
, dyne see cm-3 

Ir- dt 

Experimental 
Run Predicted 

VI -* B B -* 71 

20 v bore (i) 1.488 X 105 1.514 x 105 1-478 x 10 5 

capillary 
(ii) 1.262 x 105 1.272 x 105 1.236 x 105 

411bore (i 6 1*277 x 10 
6 

1.279 x io 
6 

1.246 x 10 
capillary 

(ii) 1.191 X 10 
6 

1.204 x io 
61 1.220'x 10 

6 

i 

Correlation between experimental and predicted values is 

good, particularly so in the case of water displacing 

benzene (VI-I-B). Such close agreement is, however, surprising. 

If the error estimates arrived at in Section 6.1 are realistic 

then a scatter Of UP to tria is to be expected. The fact 

that variations are nowhere greater than 2,, I/cý'b suggests 

that the estimate& uncertainty upon r (!: Jrg) is too high. 
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IA more appropriate value would seem to be tO-39 (1-2- t 6d 

for r= 2v )! The redyakin calibration technique is thus 

1ý potentially very precise. By way of comparison, airect 

measurement of tube radius using conventional: microseoPY138#139 

cannot provide greater precision than tO. jjj i. e. -the limits 

of resolution of the best optical microscopes 
166. 

One objection to the Fedyakin. technique is that thick, 

disjoining pressure stabilized films may form on the 

capillary wall during calibration. Read and Kitchener 
63 

for example,, report thick-(OAP) stable films of' , dilute 

(2 x 10-5 M) aqueous electrolyte on carefully cleaned 

silica surfaces. Such films could produce large underesti- 

mates of miorocapillary'raclii. Uoreover, possible long-term 

corrosive attack by water 
162 

and gel formation, in the case 

of glass capillaries rich in Na2O, produce additional 

uncertainties. In the present work, however, these effects 

appear to be either unimportant or fully compensated for by 

other, unsuspected phenomena. 

In order to extract the maximum information from the 

results, the experimental slopes obtained at two points 

in the same tube have been combined with Eq. 6-4-2 to pro- 

vide two simultaneous equations containing only nI and n2 

as unknowns. The solutions of these equations are-tabulated 

below together with the viscosities obtained from the 

literaturei47 (the effects of mutual saturation have been 



ignored). 

TABLE 6-7-- Visicosities, cp. 
___ 

Benzene WILter 

ICT 147 Experimental 
ICT'47 

Experimental 

B WB -0- 17 W-11 B B"* W 1 

20p bore 0.619 0.604 0-585 0.940 0.938 0.962 
capillary 

4V bore 0.615 0.625 0.647 
I 

0.927 0-917 o. 862 
capillary I 

Unfortux-Ately these solutions involve the difference of two 

quantities of similar magnitude so that scatter is much 

increased (although it is still not more than 35 for 77-1- B)- 1. 
Nevertheless, the corrolation. is sufficient to indicate that, 

\ 
in glass capillaries of the size studied here, neither the 

Viscosity of water nor that of benzene differs significantly 

from its bulk value. A similar conclusion was reached by 

I I+i Fedyakin in 1957- However, more recently Derjaguin, 

Fedyakin and Talaev65 have announced that if an index of 

water is introduced into a quartz capillary of this magnituae 

by. condensation from its saturated vapour then its viscosity 

is greatly enhanced. Values of up to 22x the normal value 

are reported. In addition., it is stated that the viscosity 

is dependent upon how many times the liquid index is driven 

155 
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alonS the tube, but not, apparently,, -upon how far or how 

fast the index was moved, since no changes in viscosity are 

f-ficult recorded during a given displacement. Althou3h it is dii 

to fault this interpretation of their reported data with much 

certainty, each anomalous viscosity is apparently calculated 

on the strength of only two or three experimental points. 

Moreover, contact angle velocity dependence does not seem to 

have received sufficient attention. In the study reported 

here this latter objection has,, it is believed, been over- 

come., and it is hoped that further work'will resolve present 

uncertainties. 

�I 

I 
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APPENDIX I 

Table 4.1 

Ex, D. P2: Benzene4,7ater Displacements in Uncoated Capillar 

T= 19.5 0c 

1= 150 am 

x= 100 am (from benzene ena) 

r=0.45 mm 

B 

-10 np, -X , cm sec 10-3 �2, P, k.. CM sec 
. -2 -2 dyne cm dyne CM 

0-33 0-033 0.135 0-053 

0.41 0-045 0.167 0.085 

0.62 0-0156 o. -iB6 0.124 

0-53 o. o69 0.230 0.200 

0.82 0.127 0.225 o. 2o6 
' 

1-93 0-316 0.271 0.281 

3978 o. 467 
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Table Is.. 2 

ExP. P3: Preliminary zzone-Wator Displacements in Ben 

Dimethyldichlorosilane-lireated Tubing. 
- 

0 T= 19 C 

1= 27-41 

r=0.20 

x= 23-50 cm 

6x=2.41 cm 

B -* W. VI -)- 

104k, 

cm see 

14.6 

22.8 

36.2 

108.5 

148 

288 

355 

487 

648 

1590 

_1 0-3 Ap -1 04; ý _1 0-3 AP3 
. 2 dyne cm- cm sec 

2 
dyne cm 

1.05 3-8 3.37 

0.98 55.1 3-39 

0.89 282 3.54 

0.7.2 433 3.63 

0.40 116o 4-07 

0.32 

0.20 

0-17 

0.04 

-0.723 
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Table 4.3 

Exp. Al -. Benzene-" Vater Displacem nts in Dimethyldichloro- 

silane-Treated Tubing. 

1= 12-71 cm 

1 
eff =1+0.45 = 13.16 cm 

xe ff zx 
«+ 0.22(5)cm 

0.251 = 

T= 23 -1 
0C 

Stationary Interfaoe 

Ap., dyne Ocall deg 0., deg 
-2 cm 

-6 go go 

+10 go 88 

339 83 81 

514 79 77 

668 76 74ý 

606 77 73 

370 82 79 

278 84 82 

581 78 76 

601 76 74 

838 73 70 
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Table 4.3 (Cont-) 

Zýp (Vis ) 8 -, Oc , =- 1r) 21 
- x+n 2(l - X), 

r 

Moving Interface 

Sense x eff-' AP2 -1041, Ap (vis 
call 

ýq 
d -2 yne cm -1 cm seo , -2 cWne cm deg dog 

B -P. W 9-53 1440 13 1 56 56 

of 204.3 450 55 45 41 

it 2157 650 69 42 41 

1994 150 18 4-5 43 

8.43 843 8 1 72 70 

9-53. 2327 <1 - 33 32 

it 2412 .0 - 30 30 

WB 8.43 -074 -23 -3 105 99 

-494 -2.2 - 100 99 

-486 -30 -4 100 98 

-549 -25 -3 101 101 

9-53 --830 -740 -74. 100, ill 

It it -1318 -1120 -140 115 113 

it It -435 -42 99 102 

It It -295 -26 -3 OV 6 99 

it 3e of +343' -1 - 84 81 

x Unsteady displacement 

Me Unsteady displacement folloviing probable contamination. 
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Table 4.4 

Exp. El: Benzene-Water Displacements in Trimethylahloro- 

silane-Treated Tubing 

r r- 0.325 = 

T= 21+ 0c 

W -). B VI ->. 1; 
First Disp lacement First Displacement 

After I hr 

-1 04k, cm deg. -1 04: cs cm deg. 

-I sec sec 

9 158 88 150 

175 158 366. 153 

122 160 19 146 

18 159 755 154 

105 161 226 150 

47 158 

314 162 
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Table 4.4 cont- 

Second and Subsequent Displacements 

W -ý- BB -* VI 

_1 04. k 4k 
cm deg. +10 X) cm deg. 

-1 
see -1 s ec 

goo 51 8 112 

1 63 17 108 

13 59 6 113 
66 55 22 log 

6900 47 16 log 

2 119 124 103 
2 117 

210 100 
118 102 
54. 105 

Displacements after 3 'WeeksSoak 

W -)- B 'B -0. IN 

4- 4. 
0 X., cm deg. +10 X, cm deg. 

Sec -1 sec-I 

13 101 21 64 

42 102 42 62 

83 103 155 59 
254 106 2 68 

5 101 46 61 

336 107 20 62 
460 log 247 58 

5 101 352 57 
146 -104 14 66 
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Table 4-5 

Exp. E2: 
_ 

Benzene-Water Displacements in a Second 

Trimethy lchlorosilane-Treated Tube. 

r = 0-35 

T 24 0C 

B 17 

First Displacezient 

OM sec-i deg. 

2 121 

4 123 

46 116 

-274 115 

B 71 

Second and Subsequent' Displacements during First 4 hr. Period 

104k deg. ý 104k, ý) deg. lo 4 k, ýs doc'. 
I 2 

cm sec cm sec cm sec 

5 128 316 log 36 116 

410 107 970 103 140 113 

296 110 1380 101+ 40 lis 

108 113 2200 102 124 115 

186 112 6 123 202 113 

34 116 8 121 162 113 

218 111 24. lis 106 468 

186 ill 
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Table 4.5 (cont. ) 

T-0, -I. B 

Displacements Durin 
First -I- 2 hr. 

4. 
-io X, deg. 
cm see 

5 i5o 

16 153 

32 150 

450 153 

511 150 

1-7 

Subsequent 

-* B 

Displacements 

-1041 ; cm seo -1 ý. o deg. 

695 146 

26 145 

1020 148 

1020 148 

9 145 

3 141 

135 145 

2 141 

47 146 

505 147 

61o 147 

110 145 

17 -B 

Displacements After 22 hr. 

4. 
-10 x., cm sec ý. ' deg. 

2l+ 144 

176 145 

121 144 

285 146 

860 147 

6170 149 

24 143 
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Table 4-5 (Cont. 

B -, - 17 

Displacements After 20 hr. 

10 x., cm seo ý., deg. . 
104. ý, cm sec 

14 116 596 

58 114 40 

258 112 336 

162 113 842 

196 112 696 

198 112 368 

Igo 110 324 

390 109 324 

40 11.5 1540 

dog. 

107 

115 

log 

106 

103 

110 

III 

112 

1014. 
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Table 4.6 

Exp. F2: Benzene-Glycerol Displacements 

r= 0-325 mm 

T 23.5 0c 

BG 

X, cm see deg. 

8 41 

13 32 

48 27 

19 33 

27 31 

3 43 

3ý 44 

9 36 

-104i'l cm seo-I 03 deg. _1041 ) cm sec-i deg. 

26 102 14 98 

50 103 63 103 

120' log 875 130 

144 110 2160 140 

698 129 1440 137 

1220 131 158 log 

1010 130 61g 125 

31 102 224 115 

11 99 
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0 

Table 6 .1 

Computer_Out Eut for 20ij Bore Capillary 

Coefficients of Polynomial V= V(X) 

0 1-79393 x '10 -3 

3.15062 x 10 -6 

2 -1-46155 x 10-7 

3 6-36437 x 10-8 

XSCM m3 V210-3, V= V(X V- V(X) 

i -3cm3 10 -8 CM3 

0.01264 1-791+00 1-79402 -2.2 

0.1454 1-79449 1-75+44 +4-9 

1 0.2440 1-7 9ý73 1-75474 -1.3 

0-3540 1-79507 1-79508 -1.0 

0-4677 1-79544 1-7951+3 -o. 6 

0-7205 1-79618 1-79620 -1.8 

0.9859 1-79700 1-79701 -1.0 

1.1882 1-79764 1-79763 +1.4 

1.5042 1.79862 1-79861 +0.9 

1.7004 1-79925 1-79925 -0.1 

2.0350 1.80032 1-80033 -0.4 

2.3131 1 . 80129 1.8C128 +i. 1 

2.6038 1.80230 1.80232 -1.8 

2.9704 1-80373 1.80372 +0-7 
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Table 6.1 
--(cont-. 

l 

1 
1. 

xpcm r, p dv 
; 10 --Q cm 

2 
dX 1 6X; I ol 2 

C'm -3 
4 

x r 
=0 

0.0 10.01 3-15 0.0000 
0.1 9-97 3.12 0.1002 
0.2 9-93 3-10 0.2021 
0-3 9-90 3-08 0-3054 
0.4 9-87 3- 00' 0.4100 

0.5 9.86 3-05 0.5155 
o. 6 9.84 3" '04 0.6217 
0-7 9.84 3-01+ 0-7284 
0.8 9-84 3-01+ 0-8353 
0.9 9-84 3-04 0.0,, 420 
1.0 9-85 3.05 1.0485 
1.1 9-87 3-06 1-1543 
1.2 9.89 3-07 1.2593 
1-3 9.92 3-09 D 1-3531 
1-4 9.96 3-12 1-4656 

1-5 10.00 3.14 1.5666 
1.6 10-04 3-17 1.6657 
1-7 10.10 3.21 1-7629 
1.8 10.16 3.24 -1-8580 
1.9 10.23 3.28 1.9508 
2.0 10430 3-33 2.0412 
2.1 -10-37 3-38 2.1290 
2.2 10-45 3-43 2.2143 
2-3 10-54 3.49 2.2969 
2.4 io. 63 3-55 2.3768 
2.5 10-72 3-61 2-4539 
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Table 6.2 

Computer OutDut for 4u Bore CaDillary 

Coefficients of Polynomial V V(X) 

0 6.23310 x 10-'. '? 

1 1.69230 x 10 -7 

2 -3-06428 x 10-8 

3 1-37800 x1 -8 

x2cm , 10-5cln3 V V= V(,,, c*): v- V(X) 
. -5CM3 10 -9c, 10 M3 

0.000 6.2330 6.2331 -1.0 

0-034 6.2338 6.2337 +1.2 

0.092 6.2347 6.2346 +0.9 

0075 6.2357 6.2360 -2.4 

0.242 6.2370 6'. 2370 '0 

0.267 6.2375 6.2374 +0-7 

0-301 6.2380 6.2380 +0.9 

0-371 6.2390 6.2390 +OA 

0.443 6.2402 6.2402 -0.2 

0.522 6.2414 6.2413 -0.5 

0.662 6.2433 6.24314- -o. 6 

0.680 6.2437 6.2436 +1.2 

0-786 6.2451 6.2452 -0-3 

0.865 6.24.63 6.2463 0.0 

0-0.117 6.2471 6.21+71 +0.1 



Table 6.2 (cont. ) 

X CM r , LV -7 2 IO cm 
6x) 10140ý2-3 i 

$ �- aý r4 X0 

0.0 2.32 1.69 0.0000 

0.1 2.2.8 10 0.3557 

0.2 2. ý5 1.59 0.7354 

0-3 2.22 1.55 1.1373 

0.4 2.19 1.51 1.5587 

0.5 2.18 -1.49 1.9963 

o. 6 2.17 1.47 2.4461 

0-7 2.16 1.47 2.9032 

0.8 2.16 1.47 3.3628 

0.9 2.17 1.48 3.8195 

1.0 2.18 1.49 4.2685- 

1.1 2.20. 1.52 4-7051 

1.2 2.22 1.55 5.1251 
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Table 6. ý 

Benzene-Water Displacements in 20 Bore Tube. 

cm xj cm r 3? 12 -3 ý jE , 012, 
11 

--ýX. ý10 cm 
r43 

Z, 
r4 

Benzene End 
of Tube 0.26 0.00 9.92 0.0000 

Water End 
of Tube 0.46 2.20 10.63 2. J+231 

Run - (3. 0-58 0-3: 2 10-04 0.3360' 1.8224 

Run (ii) 1 1-59(5)1 1.3351 9-841 1-3966 0-7624 

23.0 0c 

0.127(5)cm 

Run 

B VI TT -* B 

I 042x, c. _m sec -1 10-3 ap . dyne a-x -1 
t, cm sec -104, -3ap. 10 ,c yn,, t 

-2 -2 cm 0m 

-95.1 6 901 . 47 86.7 67A2 

215 71-10 156.0 66.19 

172 70-50 203 65.51 

255 71-53 236 65-17 

365 73.20 255 64-82 

491 74-42 425 62-77 

555 75.20 455 62.41 
709 77-16 532 61-59 
440 74-03 580 60-711 
203 71-02+ 654 5 9.83 
145 70.26 319 64-09 
93.1 69.52 
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Table- 6.3 
-(Cor,. 

t. ) 

Run (ii) 

B W- --, - B 

kzý 0 , cm 1 -1 see -3 10 2Sp dyne -10 - cm 10-3np dyne 
. -2 

t 
-1 -2 om sec cin 

129 71 -78 386 63-79 

153 72.17 1+12 63-35 

194 72.80 472 62.67 

232 73-44 532 61.49 

272 74-03 607 60.61 

319 74.91 750 58.56 

1+12 76.03 
. 
370 63-99 

440 76-57 349 64-43 

543 77-94 315 65-07 

638 79-32 236 66.19 

880 83-01+ 187 66.93 

129 67-76 
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Table 6.4. 

Benzene -, ', later Dis2lacements in 4ABore Tube. 

x- -I- 

X., cm x, cm r,,, LL I x. 1014-C. -. > Zx 1014c--3 
4 r X=O 

Benzene End 
of Tube 1.04 0.00 2.19 . 0.0000 

Wat E cl 
of Tube 0.00 1 Cl+ 2-32 4.4431 

Run (i) 0.16 0.86 2.261 3.8596 0.5835 

Run (ii) 0.48 0.54 2.181 2.5343 1.908 

T= 23.5 0c 

nx = 0.0627cm 

Run (i 

B -., - Ti W ---- B 

-1 
0 cm see Io-, 

ýa 
P, o4, nýx 

-i pCM -1 Zee I o-'n P, 
dyne bm -2 dyne cm -2 

174 0-3303 40.1 0.3030 

203 0-3338 64.0 0.3000 

251 0-3392 96.0 0.2964 

292 0.3445 125 0.2928 

384 0-3558 199 0.2831 

174 0-3293 184 0.2853 

141 () - 32. -)o 216 0.2811 

i0o 0.3210 240 00'2780 

78.4 0-3183 293 0.2728 

50.8 0-3150 

25-7 0.3123 
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I Table 6.4 co 

... N Run ý ii 

B B 

-1 -6 
1cm see- 10 P., 10 04nx tscm seo -i -6 10 2sp, 

t r 
dyne c= dyno cin -2 

209 0-34-51 27-0 0.3152 

119 0-3362 172 0.2970 

157 0-3412 128 0.3023 

119 0-3354 273 0.2337 

89-7 0-3317 151 0.2997 

69. o 0.3282 

39-5 0.3239 

261 0.3532 

196 0-3438 

174 0-3416 

11+6. 0-3372 

157 0-3362 
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APMTDT. X 11 

The following paper is to be submitted for publicaU on. 

THLE INTERACTIONT OF WATER 

WITH SILANE-TRUTTM POROUS GTASS 

by 
1ý 

T. D. Blake and J. M. Haynes 
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rlim-RODUCTION 

The reaction of h-clogmated aL%yl or axyl zillaica with 

hydratcd o--*Iica surfaccs, coce 

- si - 011 

si - OH 

2 lie 3 sicl -, - 

si 0 

si -0- SiMc 

2 TICI 
9 

(1 

ha3 often been uzorl to producc surfacez described az hydro- 

phobic 
192,3 

and organophilic 
4. 

This papcr raportz ncar-urc=cn-'V-r, 

showing that an incroacingly hydrophilic cfiaracter is i-, pa,. -', -cd 00 

to the treated surface by subsequent ax", osura to water. 

Proviously'reported observations of benzene/vater interfaces 

undergoing steady-displacc=ent in sil=c-t. -o. -tcd glass, 

capillaries 
5 had first led to this conclusion, and tho prcscnt i 

vo,., -k vas undertaken to substantiate its 

r=ERIIM, NTrAL 

Water adsorption isotherms were mccasured at 30.0 0C on a 

M1cBain balance (sensitivitoy 0*25 = ngm7l) vithin a r-ecsc . 6, -f-Ce 

high vacw= systcm. The porous Class (Vycor 7930)2 in 

the fo= of an annulus 15 rm in dirmeter,, 2= thick ana 6 r= 

-o long, was cleaned by heating in 100-vol. H 
202 solution bafo. 

being suspended fr= the balance, 1160 
was t0hen heated at 450 0C 

for 4 hours in 3 cm Hg pressure of pure oxygen. 
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The c1c=nca zanpla vas c. --po--ed to zaturated watcr vapour 

ut, room tc=perature for 4 dayag and fintilly, phynically 

adzorbod v-mtcr vaz rcmovcd by, outgazzing avc=ight at 1100C. 

I %, gazzing) The hydration procc3s cauzcd a. veight gzin (-after out 

of 14,. 7 r. C-- f; M71- A cc. -, -, )Iota vater adso. -ption ino, -, -, hcrm war. 

thcn mer-surcd Run. A). , %t the concluzion of this run, 

tho Smmpla rcturned to 1-43 oriainal (Iiydrated) voiCht. 

The r, =plc w= then ax-poacd to tLa Deu=. -. tcd Vapour Of 

trimthylehlorcoilana purificcl by vacw= dintillattion and 

: zorcd in glass bre-alt-c-cal bulbs; purity chcclmd by v. p. c. ). 
3-, W 

After p, r =0 
. Ling nl, -on t=? cre,. urc for 4B 1, , =-, to r va 

phyzically ad. -, o. rbcd silane =d re. oCtion p-rcductc, a conat=t 

ve, 'waz attained, axcceding, the hydrated vcisht L-. r 25.4 

MCM GM -1, Three further vater i-sothorms wcra than noazurcd 

(Fic. l. Runs B. C and D). At tý, c conclu3ion of Runs B and C 

t tho vaigh"t"o. ' after prolo. -. c-,, cd p=, pinr-. att, room, -Ivgc:: -, )cr. wurc, 

exccoodad ',., ha'W at the start of c. -, Ch run by 8.2 =d 12.0 =Z= zxý-l 

I 
respact*voly.. I 

DISCUSSION 0: -" lIESULVS 

Tho weter isotherms zhoi. -n in Fir,. l cloacly rczc=blo the 

results of zc=e cariier mAiishad =casurc-.. -ntr. on cinilarly 
0 

preparcd ar-ra-ples. 

Uadcrtaken by Dr. E, GonickVhilz"- a visitor in thiz 
Departneat 
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t rCZU! tZ 0"ý; tal lic" 

W and c aro the two conavanLk,. -. of cquat-. *01.19 dcrivuLl 

i'a tho Uzual vay 4fro: a dat. 4 rclat. va prozzurc 

0 -5 P/po <0 . 35. 

botWoon tho begin 

up, koa:, kc at p ta p0v 

-0 
; 1'. 10 Av io the cllaangga in Z"-Pic vCiG 

n,. n. r., and and of r- : -xa and wea iz liol-Ac ITC 

rale. iva to tha campla at tho 

beginning of a run. 

a The valto of w for Hun A Yields a , Pcci'-'ic Z=facc 

S -ýG Ia2 4 -o- -! a gm7l W20m ! 0.3 -molacuic n -zoncOj 
697 

v0 7h. w.. , the aaramcni. ith praviiouzly reported values 

surface donzity of hydro. -: yl arboul)z rC5Ulti--C fr= 'whc 

hyaration reaction 

0 

OH 
LT 00 

2. 

ý- si - si - Oil 

-p. vould be about. one I in which 14.7 rua am-1 taken UI ,. Ydrorr-, 

_cc. : 20 r 'ilar .a rea tio, (1), in group to-each 13 p2 of surfr I CIC 

-which 25.4 nzm em7l vaci gained,, t1acraforc involved about. 225 

of the available the c=-. paralulc rcacticn vith A=rozil 

., 
late . Studic3 of =01--cular surfaces was also found to ba incomp 3 

r. odels of Ple SiCl au-r, c3t that =ore a. -ttenaive coveraZo c. 1 'who 
3 i4u 
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w %, riý 
e"livIr,. Llyl r, 

IM , -rii, roups 

: ro. r jz4t.. er-'c -eLt: ier. c; nazt o2 t---c unrcl,. ý. Clw will� 

havc, vor, atill bo accovs-ible to =al moiccuica, couclh VU waters 

Thiba conutww., tj v,,, wia c for Run D indicate that ir-lill"I't 

the nonoltWcr capp. city of tlin rjilanc-trcatca FIauu wa.:,, reduced 

to 54, "t of t'6nut o-6-1 the un-Wreate"I thc a-. rQr--"u- nct hur. -I. 0., 

to bc proporLic, a! to adzorption in thu 'i"irzt lwycr %0 . 11 

Ica c) had inc. In uc. -dr., "-%c vorailcabla -cazed k-i about 'ý54 U W" & %,.. 

area fo., - a0laorption had decreased, but 10he affinity of tho 

aurfacc for watc-- Lad increaued. 

rur-nd- d, ac rearm in ý; pccif.,; c 
ur'O. '. 

p- OorptiC46 
o; * uilauc 4the porui; -.., i to be "innca p=T. Of 

oririna! pora Or., rico, is now fillecill ar., ý 

zubu--q: ucnlwlý P. Czorbccl watcre I&Iý-. degn of A. P. ho 

arc. - (-". o . 11 2) cZ a similcar cl porouz glan. r. coatuir. 
ir. 

g, 7) 1 ký - 

adzorbcd 'water' hzýwQvcr, th4t the r. pacific naureac-* 211ouOlU 

01 
o-17 hro; c fallan fr- 126 to about 114) m. " If"or the qu. -ztl 
0" prc-adricrbeill. 

lt anpunr4, b 
J=, t! *., z: rc cm-* ca, 0'% COVII2Irc PC 

(r, c*' J eved at 7>/1>'o 

rcztrz*ctr�d to thr-- 1 _u01 tN ei 721 

not e-, itl*rcl�r a c: ecý-u"c 

". 4 ent t 

Ilz 
ic 1-1- 0 -- c U; 7: r c C. 
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deep. Tho re-lativaly hydrophobic p,, --,, of tile curfacc appearz 

to contribute negligibly to water adsorption in thin relative 

pressure range. 

In the capillary condensation rcgion, hovevar, Run B 

showed a large hystero-cis eff W 'ect, althouggh displacad toirardc, 

higher relative pressurcs compared irith run A. Studying a 

similarly-treated silica gel, Kisclov 10 found capillary 

condensation of water was complatcly cuppressed. 

In the hysteresis regicn, the relative presizurc is related 

.0 to the curvaturc,. E. of tho intcrface betwccn capillary condcnzate 

and vapour (neglecting adsorption forccz aricing from the solid) 

by the Kelvin equation: - w 

RT ln p/po w-av Cs (i) 
where d is the surface tension of the capillary condensed liquid 

and v is its molar vol=e, C is in turn related to some 14. nc--- 

dimension r of the pores containing the interfaccat through the 

equation 

Cr =a coo 6,14 (ii) 

where O-is the contact angle fo=cd in the condcn-Wate in contact 

with its vapour at the solid surfaces and a is a shape factor* 

In the case of spherical interfaces within cylindrical capillaric. 'i 

of radius r, 2. in non-cylindrical ck-pillariez, if a=2 

is retainadq then r becomcs an equivalent cylindrical radius; 

alternativclyg if r is chosen as a real dimension of tIIAc porcv 

takes other valuc3 (gcnerallvy < 2). 6 ==3 d'A. A. 11V Va"Lle" I ffCJ'CA t- 
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according to whether pores are filling or c=ptying, and in 

capillaries of non-unifoim cross-soction it ic to be expected 

that $ vill' be a function of 0. the nature of which dLpcnd. -, 

on the detailed pore geomme-try, I. I. elroses analysiz 
11 

131101109 

however, that for =ode! P=rouss radia cc,, --po--cd of packed equal 

ophcres, variation of the contact anrs-la has only a 31ight effect 

on the value of 0 appropriata to do3orptiono Vnen capillary 

condensation occura in pores of less than about 50 R radiuz, 

it is custo-. ary 
12 to "correct" the Kelvin radius r by adding 

to it the thickness of the adsorbed nultilayer film on the pore 

.-i wallz, althourh this is unjustified in view of the c. xml*c't 

neglect of adsorption forces in applying the Kelvin equwl. ion, and 

the corresponding assunption of unifo. -=*Iu-y of inte. -facial CUrVatur-Co, 

*ura C The curvat 

d at the co=oncement of dezorption was 

calculated,, usine the Kelvin equation, fr= the cor. -czpondin,, - 

relative prcssures in runs A, B and Cs r. --I-. cd ýy arrovs in 

- of the 7ac onset of desorption is readily obzcrvcd on account V 

concomitaat increase in the tuebidity of the adsorbent (ZsigmOmdy'6-, 

"opacitV pointitl3). 

ror comparison purposes, another neasura of the pore 

may be found in tho hydraulic radius,. rh, de-Linod as the ratio 
14. -, - o-k po&-a voluma to specific surfaca For cylind-rical po--c., ol. 

radius rr= r/2. h More generally, vill be 'ale " Ca to so= 

linear dimcnsion r of a nOn-cylindrical pore by manz of anotlaor 

shapa factor$ y :- 

: (iii) 
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It is thorcfore pozzible to gain informantion on variv, 

Vionz in tha contact ansla following difAarcnl.. zurface 

I- -Ing tha q7aan--* 40roatmant3i by calcullat- w.. ity 

. 
gcl:.: h = (0 coo 0/. r) ds 

(r/y) 
, 

On the asau-m-ptions (a) that the va. -jatioa of $ with o fo. - 

con. stant pore gco-motry may bo nealcattoods (b) th. -" Itha porc: 

"sizoll which controlo dcoorlotiono Fdj j-, not clacnood by the w 

surface treatment, and (c) that the true sp%ocific zourfiacc -*%: 3 

not rienificantly altered by thon varietions 

inC:.! for a givon 4-. dsorb--n+, # in diffcrcn4. stages Of surfacc dýh' 

zodification 9 =y ba azcribcd colcly to variationz in coo 0. 

1'. ' cos 0=1 in Run As for the aczorrtion of vater frOm c«.. er--, 

porous glass, than correspondina values of 0 =ay bc calcullatcd 

fo. - Runo B ---I. d C, as in Table 11. 
0* Th4alf tho contact analc iz Iczu than 90 is -,,. o be c. xpected uS 

. Viý Since Rizi-ca B and C show evidence of c: --tcnO., *VO ca- "I-r. ( 

tion; this result is also con-sistent vi-th thozo of dlircct con'p-act 

anglo'stuaica at --ilanc-treated glass surfaces 
5915 

* Me acLsorption 

1 
.6 isother= also shov cvzdcnco of a clov, ir-mverzilb1c Jn 

f 
., 

durint; cacb. 0 as: additio. nr. 1 vatcr i-to t. -. cn un --ur. "'ace pror. erlt, " 

room tcr*-Or- Runs B and C. ifnich c=o-'w- be rcxtovc-d 'by rm:; ning "-4v 

a, 4, th f aturc; ,rn rcvcrtc nc=2. y to its 0ý-r, nal valuc a. w - 
j-.. 

ha trc--4. cd sur., face; thc ulpt-al'. 0 # SO-t=atiO"" Jon on t. L. vater ads ox-pt . 
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also inc. -ca:; ca; an,! the coatact anzia docrcr-zo. 

(11cre it zho%Od be noted that. tl. -. o v, ý, auo o6a 0 fi-On 

Run B =y alrcady have fallen. I'ma value, wninco i-I.. 

was obtained from the dezOOrpticil 
i6-0 

ot 'A. 
*c=l after the surface 

4r v--pour concentra- 4, ad been In contact for saveral da-ya Wato 

4, ion: 3 up to caturation). 1- 

Thazz findina. "D are all consistent with thc suggoestion of 

ford15 , rxj 
"ponctratc" 

Elliott and Ridai that water molecules -. 1 

. A. L, th hydrophobic - surl. 'ace 1--yer forr-, cd by rcaction with alkyl 

halo-silancs. It is not yet cle4aarg hojovers whether the change 

in zurface proparticz, is siraply due to the phycical prenjonca of 

ti on ia intcrea-lated vater, cr whether an actual hydrolynis rcac. 

involvodo A sPectro-#copic -)4vudy of the "Irrieverzibly" adsorbcdl 

w&ý. cr voulld 1.1horeffore be of particular inItcresto 

COINCLUSION's 

ith ziighýtly less than (i) Tri=thyL-. onochloro:; ilano r. cacts %,: - 

hallf of the availeble surAor-cc hyL-o,: Zrl L: roupo in fully hycL-ated 

Porous glass. 

. ci., y to The consequent- reduction in r-onolaye- c4n,,., 

%-. b 
a 

ýt 

C 
69, 

water is attributed I-r aly to tho rest -Al cttoion of wat'2-. - 

at relative prazzurcsbalow about 0,29 to I=cactcd hydroxyl CA-oupz 

and only slightly to an a--tu%-. 1 rcductioa Am zpacilfic -=--facc- 

(iii)SIeD. Sequent ex-posura of the Ixcaltcd zur. "'ace to iratc. - vapour 

causes its hydrophobic cha-. actc, - -%. 0 dcclinc, in a vay whiclh ýs 
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4. 

consis-AL. cn-v vith contact anglo obscrvati=z. 
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TAIME 1 

Run w /Mrn-r, m c AV r-iva-l 
i, 0 

A 37.6 11.4 0 207 

20-5 13.6 8.2 189 

c 35.8 1009 l2oO 193 

TABL21 

-" oý CPLlcul-�-t 0 11 

2 

- - - -- 

iRun c 
c1/ al -1 -, / ?, 

h c eh 0; 3 0 olaca 

A 1921 x 107 16.5 2000 (1.00) (0) 

B o. 5o6'x 107 15-0 0-76 0.33 68 

0-583 y. 10 7 15-7 0.92 0.46 63 
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CA-T", 1011 

0 
Firol Water adsorption an poroua glass at 30.0 oc 

effect of "c3 SiCl t--cat-l-Onto 

Open pointz, dot-'wed lincz -. adsorption 

Fillcd point3, full lincs dozorption 

-0- Run A 

R rn B I 
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I-Ilm C ýj 

-0- Rvul D 
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